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NOTATIO:-I

current shear stress
current mean effective pressure

equivalent effective pressure on the
compression curve
equivalent effective pressure on the

intersection of the elastic wall with
the critical state line
effective pressure at fail'.!re

specific volume
axial strain

volumetric and distortional strains
respectively

elastic and plastic volumetric
strains respectively
elastic and plastic distortional
strains respectively
plastic increments of volumetric and

distortional strains respectively
pore water parameter as £Iu/pt

stress pore pressure parameter as i\u/"'q

strain-pore pressure parameter as ~'.!/ss-p

"
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soil constants In the cri tical

state theory

stTess Tatio of q'jp'

slope of the flow Tule curve

in equation 5.7.

constant of the flow rule curve

in equation 5.7.

,.all thickness of a tube saDDle

ratio of wall thickness to the

lnner diam"tcr of the sal:1ple



SUMMARY
Disturbance of soil samples is cuased by several

factors and each affects different aspects of

soil behaviour in different ways. The existing

literature on soil sampling disturbance is based

largely on empirical comparisons and it is mainly

concerned with the effects of disturbance on strength.

This thesis considers stress disturbance and meChanical

distortions as the main causes of sample disturbance

and it deals with their effects on the fundamental

behaviour of normally consolidated clays. In

addition, the behaviour of virgin and disturbed samples

is exanined mainly within the concepts of the critical

,state theories. Other seconday causes of disturbance

are also examined and these include the influence

of the wall thickness of the tube sampler and the
storage period.

Different triaxial compression tests were performed on

sarr.plesof remoulded kaolin, prepared in different ways

to simulate a virgin sample, a perfect sample and a

tube sample. All virgin sa~ples were prepared frorr.

a slurry and consolicated anistoropically in a triaxial

cell, A perfect sample was obtained from a \'irgin sa:nple

oy releasing the total stresses in undrained conditions

a:ld tuoe samples were obtained by inserting l~" diameter

tubes into a 4" diameter perJect sumple.



The main testing programme on virgin and disturbed

samples, included, drained and undrained tests

at different stress levels but, in addition, there

were other tests to examine aspects of the virgin

behaviour and effects of loading conditions and

laboratory procedures relevant to the main testing

programme.

The results show the behaviour of virgin and perfect

samples is mainly in agreement with the concepts

of critical scate theories, but the scress disturbance

alcers not only the state, but also the values of the

v~rgHl soil parameters. The results show also that

t~be samples behave as if they are overconsolidated,

a~d their state boundary surface is substantially

different to that of virgin samples. It was suggested

thaI the effects of sampling disturbance may be greatly

reduced by reconsolidating disturbed samples to a

substantially higher stress level, in which case, it

is necessary to normalise the test data to the virgin

state.

•
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1.

1.1. INTRODUCTION

1" geotechnical engineering, laboratory and in-situ testing

of soils is undertaken for a number of reasons, For example,

engineers test soil to obtain design parameters and research

workers tese soil to investigate the fundamental behaviour

of soils. Laboratory testing is important in this work

because of the well defined loading conditions and the

accurate measurements of deformations that are possible.

Over the last few decades tnere ha~e been considerable

~".provements in measuring tecnniques, in methods for oont1"011-

i"5" the apparatus and. in understanding tbf) soil ap!laratus

interferences hut it is still necessary to obtain represent-

ative soil samples.

Soil, unlike other building materials such as steel and

cor.crete, is path dependent. A sample of soil obtained by any

sampling process must experinece an unavoidable cycle of its

stress state and in most cases it suffers additional distor-

tlOllS and both contribute to disturb the sample. If a soil

sanple is disturbed, its behaviour may not represent the

original behaviour even if it is under ehe same stress seate

as the soil in the ground.

In this chapter, the problem of sample disturbance is

In:roduced and current s,,'1'plingtedllliques aloe reviewed in

general. The mai;] causes of distt<rbance are discussed and

~ termlnology is suggested to describe the quallty of soil
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1.2. SOIL SAMPLING IN GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

1.2.1. INTRODUCTION

~~tural soils in the field are non-homogeneous in their

stress state, composition and structure and thus soil samples

can only represent average properties of the in-situ mass of

soil. Samples at various depths and locations are necessary

to classify soil and to examine its mechanical behaviour.

A disturbed sample which has suffered no change in its

constituents may be used for classification purposes but a

nominally undisturbed sample is necessary to in,estigate the

mechanical behaviour of the soil.

~oil sampling techniques attempt to obtain specimens that

preserve the important mechanical behaviour of the in-situ

soil and various samples and methods of sampling have been

developed to obtain nominally undisturbed samples. The

differences between these depend on the purpose of testing,

the type of soil, economical and practical restrictions and

other secondary factors as described by Hvorslev (1949).

The reader is referred to the proceedings of the International
Symposium of Soil Sampling (1979) for further details on

practices of soil sampling.

Basically there are two types of soil sampling, tube sampling

and block sampling. Hand cut block sampl~s are usually

COnsidered to be of the best quality but they cannot always be

obtained.
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1 .2. 2. BLOCK SA.\fPLING

A block sample is usually take" from an excavation dug

care!~11y to the required depc~. A column of soil,
generally square in cross-secc~on is formed by careful

digging of the surrounding soil and the sides trimmed to

the required size. A box is assembled around the column

of soil and the gap between the~ filled with wax. The top

of the bOx is then screwed to che sides and the base of

t!le column is disengaged with several passages of a wire

:lIang the bottom face. Further trimming is required to

the bottom of the sample before pouring the wax and

asser.1bli:1g the bottom of the box. For transportation, and

>itor"-ge, samples should be wrapped in an inner plastic

sheet and shipped in the uprigtc position. Storage of

s~mples is usually in a roon of controlled temperature

and humidity. During trimming,c:,e blOck sample is rigidly

supported and a thin wire saw used to cut the block sample

to the required shape and size. The sample may then be

tr:lnsferred and set up in a triaxial appara.tus for further

iOctdiI'.g.

1.2.3. TUBES.'\':'lPLIl\"G

This is the most commonmethod of obtaining soil samples.

A tube sampler is a relatively enin walled cylinder and

-hfIec'ent samples have slightly differel"it geometrical

prOportions and details. It is attached to a shaft and

the idea of tube sampling is to ,;,ush the sampler into the

soil. The sampling process conSlS"tS of a. numbGr of operatio:Js.
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First a vertical borehole is drilled or an excavation

made in the ground to the depth at which the sample is

,.eC;'J~red. There are various methods used in advancing

the borehole depending on the regional geology, the

equipment available and the experience of the drilling

operators. The sides of the hole are often stabilised

by casing and the bottom of the hole is cleaned. The

sa~pler is pushed into the soil without rotation by

!l"mmerdriv~n[';JhydraUlic pressure or by mechanical jacking.

At the end of the drive the sampler is rotated to shear

the sample from the parent material and it is jacked

from the borehole. In some samplers the vacuum created

as the sampler is withdrawn is broken by a vacuum breaking

cev~ce. For transportation and storage the samples are

usually sealed in the sampler or in liners with wax. For

testing the tube sample is pushed out manually or by

hydraulic pressure, the two ends cut and levelled to the

required length and the sample is then set up in laboratory
.apparatus.

1.2.4. SAMPLERS

Various tuoe samplers have been developed over the last

50 years or so and many of these are discussed by Ka11stenlus

(1958) and ~juhs (1969). Designs vary to suit different

SOlIs and the principal objective is to decrease the rr.echanical

distortions of the soil sample. Va~ious arrangements are

used to prevent the sample dropping from che other end of the

sampler and different sizes of cutting 8dges a~ the end of

the sampler are provided.
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figure 1.1. shows some typical ~hapes and defines a

number of ratios such as the wall thickness/diameter ratio

and the recovery ratio, which seems to describe a sampler

and its performance.

Basically, there are two kinds of tube samplers, an open

drive sampler and a piston sampler. An open drive sampler

consists of a plain section of pipe, levelled at the lower end

and secured to the bottom of the drill pipe by means of an

adapter containing a vent for escape of air or drilling fluid

as shown in figure 1.2. The thin wall open drive sampler

has a sharp cutting edge and is crimped to a smaller diameter

to allow an inside clearance while a thick ~all sampler can

be ;;~ed with a wider variety of soils, and it is provided

with a detachable shoe and cutting edge of hardened steel.

A piston sampler is simply a tube sampler with a piston

placed at the bottom of the hole as shown in figure 1.2.

Piston rods extend from the sampler to the surface through

the drill pipe to control the piston's movement. The tube

is advanced beyond the piston into the undisturbed soil and

thus the piston prevents the entrance of excess soil into the

tube and it helps in holding the sample in the tube during
recovery.

1.2.5. COMPARISONS OF BLOCK A~TI TUBE SAMPLES

.~rr.ongthe curren. techniques of sampling, block sampling

gives the best quality sa~ple of soil because of the negligible

defor~ations and distortions to the soil structure if care

is exercised in excavation, preservation and preparation of
block samples.
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The block sampling method is advantageous in cases where

large si'!:edsamples of soils are required and when soils

cano.in gra,-el and pebbled size particles. The cost and

depth limit of excavations and other practical problems

rest~i ct the practice of block sampling.

Tube sampling is a cheaper, easier and faster method where

deep samples of soils are required but the samples may

suffer an appreciable amount of deformation and mechanical

distortions as soil is displaced to make way for the

sampler tube. There has been no practical alternative yet

to tube sampling. Modified designs of samplers have

succeeded in decreasing the mechanical distortions but

seem so far to have failed in eliminating them.

The basic differences between block and tube samples lie

mainly in the distortions suffered by tube samples and

both samples must be handled, trimmed aud set up in an

apparatus for testing which may cause further disturbance.

Presumably, if a sample could be taken with a "tube with

infinitely "thin walls it WOuld be equivalent to a block

sample.

1.3. KATURE OF SA~PLE DISTURBAKCE

l.3.1. INTRODGCTION

',',nena sample of soil is transferred from its position in

the ground to the laboratory, it will suffer changes

In its stress and possibly also to its struc"ture

and chese changes will alLer its behavlour. The term

sample disturbance has been used previously in the liTerature

oi soil mechanics to cover all changes in the behaviour of
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the soil without considering the nature and the causes

of dlsturbance or separating their effects.

Tne disturbance experienced by a sample of soil due to

sampling is caused by several factors which are different

in nature. The influence of each factor may vary with

the type of soil but in general the most important ones

are stress disturbance, mechanical disturbance and the

p.:,rioc!between sampling and testing. Other factors such

as the environmental changes in temperature, pressure and

the chemistry of the pore fluid may be more significant

in ocean floor samples or quick clays.

i. 3,2. STRESS DISTURBANCE

An clement of soil suffers changes of stress before, during

and after a sampling process depending on the method of

sampling used. The vertical stress at the bottom of the

boreilole during drilling is reduced and once the soil i!;;

rer.lo'-edthe soil layers below the borehole tend to

deflect upwards and for large stross reductions and for

soils with low shearing reslstance there may even be

failure and plastic flow of the soil. Figure 1.3. shOws

sc~e of the forces that may be associated with driving

tube samples.

The most import~nt stress change however, is the release

of the total overburden stresses. Figure 1.4. shows the

state of a sample in the ground under in-sltu stresses

and the State of the sample under zero total stresses

On the laboratory bench.
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This involves the change from an anisotropic to an

isotropic stress state and hence the removal of the

shear stress, together with a reduction of the mean

stress which leads to the development of suction in

the pore water. Soils with relatively low permeability

may be assumed to remain undrained and thus no swelling

or consolidation takes place and no change in the

overall specific volume, but this will not always be

the case. The undrained release of the total over-

burden stresses is the most significant stress change,

unavoidable in any sampling process and hence it will

be called stress disturbance.

Axial and lateral deformations.at the boundaries and

within the sample will occur because of the changes in

stresses. Assuming isotropiC properties for soils,

then in theory, stress disturbance will cause negative

axial strain and positive lateral strain for normally

consolidated clays where Ko < 1 and it will cause positive

axial strain and negative lateral strain for heavily

overconsolidaTed clays for which Ko> 1 as shown in

Figure. 1.4. YOI' the special ca.se of soils under an

isoTropiC st~ess state in the ground there will be no

strains at the boundar~es of the sample.

1.3.3. 11ECHA:I<ICALDISTORTIOKS

The amount of nechanical distortions is negligible in

block sampling while in tube sampling it depends on the

sampler size and wall thickness, the method of sampling

and the type of soil.
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The sample may suffer different types of mechanical
distortions during sampling such as shocks, vibrations,
local remoulding and the displacement of soil by the
wall of the sampler. Friction between the sampler and
the soil causes stress changes and it may cause mechanical
distortions for soils with low sensitivity, by inducing_"

failure planes in layers at the edge of the sample.
:ievertheless, ic seems that the most significant cause

of mechanical distortions in tube sampling is due to

displacement of soil by the wall thickness. Displaceoent

of soil by the sampler wall may cause shear failure and
plastic flow in soils below and withill the sampler and
the extent of these deformed zones varies with the wall

thic:~ness. It may be assumed that there is no overall

change in the moisture content and no overall change in

volume although, there may be movement of water and hence

volume changes within the sample.'

1.3.4. TIME EFFECTS

S0il beha.-iour is time dependen-c and hence the period

beL~ee~ sampling and testing may contribute to disturbing

the sample. The sample is usually sealed within its tube

Or box on site to avoid any ~~_sdiats loss of moisture

content and it is then transferred to the labora-cory where

a storage period can be extended to a few days or a few

~ssks before a test is conducted.
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Sasically, there are two different time dependent phen-

00" which take place in the sample; equalisation ofO"'~ ~
,!xct'SS /Jore pressures induced by stress disturbance and

:;,.ec::t:lnlcal distortions and secondary effects, such as

cr",ep, thixotropy and relaxation. Pore pressure variations

~ithin the sample may be due to the variation of structural

distortions and local drainage and the equalisation of

the pore pressures will take place as time passes. These

procesSes commence immediately after sampling and continue

ut a diminishing rate until excess pore pressures are

negligible. Secondary efiec"(s include physical changes

in bonding and they usually take place in proportion to

time and may depend on the stress state (i.e, whether

ch-o disturbed sample is loaded or not,during its storage

period). The significance of secondary effects on the

behaviour SeemS to be more apparent in plastic clays with

h1gh acth'lty Olitchell, 1976). There are other changes

that may take place, such as oxidation, chemical reactions

or biological effects but these are usually of minor

i'l'.,Jortance.

1.4. DEGREE OF SAMPLE DISTURBANCE

1.4.1, INTRODUCTION

Ihe quality of a smaple deter~ines the extent to which it

preserves the in-situ properties and thus it is necessary

;:0 judge the quality of a sample before' testing. So far

as the mechanical behaviour of the soil is concerned,

Hvorslev (1949), classified soil samples as either non-

r"presentative, r8presentati'ie or ur:disturbed.
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A non_representative sample is one which contains

soil from other strata or is missing some of the soil

const~tuents. while a representative soil sample is

one in which there is no change in soil constituents but

whose structure, water content or void ratio may have been

altered. An undisturbed sample ideally is one that

represents completely the in-situ behaviour.

The term undisturbed sample, is commonly used in soils

l~tera'ture to descrIbe a relatively or an apparen'tly

undisturbed sample. In fact, the sample obtained by any

sa~pling method is not really undisturbed and it is

questionable whether it is possible to obtain an un-

disturbed sample at all, because any sample must suffer

stress disturbance. Tbis section will introduce several

terms that may be used to describe the quality of saMples.-

1.4.2. VIRGIN SA,\IPLES

Sam:Jles which ha.ve suffered no disturtlance (i,e. truly

undisturbed samples) will be known as virgin samples. A

virgin sample may occur either in the field or in the

laboratory. A field virgin sample is found only j,nthe

field lying in its in-situ position and it cannot be

cransferred to the laboratory or removed from ios pos~tion.

The behaviour of a field virgin sample cannot be measured

directly but it may be found by different methods. such as

the back analysis of the full scale behaviour and in-situ

tests or by using the nor~alised behaviour of so~e disturbed

samples in the laboratory after reconsolidation.
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A laboratory virgin sample may be prepared in the

laboratory by loading a sample along a stress path

',-j~iC~lcopies that of a field virgin sample. This

~ay be done in two ways; either by Ko consolidation

1. 12

of a slurry to the field~ stress level and state,

or by Ko reconsolidation of a disturbed sample

obtained from the field to a higher stress level. The

laboratory virgin sample resting in the laboratory has

suffered neither mechanical distortions to its structure

nOr alterations to its virgin stress state and there-

fore it may be used as reference for investigations

of sample disturbance.

it is important to notice that the field virgin sample

cannot be duplicated in the laboratory. The Ko

consolidation of slurry in the laboratory is conducted

on a short time scale and thus the sample lacks

structures that may have been developed in the f~Gld

,-irgin sample over longer periods. Furthermore, the

fabric of a disturbed sample is partially distorted

during sampling and it may suffer even further distor-

tions rather than recovery if loaded to higher stress

levels.

1.4.3. DISTURBED SA~PLES
Disturbed samples are obtained either during sampling

an in-sil:u virgin sample or from conditioned alteral:ions

to a laboratory virgin sample. On the baSiS of the

nature and degree of tbe disturbance, disturbed samples

~ay be classified into a number of types.
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A perfect sample is obtained by releasing the total

stresses applied to the virgin sample in undrained

conditions. A perfect sample can be obtained -in the

laboratOry and theoretically it may be obtained from

iLfield virgin sample by using an infinitismally thin

frictionless tube sampler or by cutting and digging

soils without subjecting them to any deformations

apart from those caused by releasing the total stresses.

Thus a perfect sample is assumed to suffer stress

disturbance only with no further stress changes or

mechanical distortions.

A block sample represents a sample obtained with a

",i:li::lUI'l01 mechanical distortion and it may be obtained

from a virgin sample in the field or in the laboratory

by block sampling techniques as described in section

1.2.2. A tube sample represents a sample obtained with

SOI'ledegree of mechanical distortion. The degree of

distortion will depend principally on'the geometry

of the tube sampler and the method of sampling. Explor-

ation samples are those which are taken without much

attempt to preserve the mechanical properties of the

soil and are usually for identification and classification

>,lH'pOses. They are generally taken when the subsurface

concitions are unknown and a survey is required cO

decermine the location and types of soil. present. A

remoulded sample represents a severly disturbed sample

and is achieved by completely remoulding tho sareple.

•
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Sometimes the sample is dried and remixed with water

3nd sometimes it is remoulded by hand or by machine

3t itS initial water content and this has the effect

of completely altering any initial fabric. Thus, a

remoulded sample has a dispersed fabric which has no

relationship to the fabric of the virgin sample.

Remoulded samples are used to obtain soil parameters

like the Atterberg limits and they may often be used

to obtain soil parameters which are not thought to

depend on the fabric of the sample.

1. ~.::;. ~EASUREMENTS OF SA~PLE DISTURBANCE

Ttcre arC a number of ways of measuring the degree of

s:J.",.plc-(~iaturbance and apart from pure academic interest,

tileYhave practical uses in correcting the observed

beh3viour of disturbed samples. Engineering parameters

s'Jcilas strength and stiffness, have been used to

l~dicate the degree of disturbance and to correct the

,aiue of other engineering parameters. Diffe:::,entcauses

of disturbance (e.g. stress disturbance) may influence

different engineering parameters (e.g. strength, stiffness)

dif~erently and it may not be justifiable to correct

SOr:leaspects of the behaviour of the disturbed sample

l'e.C;_stiffness) on the basis of other aspects of the

diSc'l,"uedbehaviour (e.g. strength). Tile properties of a

block sample are often used as a referen~e since it is

l::-.possibleto obtain perfect samples for laboratory

teSting or to measure the properties of the field virgin

$;;''''.])les_ Alternatively, in-situ testing and back analysis

:::,'''"full screle behav~ou:r mr,y be used to obtain true

';;.iu~s~hlch can then be used as a ,eforence for the
,

,
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On the other hand the properties of a remoulded sample
clearly represent the highest level of mechanical
disrortion and it may be used as a measure of disturbance.

Two main methods are commonly used to measure disturbance.
These are based on measurin~ the residual effective
stress and one-dimensional consolidation curve of a
disturbed sample. There are other methods and some of

these will be discussed in chapter 3.

1.5. THE BEHAVIOUR OF A DISTURBED S&~PLE IN THE LABORATORY

1.5.1. INTRODUCTION

A disturbed sample may be reloaded and tested following
a \lide range of stress states, stress paths and loading

coaditions and additional stress changes and mechanical
distortions may be applied to disturbed samples in order
to investigate their effects On the measured degree of
disturbance. Reloading disturbed samples to higher stress
le,els may be used to reduce or even eliminate the effects
01 sampling disturbance or, alternatively, correction
parameters based on the measured degree of disturbance
may be used in predicting the virgin behaviour from
disturbed samples.

1.5.2. RECONSOLIDATING THE DISTURBED SAMPLES
,

In practice,disturhed samples are prepared for testing
either with or without reconsolidation. Theoretically
in an unconsolidated undrained. test the confining
pressure has nO influence cn the ef,fective stress state of
a saturated clay. Isotropic reconsolidation ~ay be
carried to any StreSS level but it ~s a common practice "
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to reconsolidate the sample to a stress equivalent to

the in-situ stresses. It is important to notice that

'Jnder isotropic stress the sample will be at a different

stress state from its anisotropic state in the field and

tj,~"will lead to further differences in the behaviour.

Anisotropic reconsolidation to the field stress state

may be conducted in the laboratory and this will eliminate

the differences that are caused by different stress states

(Davis and Polous, 1967).

It is believed that reconsolidation to a stress level higher

than that in the ground will eliminate the effect of stress

disturbance (Ladd and Foott, 1974) and may reduce the effects

of disturbance and non-hoffiogenity caused by mechanical

diswrtions of tube samples. However, this may not always

be the case, since the fabric of some clays may be largely

destroyed by volume changes, shear strains and higher stress

levels and it is necessary to know by how much the stress

level should he raised in order to eliminate the effects of

stress disturbance. Reconsolidating the sample to a higher

stress level and consequently to a lower specific volume

~il1 increase the strength and stiffness and it is necessary

to normalise the behaviour of soils by a parameter that

describes its specific VOlume in order to account for the

differences.

1.;;.3. APPLICATIOKS OF ADDITIONAL DISTURBA;,<CE

The effeccs of distrubance on the virgin behaviour may b~

estimated empirically by investigating the effects of

apply~ng additional discurbances to disturbed samples.

•
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The alterations to the behaviour of the disturbed sample

m~V be correlated with the nature and degree of disturbance

and, by extrapolation, used to estimate the behaviour of a

virgin sample. This approach requires a series of tests

on samples at different degrees of disturbance, but the

dlfferent causes of disturbance should be considered

separately.

This approach has been used to account for the effects of

mechanical distortions (Schmertmann 1955) and the stress

disturbance (Seed, Norrany and Smith, 1964). The mechanical

distortions may be increased by increasing the wall thickness,!

diameter ratiq, tiD, of a tube sample. Similarly, stress

distrubance may be increased by increasing the number of

undrained unloading cycles and the virgin behaviour may

be calculated by extrapolating to zero stress cycles.

1.6. IN_SITU BEHAVIOUROF. SOILS

1.6.1. INTRODUCTIO~

The behaviour of disturbed samples in the laboratory may

be examined in the view of in_situ testing and full scale

behaviour to assess the effects of sampling disturbance

and furthermore, in-situ testing may be considered as

an alternative to laboratory testing. Therefore it is
relevant to examine some of the differenceS between the soil's,
laboratory behaviour and the field behaviour in order to

clarify the need for laboratory testing instead of other

approaches.
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Apart from sampling disturbances, there are significant
differences in the scale of the sample considered, the
rate of loading and the loading conditions in each case.

The differences in loading conditions include factors such
as the influence of the intermediate principal stress and
changes of the direction of the principal stress axes
during loading. Hence the differences between the behaviour

of soils measured in the laboratory and in-situ may be

considered as differences in apparent behaviour, rather
than differences in fundamental behaviour of soils and
further analysis is required to obtain the parameters
that represent the fundamental behaviour of the material .

.,Laboratory testing has the drawback of sampling disturbance,

tile lack of representation of the mass of soil in the ground

by small samples and apparatus interference and all these

faccors must be taken into account while in-situ tests

involve less disturbance and they may be conducted on a

relatively larger scale, Nevertheless, laboratory tests

are easier, cheaper and quicker and they are conducted

under well defined conditions.

1.6.2. FULL SCALE BEHAVIOUR

Engineers are interested in evaluating the par[l.,r.eters and

relationships that desc'ribethe behaviour of an element of

$011 to enable them to predict the full scale behaviour

of in-situ soils. The behaviour of soil elements may be

examined through laboratory tests, in-situ tests and back

analysis of full scale b8haviour, full scale testing is

seldO[J".possible, it is time consuming and expensive and

therefore case histories of constructed structures may be
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The samples in the laboratory may be assumed to represent

:loll element of soil under well defined loading conditions,

~hile the overall full scale behaviour is that of a noo-

homogenous mass of soil with loading conditions defined

at the bounda.ries only. Furthermore, the full scale

behaviour may depend on the features that are not

represented in a relatively small specimen in the laboratory

or in in-situ tests and therefore it is not always

appropriate to compare directly parameters measured in the

laboratory with those calculated from observation of the

overall behaviour of in-situ soils.

Different assumptions and procedures may be'used to obtain

the fundamental behaviour and properties of soil elements

by back analysing the overall behaviour of soil structures.

Back analysis involves assumptions of uniformity, homogeneity,

stress distribution, drainage paths, idealigation of the

soil behaviour and the boundary conditions. There may not

be a unique solution for the particular case under exam-

ination and therefore back analysis cannot always provide a

reference for the virgin behaviour of soil in-situ.

Alternatively, the behaviour of soil in the laboratory may

be used to pred~ct the overall behaviour of a structure and

thus to evaluate the overall errors involved in the cal-

culations. Thus. predictions made by conventional methods

of analysis and based on idealisations for soil behaviour

are subject to errors which mayor may not be compensated

by disturbance or other &ources of errorS.
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1.6.3. IN~SITU TESTS

In~situ testing on a relatively small scale sample may

be \Ised to examine the behaviour at elements in-si tu, to

Qhtain design parameters and to evaluate the degree of

disturbance of laboratory samples. For some soils, such

as chalk, it is difficult to obtain nominally undisl:urbed

samples and thus, only in-situ testing is possible.

In~sltu tests are affected by disturbance and the analysis

of the behaviour requires assumptions about the state and

loading conditionS of the in-situ elements. There are

inevitably stress disturbances and mechanical distortions

during preparation, such as bedding errors in plate loading

tes;;sand displacement disturbance in vane tests. The

larger the scale of the in-situ test the more reliable it

wIll be in representing the non-homogeneous features.

~any of the differences associated with obtaining soil

parameters by back analysis of observations of full scale

behaviour, apply also to the interpretation of the in-situ
tests.

1.7. PRESENT RESEARCH
The importance of laboratory testing on undisturbed samples

~as introduced earlier in this chapter and the problem of

sampling disturbance WaS discussed. The research described

in this thesis sets out to examine separately, the effects

of the different causes of sarr.plir.gdisturbance on the
fundamental behaviour of soils.

••
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The work was theoretical and experimental, hut it has been

restricted to normally consolidated samples. It is

appreciated,that most soils in nature are lightly or heavily

overconsolidated but the present work on the normally con-

solidated soils is an important first step in understanding

the fundamental nature of sampling disturbance.

All experiments were conducted on reconsolidated kaolin and

virgin samples were prepared at one particular stress state.

The theoretical work was based On the ideasof critical state

5011 mechanics as discussed by Schofield and Wroth (1968)

and by Atkinson and Bransby (1978),as this theory is the only

one in current use which deals at all adequately with the

stress-strain behaviour of soils under all conditions.

,~,

"
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ca~PTER 2 : THEORETICAL EXAMINATION OF DISTURBANCE

1 INTRODUCTION2. .

In examining sampling disturbance, or any other aspects of

the soil behaviour, it is not enough to measure some

arbitrarily defined parameters such as the change in pore

pressure or the stresses at failure and, in order to under-

stand the behaviour of soils, it is necessary to have a

conceptual model. The behaviour of soils may be modelled

by using a number of different mathematical theories,

although none of these models seem to be able to predict

accurately, the complete behaviour of all soils at different

stress states. The accuracy of prsdicting nechan~cal
behaviour will depend on the validity of the assumptions,

the complexity of the model and the range of applica~ions,

"evertheless, i~ is essential that a reasonable model should

correctly represent the nature of the mechanical behaviour

and its important features.,

Tho concepts of failure, elasticity, and plast~city are

introduced in this chapter and used to describe ~mportant

aspects of sitmplingdisturbance and the mechanical behaviour

of soils under differenT loadings and boundary conditions,

It is important to notice that the theories of elasticity

and plasticity applied to soils, relaee strains to effective

stresses and are time independent and consequently they

exclUde all time dependent assumptions and phenomena.
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Far the present analysis and for criaxlal loading,it is

cOrlvenient to use stress and strain parameters q', p',

, ande (Atkinson and Bransby, 1978).
" "

Where

q' (J: _"

1 g
= deviatoric stress

p' mean effective stress

Shear strain

2.2. ELASTIC BEHAVIOUR
2.2.1. INTRODUCTION

= volumetric .strain

The theory of elastlcicy relates increments of strains

through stiffness moduli and it leads to an incremental

mathematical model. If the stiffness moduli are constants,
then the material is known as linear elastic and large

increment~may be used in the mathematical equations,

otherwise the variations of the stiffness moduli must be

accounted for over the range of incremBut. Yielding and

failure may take place after a certain stress level is

reached, and further concepts are required to describe the

subsequent behaviour of the material.

The fundamenta:ls of elastic behaviour are reviewed in this

sectioa and the stress-strain relationships of isotropic

and anisotropic materials arC presented.
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2.2.2. ELASTICITY

There are various definitions of elasticiry and a common

factor in all of them may be considered as follows:

in an elastic material the mechanical behaviour may be

distinguished by a unique relationship between the strain

increment vector and the stress increment vector. This

relationship may be represented in a matrix form as

....... 2.1.

~here 00' and 5~ are the components of the vectors of

the effective stress increment and the strain increment

respectively and C is a compliance matrix. Equation 2.1.

is valid for positive and negative increments. This ir.lplies

that all deformations are recoverable and therefore the

energy stored during loading is recovered durir.g unloading.

Elastic materials are path independent and the principle of

superposition is applicable. Therefore, the total deform~

acion associated with a Scress change from point A to po~nt

B say in figure 2.1., is neither inlluenced by the stress

history before point A nor by the loading path followed
between A and B.



is poissian's ratio.
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MlsUllIing that the principal axis of stress increment and

strain increment are co-axial, equation 2.1. written in

( I
, ( )5, 1 -2J2 - .::!..L 5, ', , , , !, E, E' E' i

) l 2 3
, -\1'23 \

5, o 21 1 5, ' ,
"

,
r,

I'\ E' E' E' [I 1 2
3 .. , , 2.2,

lI , s -\1'31 -\1 '32 1 5, ' II , 5

E' E' E'
1 2 3

The compliance matrix contains six independent parameters.

T~.ep.l,.".T,0~erE' is Young's modulus and the parar:leter "

A Young's modulus Ei gives the

increment of strain 6<i due to an increment of stress

'-i and a Poission's ratio V'ij gives an increment of

st,."i:l < due to an increment
1

of strain <j and it can be

2.3.2. ISOTROPIC ELASTIC MATERIALS

Isotropy means that the material has the same mechanical

beha,iour in all directions and this simply meaRS that the

;la,aC".eters used to desctibe the behaviour of the material for

J sC';:at '-xes in a particular orientation is the same

~or '11 -lh-'~ v ~. orientations. This assumption will reduce

number of independent parameters in equation 2.2. "1:0 "l:WO,

the 'i~,,~,,'~m-du1u- E' ,.' ,v,,,,, ~ v v and the Poisslon's ratlo ,,' wh~cn

define the stress-strain relationships, Equa-;;ion 2,2

~e ~ritten for an isotropic elastic material as
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~ 1

"

1

-" ' 1
.... 2.3.

If the parameters E' and v' are variables then the material

~ill have a non-linear stress-strain relationship. The

consequence of assuming v' as a constant and E' a

variable leads to mathematical difficulties when E' + 0

(Naylor 1973 ) which are not discussed any further here.

Coc <:riaxLtl conditions is more convenient to

use rhe set of invariants and parameters as described in

section 2.1. For a triaxial loading, equation 2.1. may

be written.

1
3G'

o

o

1
K'

.... 2. 4a.

Where the moduli K' and G' may be expressed in terms of E'

a:ld 'J. as

K' "~

3(1 - "' )
. . . . 2.4b .

G' "~

2(1 • " ' ) r
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Equation 2.4a., demonstrates the decoupling of the

components of the increments of shear stress and shear

str:Lin from the co~ponents of the increments of mean stress

and volumetric strain and consequently for any test on an

isotropic elastic material there will be unique relationships

between shear stresses and strains and between mean

stresses and volumetric strains.

For undrained loading oev = 0 and provided ,,'1;-,;

op'=6p oll

aU = op
,

~hich is independent of E and v' and will hold for any

undrained loading path, For a particular drained loading

pat!: Df slope D = 'q' I
'p'

the strain path parameter defined

as S given by

s ' 3(1 2\)')

2(1+,,')
D .•..•• 2.5.

".;"'lierlis independent of E'. Hence for elastic materials

'.nth .)' = constant, linear stress paths are uniquely related

to linear strain paths as defined in equation 2.5. and as

shown by Atkinson (1973).

2.2.4. ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC MATERIALS
T'l~ term anisotropic is used throughout this thesis to mean

a material with a single axis of symmetry where t,-.e

p!"operties of the material in any direction normal cO the

symmetrical axis are identical but different form these

alo:1g the axis. In genera.l, 5 independen t parameters are

required to describe the stress-strain relations of anisotropic
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for the special case where the axis of symmetry coincides
•

••.i th the principal axis for anisotropic elastic material,

equation 2.1 may be written as

,
6, 1 \J '13 "\3 ", , ,

E, E' E'3 3

,
os , v'33 6, 2.6.• , 13 . ..., 1 ,

E'I' E' E'
3 3

Jl ,
6, , , 6,

;
, 13 ' 33 1 ;

E' E' E', 3 3

WI'en' the stress-strain behaviour is completely defined

in terms 01 the 4 independent parameters £i' E3, 'J'13 and V3~

in figure 2.2.

2.3. PLASTIC BEHAVIOUR

2.3.1. INTRODUCTION

Plastic behaviour occurs when strains are partially or

totally irrecoverable and theories of plasticity ~ay be

used to define certain features of soil behaviour.

Plasticity was introduced into soil mechanics by Drucker

a~d Prager (1952), and since then it has been used in

analysing soil behaviour, solving some p~actical problems

and developing mathematical models for soils.

Tile fundamentals of plastic behaviour are in"(roduced In

t'llS section and used later in this chapter to describe

some mathematical models and to analyse sampling discurbance. .'
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~aterlals at failure behave plastically, but they will

be considered separately in the next section.

2.3.2. PLASTICITY

Following the same line of argument as that used to define

elasticity, plasticity may be distinguished by a unique

relationship between the plastic strain increment vector

and the current effective stress vector and it may be

e:<pressed mathematically as

2.7 .

~\.hcre :~pand cr' are the components of the plastic strain

incre,nent vector and the current effective stress vector

respectively. Plastic strains occur when the current

stresses exceed stresses defined by yield criterion. A

flow rule and a hardening law describe the proportions

and"c!.eterminethe magnitude of the plastic strain incremellcs

,espectively and they will be considered illmore detail in

the next sections.

Plastic strains are irrecoveable during unloading and thus

total strains may be separated into elastic and plastic

components. The energy Wp required to cause plascic

defomrations is dissipated during loading while the energy

We required to cause elastic deformations is stored and

may he recovered in unloading as follows

"T • WE • "p • total energy

W 0' d,e stored• • energyE
'" • -' ",p ,l<",c<.,?+,.,cI ~np~",,~'
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for a perfectl, plastic material, there are no elastic

strains,while for an elasta-plastic material yielding and

plastiC strains will be associated with simultaneous elastic

strain5that are governed by the elasticity laws.

2.3.3. THE YIELD SURFACE

~aterials yield and undergo plastic deformations when they

satisfy a specific combination of stresses which may be

presented in a mathematical form as:

F( (j' ) • 0 ........ 2.8.

The yield equation 2.8 may be thought of as representing

a y,eId surface in a stress space and a part~cular set of

yield surfaces plotted in a three dimensional principal

stress space are shown in figure 2.3.

For triaxial loading the stress state of the material may

be described in terms of two stress invariants q' and p'

and the yield equation may be represented as a curve in

a two dimensional plane. A state parameter may be introduced

as the third axis and hence, th~ family of yield curves forms

a surface known as the state boundary surface and it will

define geometrically the limits of all possible states of

the material. A typical state boundary surface for soil

will have the general shape shown in figure 2.4. Plastic

deformations may be introduced as a state parameter and

thus following Zienkiewics and Naylor (1971), the state

boundary surface may be expressed mathematically as

f(cr',tP) =0.
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The state boundary surface will define geometrically the
limitS of the elastic region in a stress space and similarly
the yield curve will define geometrically the elastic

region in a stress plane for a particular state of the

material.

2.3.4. HARDENING LAW

Yielding of materials is associated with plastic deformations
and cOnsequently, there will be irrecoverable work done on

the material. This may cause a change in the state of the

material and thus the material will have a larger or a

Sr:1aller yield surface. II the yield surface gets larger,

stra~n hardening occurs and if it gets smaller, strain

softenlng takes place.

In work hardening materials, the plastic deformations are
associated with expansion of the yield surface and the
~aterial is transferred to a new state with a larger yield
surface. The relationship between the change of the yield
surface and the plastic strain increment is known as
hardening law,which may be a function of other factors such
as, the stress level of the material. This implies that
the relationship between the magnitude of the plastic strain
inc,ement and the magnitude of the stress increment as

where " is a hardening pa-rameter.

( ,
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2.3.5. FLOW RULE

In analrsing plastic behaviour, it is required to define

tIle!'lannerin which the plastic strain increment vector

1s related to the stress vector. This relationship, which

is likely to be a function of the stress history of the

material, is known as a flow rule.

It is co,,,.enientto define a plastic potential such that

tileplastic strain increment vectors are orthogonal to the

plastic potential as shown in figure 2.5. and for a part-

icular state of the materia.l, the plastic potential may

be expressed as a function of stress as:

Q(cr')"'0

If the plastic potential function is equa.l to the yield

function, the plastic strain increment is normal to the yield

curve and the plastic strain increment vector is related to

the stress vector through the yield curve. Therefore, the

flo~ rule is said to he associated, the normality condition

applies and the plastic strain increment vector is perpen-

dicular to the yield curve as shown in figure 2.5. If the

plast~c potential and the yield curve do not coincide, then

the flow rule is non-associated and a difficulty arises in

c:ef1:1ingthe relationship between the pla'stic strain incre-

ment vector and the stress vector. The G matrix mOdulus in

equation 2.7. may be fully defined by the hardening law and

the flow rule and it is a function of several factors such

as the s~ress increment, the stress level and the STress
history. (
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• FAILURE IN SOILS2. .

2.4.1. rI\TRODUCTION

ih~ deviatoric stress-strain relationships of soils may

shOW a peak followed by a constant stress, where the soil

deforms continuously at its critical state and

Qq'''' ap'" 6~- = oU = 0
"

..... 2.9.

For very large deformations, there may be a further decrease

IIIthe stress as the soil approaches its residual stresses
as shown in figure 2.6. The effects of sampling disturbance

on the peak and critical strengths are of more concern than

the effects on the residual strength and hence the behaviour

at the residual will not be considered any further.

Failure of materials occurs when the material continues to

deform without further loading on its boundaries. Strain

increments at failure are wholly irrecoverable and thus
~aterials at failure are considered to be perfectly plastic.

Failure in soils is of a frictional nature and hence shearing

resistance is a function of the effective normal pressure.

The failure envelope of the material is defirre.das the

combination of stresses at which perfectly plastic yielding

occurs. Although "he failure envelope is,part of the state

boundary surface, it is not necessarily of a similar geometry

to the yield curve. Figure 2.7. shows the peak failure

envelope (A) and the yield curve (B) at a particular

specific volume.

•
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Strength may be defined as the maximum shearing resistance

of soil at its critical state, defined before in equation

2.9. Strength may be measured directly in a shear box

test where the normal and shear stresses acting on the

failure plane may be calculated from the external forces,

but neither the stress state at failure nor the strains are

fully described in the shear box test. Alternatively, the

strength of soils may be measured in a triaxial cell, where

the axial and radial stresses and strains are assumed to

coincide with the principal stresses and the principal

strains.

The strength of soil is due to its frictional resistance

and its structural resistance. Various equations have been

suggested to describe the strength of soils and the mos~

common ~s the Mohr-Coloumb equation: ,

cr' tan\>'
"

2.10.

At the critical state the strength of remoulded soil is given

by:

and

"'n tanl-cs

c' = 0

2.11.
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,Uternatively, following Von-Mises, the failure criterion

roay be written in terms of invariants of stress and the
deviatoric stress is considered to be ai'ullction of the

mean effective pressure as:

" f M p' f 2.12.

The ~lohr-ColQumbcriterion given by equation 2.10 or 2.11

is written in terms of normal and snear stresses on

particular planes of failure and it does not include the
intermediate principal stress 0'2" The extended Von-Mises

criterion given by equation 2.12 is written in terms of

lllvariants which are functions of all these principal
stresses, Thus the two criterions are not equivalent and

the frictional parameter M and 9'C8 are not uniquely related.

For a heavily overconsolidated remoulded soil, the peak
strength may be represented by equation 2.10. or by:

" p • F + Rp' 2.13.

Where the parameter R is equivalent in meaning to 11 in
equation 2.12 and the parameter F is equivalent in meaning
cO the parameter c' in equation 2.10.

In a drained test, the soil softens after its peak value
un"Cil it reaches its critical state, where it continues
to deform at a lower strength, while in an undrained test,
the soil will fail at its critical state WiThout s~owing a
well defined peak strength value.
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the three parameters that are contributing: to the strength

It is important to distinguish the differences in nature of

of soils and their influence on the stress-strain relations:

cause a peak strength value in normally consolidated soils.

,
'.r,

j'

I
I.

H (or 9. and~') arec' PThe frictional parameters M and

For natural soils, there may be an additional structural

resistance developed over very long periods of time during

the formation of soil in nature. Its effect on the strength

of soil may be introduced as an additional paramecer c~ or

Fs in equations 2.12 and 2.13. where it contri:butesto the

peak value in heavily overconsolidated soils and it may

considered as soil constants,while the parameters Fp
c' are functions of the overconsolidation ratio and
p

parameters c~ or Fs depend on the different effects of the

physical and chemical histories of soil formation.

2.4.3. DEFORMATIONS AT FAILURE

At the critical state, soils deform as perfectly plascic

materials where no further hardening or softening takes place

and therefore for a material with an associated flow rule,

the strain increments may be related to the yield curve

a. failure. However, for soils th" strength equacion that

!,
~I,.
k.
I,
[: '
•I
!
I.
I,

d"scrihes the failure envelope is not similar to the yield

curve at failure, although they may intersect, since the

stress combination at the critical state is bound to fall

within the yield surface as shown in figure 2.7. Hence

care must be taken to determine whether the strain incremenc

_ector should be associated with the failure envelope or

with the yield curve.

,I
b,
i I"I,
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Heavily overconsolidated soils at and beyond their peak
strength will deform as elasto-plastic materials, since
there are changes in the effective stresses as further
softening or hardening takes place until the soil reaches

its critical state, In this case, the peak strength envelope

defined by equation 2.13. may in theory he used as a yield
curve for heavily overconsolidated soils.

Failure may take place over a well defined thin zone and
discontinuous slipping will develop as a sample of soil
deforms as two rigid bodies separated by a failure zone.
Thus, the measured strains at the boundaries may not
represent the strains in the slip plane, as shown in figure

2.8, Alternatively, the strains ac failure may be assumed
homogeneous along a seT of planes,s~ch that,everywhere
along these planes the mobilised resistance lis equal to

2.5. THE CRITICAL STATE MODEL
2.5.1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade the concept of the critical state
~ntroduced into soil mechanics by Roscoe, Schofield and
Wroth (1958) has been included in a variety of soil models.
The first version was the simple Cam clay model (Roscoe et
al 1963) outlined in detail by Schofield and Wroth (1868).
7urther modifications on the model were suggested by other
workers but without altering the fundamental concepts of
the model (e.g. Roscoe and Burland 19G5). The model was
developed specifically for the mechanical behaviour of
saturated isotropic remoulded clay and it excludes soce
important aspects of behaviour such as anisotropy and natural •
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The concepts of the critical state model are presented

in this section and some of the recent developments on

th" critiCal state model will be introduced. There will

be no detailed discussion of those models but reference

will be made for further information.

2.5.2. THE STATE BOUNDARY SURFACE
The concept of the state boundary surface was introduced

in section 2.3.3. and the critical state models take the

specific volume as the state parameter as shown in figure

2.9. Rendulic (1936) and Hvorslev (1937) were the

first to show unique relationships between effective

stresses and water contents at failure. Henkel (1959)

and ot~ers confirmed the previous observations and the

,aid ratio was introduced as a state parameter by Roscoe,

Schofield and Wroth (1958).

The important features of the state boundary surface are

the Roscoe surface, the Hvorslev surface ~nd the critical

state line as discussed by Atkinson and Bransby (1978).

The Hvorslev surface and the critical state line were

described by the failure envelope equations 2.12. and

2.13 in section 2.4. respectively. The Roscoe surface

consists of all the yield curves on the wet side of the

c~itical state shown in figure 2.9. or it may be defined
, ,

by the compression curves at stress ratios q/p varying

from 0 to M as shown in figure 2.10. Various equ~tions

for the Roscoe surface have been suggested based on

different assumptions.

(
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For simple Cam clay, Schofield and Wroth (1968) assumed

that the work dissipated in yielding is

0"= Mp' <s~p ....... 2.14 .

Which leads '0 Che yield equations

!L • 10 E' • 1 2.15 .,
MP Pf

,

o.
'l' • 10 L • 0 2.16 .
MP' P ,

0

Where pi is the value of p' at the intersection of

the yield curve with the projection of the critical state

l~ne and p~ is the value of p' at the intersection of the

y~eld curve with the normal compression line as shown in

figure 2.11.

For modified Cam clay, Roscoe and Burland (1968) assumed

that the work in yielding is dissipated partially through

distortional plastic strains ~p and partically through

plastic volumetric strains eP
"

=p'/(o.p
"

... 2.17.

Which leads to the yield equation

E'
p'o

,
"-M2+Jq'/p,)2

... 2.18.
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2,5,3, COMPRESSION AND SWELLING

The behaviour of saturated soils under isotropic compression

and swelling is shown in figure 2,12 and may be approximated

to the linear relationships

" 0 N

" 0 "k-

nn p'
kIn p'

for compression
for swelling

2,20a

2.20b

The parameters ~ and k describe the slopes of the straight

lines and the parameters N and vI,;describe their location,

For anis otwpic compression and swelling, it is assWlled

that there will be sim~lar curves with the same slope, but

different locations and thus they will have different values

for Nand vk' It is worth noting that the value of the

parameter N depends on the degree of stress anisotropy and

the value of vk on the_.previous effective maYimuID_pl'essure.The

One dimensional compression curve is considered to have a

constant stres:sratio q'/p' and thus, it is the special

case of anisotropic compression with nO lateral strain

while for anisotropic swelling the value of q' varies with

the overconsolidation ratio. The critical state line

shown in figure 2.10 is considered another special case

of an anisotropic compression curve with.q' /p' ~ ~.

Equations 2.14 to 2.20 may be used to derive the ma~hematical

equations of the state boundary surface in simple and

modified Cam clay a5 described by Schofield and Wroth

(1968) and Roscoe and Burland (1968) respectively.
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This may be written as

Hr + ), - k - nn p'- q' ..... 2.21.
~Ip'

for simple Cam clay and
v=N-J,lnp

for modified Cam clay.

- (A-k) In 2.22

The undrained stress path may be derived from the above

equation simply by considering v constant and the critical

state equation for both models may be written as

q', Mexp( r-v-), .... 2.23.

As compression proceeds the soil yields and the total

volumetric strain increments may be separated into elastic

and plastic components.'. During swelling and recompression

the soil expands and contracts along a line where the

volumetric strains are assumed to be elastic and may be

calculated froD
k ,',p'
v p'

2.24

The total volumetric st'rai.nin an elasta-plastic deformation

may be calculated from ,
A t. P

and the plastic volumetric strain may be calculated as

2.25

,
O'v 2.'<.6.
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2.5.4. PREDICTION OF SOIL BEHAVIOUR

The state boundary surface defines all the possible states of

soil and separates these into. regions of elastic, elasto-

~1~3tic and perfectly plastic behaviour. The behaviour of

an element at any state within the state boundary surface

is assumed to be isotropic and elastic and the state falls

on an elastic wall above the swelling line as shown in

figure 2.13b. Elasto-plastic deformations take place when

the state moves on the state boundary surface where it

hardens on the Roscoe surface and softens on the Hvorslev

surface. The behaviour of an element of soil on the critical

state 'line is perfectly plastic. Hence, the behaviour of

soil may vary qualitatively according to its initial state

and loading conditions as discussed in detail by Atkinson

and Bransby (1978).

For an undrained loading, the state is bound to fallon a

constant volume plane and for drained conditions a linear

loading path is bound to fallon a particular stress plane

as shown in figure 2.13 a. The state path follows the

intersection of those planes with the elastic wall and

the state boundary surface. It is important to notice that

the current yield curve and elastic wall is governed by the

,p,ar"ineterv k'.'~~"and not by the overall specific volume.

Figure 2.12. shows that the soil may undergo changes in its

specific volume, along the swelling line without any change

in its yield curve, while figure 2.14 shows that the soil

hardens or softens in undrained loading under constant

specific volume.
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For isotropic elastic behaviour, tbe stress-strain

relationships were introduced in section 2.2.3. and

for elasto-plastic behaviour it is assumed that the

flow rule is associated andisotropic hardening takes

place and hence the stress-strain relationship may be

fully defined.

2.5.5. RECENT DEVELOP~ENTS

In the simple critical state model, stress history appears

only as the overconsolidation state. Over the past few

years however, further modifications have been introduced

to account for other aspects of stress history. These

are mainly concerned with anisotropic consolidation and

cycling effects.

Stipho (1978), introduced anisotropy into the critical

state model for both its elastic and elasto-plastic

behaviour. The yield curve was taken to be path dependent

and was allowed to rotate and translate during yielding

as shown in figure 2.15. Mro~, Norris and Zienkiewcs (1979)

and others have used anisotropic hardening to account for

cycling effects. They assumed that the material has a

consolidation curve and a yield curve as shown in figure

2.16 and several additional parameters are required.
/

The effects of sampling disturbance will be examined in

view of the simple Cam clay model. Anisotropy will be

considered simply by assuming yield curves which are

symmetrical about the anistotopic consolidation line,

as shown in figure 2.17.
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2.6. ANALYSIS OF STRESS DISTURBANCE

2~6.1. INTRODUCTION

The critical state model provides a qualitative and a

quantative assessment of soil behaviour under different

loading conditions. Hence the effects of stress disturbance

and any other alterations in the initial state of the

sample can, in theory, be predicted from the model.

2.6.2. THE STATE OF A DISTURBED SAMPLE

The state of a normally consolidated sample may be shown

as point A in figure 2.18a. In the critical state model,

the behaviour of soil for which the state is inside the

state boundary surface, is assumed to be isotropic ally

elastic and hence, there is no change of p' on unloading

or reloading. Thus, release of the total stresses under

undrained conditions shifts the state to a point such as

Al i~ figure 2.18awhich is inside the state boundary surface

and reloading shifts the state back along the same path

to A. Thus the critical state model predicts that there

are no effects due to stress disturbance alone on the state

and behaviour of a perfect sample reloaded to its previous

stress state. Alternatively, if soil is not perfectly

elastic for states inside the state bOund~ry surface. the

unloading and reloading cycle may alter p', although there

is still no volume chanGe, and ~he state of the sample moves

,
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to poi'ntB infiGure 2.10b, .Yielding may take place during

unloading as shown in figure 2.18c. In these cases, the

state shifts to another elastic wall and this may result In

hardening or softening and the virgin state cannot be

recovered by reloading the sample to its previous stresses.

If it is assumed that there is no volume change during and

after the release of total stress, the sample preserves

its initial water content and saturation and there is

no change of effective stresses. However, if there is a

change of suction, due to evaporation or cavitation, or due

to inflow of water from the surrounding atmosphere or

apparatus. then there is a change in volume and effective

stresses. In this case, the state of the sample may shift

along its previous elastic wall to the point C in figure

2.18d and the sample can be reconsolidated to its virgin

state.

2.6.3. THE MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF A DISTRUBED SAMPLE

The critical state model relates q', p' and v at the critical

state by relations defined in section 2.5. From equation

2.23 the undrained shear strength(Cu = i qf)depends

only on the specific volume and thus if the specific volume

remains constant during any stress disturbance, the undrained

strength and mean effective pressure at failure of virgin
,

and perfect samples must in theory be the same. This i,s

valid as long as equation 2.21. and 2.23. hold, and the

values of the parameters k, A, rand M are not altered by

stress disturbance.
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The effective stresses and the specific vOlumes of roil._at failur

are uniquely related in 'the critical state model and the

relationships are history independent, but the deviatoric

and volumetric stiffnesses are functions of the stress

level, stress state and loading path. Hence disturbed

samples must be reloaded to their previous stress state

and stress level before testing, in order to eliminate

the effects of different initial stress state.

l:lay beThe overconsolidation ratio

as shown in figure 2.19 where p'
p

defined as Pp /p'

is the maximum effective

pressure experienced by the sample and p' is the current

effective pressure. This may be written as

( N "k
)

) k 2.27.O.C.R. 0
~p

p'

where
v = v + k lnp'

k

As argued in section 2.5.4., changes in the effective stress

p' under constant specific volume may result in hardening

or softening and samples will have different values of

Vk and O.C.R. as shown in figures 2.18 band 2.l8c. In

this case, a disturbed sample originally normally consolidated

and reloaded to its previous total stress state will behave

as an overconsolidated sample.
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2.6.4. ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL DISTORTIONS

The term mechanical distortions was previously used to

describe all the disturbances other than stress disturbance.

The major cause of mechanical distortions is driving a tube

sampler into the soil which results in non-uniform

distribution of stre~s and displacement of soil by the

sampler wall. Sucb distortions may lead to local remoulding,

swelling, cavitation and sometimes, consolidation.

The indentation of a rigid punch into an elasto-plastic

material will lead to a number of effects in various elements;

some elements are stressed without exceeding the yield stresses,

some elements yield and others fail but without overall

failure of the punch. The process of driving a tube into

natural clays is more complicated due to the shape of the

sampler and the complex nature of the deformations that

occur in the penetration zone. Figure 2.20 shows a

photoelastic analysis of the stress patterns developed

during tube sampling and it indicates high radial stresses

near the walls of the sampler and bent layers of clays are

reported in tube samples (e.g. Hvorslev 1949 and McManis and

Arman 1979). Ito and Tanaka (1969) used stereoscopic

photographs to assess the zone of disturbance in tube samples

and they observed that a cutting edge of 7° caused the

least disturbance and at that angle the area of disturbed

zones increased proportionally with the increase of the

wall thikcness. ~urther evidence on the variation of the

mechanical properties within the tube samples is presented

in chapter 3.

~~,
,1,-

t'~..,
1"1".' \
I"
~:~
'il.
~I''",

,
~'
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I'
-;=-- A tube sample is subjected to further disturbances such

~ as those caused by forces necessary to extrude the sample
from the tube. In addition, a reduction in suction or

increase in water content could result from exposing the
sample to the air or surplus water .

•
2.7. NORMALISING PROCEDURES

2.7.1. INTRODUCTION
Some of the differences between the behaviour of samples
are caused. solely by differences in their initial states

and there is the possibility that these different behaviours
may be equated by applying suitable normalising procedures
to results of laboratory tests. For example, previous

observations (Parry 1960, Henkel 1960 and Balasubramaniam
et al 1977) showed that samples with the same aver-
consolidation ratio but of different consolidation stresses
exhibit very similar stress-strain relationships when
normalised with respect to the consolidation stress.
However, normalisation can only be effective if the funda-
mental behaviour of a virgin soil and that of a disturbed
sample is the same (i.e. both are either elastic or
-elasto-plastic). Clearly it will not be possible to
normalise the behaviour of an elastic overconsolidated soil
to be the same as that of an elasto-plastic normally
consolidated soil.

It is well known that the soil behaviour is controlled by
the current effective stresses but it is also controlled by
the specific volume.
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same if both their effective stresses and their specific

volumes are the same and the state of a sample must be

described by both the effective stress and the specific

volume. Sampling disturbance alters the effective stress

or the specific volume or both and thus in general,

sampling alters the state of the soil. Furthermore, since

the state of samples change during testing,it is not enough

simply to normalise with respect to the~r initial states.

In this section, some of the procedures available to distinguish

elastic from elasto-plastic behaviour are introduced and

normalising parameters and procedures based on the critical

state model are discussed.

2.7.2. FUNDAMENTAL BEHAVIOUR OF SOILS

In order to normalise the behaviour of soils,it is necessary

to distinguish between elastic and elasto-plastic behaviour.

Although, soils do not behave as ideal elastic, elast~-

plastic or plastic materials, ~heir behaviour is often

well approximated by these concepts.

In the critical state theory, the behaviour of a lightly

overconsolidated soil is represented by the stress and

strain paths and stress-strain curves shown, in figure 2.2Ia ..

These show a distinctive change in the pattern of behaviour

as soil changes from elastic to elasto-plastic. In

experimental data this change is often less sharply defined

anct it may be difficult to distinguish precisely between

elastic and plastic behaviour.
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Alternatively, the f.unctamen:talbehaviour of soil may be

examined by observing the relationships between stress

ratios and strain ratios. For an isotropic elastic

soil ,increments of stress and increments of strain

are related by

"0 0
2(1+v') 6q' ..... ", 8,

3E'

"0 3(l-2v' ) 6p' ..... ", 9,
0

E'

Thus

1 ..... 2.30.

OES 2(1+2,,') oq'fop'

and for a drained test with a linear loading path for

which oq'/op' is a constant and assuming ,,'is a

constant, then BE>,/~Es is a constant also and the

strain path obt~.ined by plotting E . against E
" 0

is linear and this holds for non-linear elastic soils.

For anistoropic elastic soils in triaxial loading

tests, increments of stresses and increments of strains

may be related by

CE -1 E'1
6, ,

E'1

- 2
,

6"
'>0 ..... 2.31

E'3 ,
C 0 3 " ;

" 3' 'l • .. , 2.32 .
E' E'3 3

Where Ei, ES ' "i3 and "33 were previously introduced
in section 2.2.
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Thus 3
;'v 2 OE 1) + 3 (St3)

0

Ii , .- .,, - h)

"

~ (~:; v" )
,

);,, !;',vo; '" ' S(J 3- 2 V- • 3-~ -~ v33+ _;'v ,'3 1 3 3• ,

"; )<I~£S (~;', V,,) - (~;',
" ET " v31- V- ~33+ E33 3

,
Dividing through by <laJlEi we have

~ (1 X
v'" ) 3 ( - X , ~)<lev • v31- y ~33+Y ..... 2.33 .•

6" (1 - X
v'l 3 ) (- v',.- X

v'3;+ ;)y y

Where

x •

y • " 3

Thus, for a drained test with a linear loading path for

whiCh 003/0°1 is constant and by assuming that the modulus

ratio E3/Ei and the POiss'ion'sratios are constants,

against, is linear.,
ot 'foE is a constant also and the strain path obtainedv , ,

This holds for non-by plotting tv

linear elastic soils provided only th~t the non-linearity

is such that the modulus ratio E3/Ei remains constant.
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,It may be shown, following Atkinson (1973.,) that for an

elasto-plastic material the strain path in a constant

8q'/IJp', is non-linear. Thus plotting E against Os:
"produces a convenient way of distinguishing elastic

from elasto-plastic behaviour.

For undrained testa for which 'V = 0, from equation 2.29,
opt = 0 and the effective stress path plotted with axis
q' vs p' is linear and vertical. It may be shown following
Atkinson {1973<y that for an el.1tsto::p1.a..sticmaterial, the

effective stress path in an undrained test is non-linear.

Thus, effective stress paths in undrained tests provide

a second way of distinguishing elastic from elasto-plastic

behaviour. Alternatively, the changes of pore pressure

during undrained loading of elastic and elasto-plastic

soilsmay be considered. Following Lo (1969) it is convenient

to define a normalised pore pressure parameter ~ as ou/p'

where p' is the current value of the effective stress and

a may be related to the shear strain in an undrained test.

From the principle of effective stress, and for

undrained loading of isotropic elastic soil, we have

p' = p - u

and hence for op' = 0

Sp , ou

iJo ;u, , ,
p' p'

...... 2.34.

- c
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But for linear loading pat~we have

;p • X, ;q
•

i£ • X, f'l ...... 2.35.
p' p'

where X, " a constant. Thus

• X, f'l
p' ...... 2.36.

It may be shown (Atkinson and Bransby 1978) that

2K (1+,,')

9Py (1

..... 2.37.

From equation 2.37,

v.s. i.9.' \ 2K (1 • " . ) )•, p' 9 (1 - 2" ' )

Which may be written "'". • v. £ • Y

"
p' a

.. .... 2.38 .

...... 2.39 .

Where Y1 is a constant and v is the specific volume

which is held constant in an undrained test.

From equation 2.36. and 2.39. we have
"

..... 2.40.

and hence

"

Constant ..... 2.41.
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For any elastic soil whether it is anisotropic or

non-linear, the effective stress path in an undrained

test is given by the intersection of a constant v

plane and an elastic wall and this intersection has

a linear projection onto the q' : p' plane. Thus,

following Henkel and Wade (1965phanges of pore pressures

are related to changes of total stresses by an equation

of the form

2.42.

where the parameter "1 is a constant. For linear loading

paths we have

x,

and hence

'u
p' p'

Where Z is a constant. Hence, by following similar

substitutions in equations 2.34. to 2.41. it can be shown,
that the ratio~~$/" is a constant for anisotropic elastic

soils in undrained tests. Therefore, it may be concl.uded

that for any linear loading path in an undrained test on

elastic soils the relationship between q' /p' andh)ac

-
will be.vertical line as shown in figure 2.21h
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2.7.3. NORMALISATION OF STATE PARAMETERS

The state boundary surface in figure 2.9. defines all

t~.epossible states of a soil. The intersection of the

state boundary surface, with an elastic wall defines a

yield curve, while its intersection with a constant

volume plane defines the stress path in an undrained

test.

Figure 2.22. shows yield curves and undrained stress paths

at different specific volumes in a two dimensional stress

plane. If the yield curves are geometrically the same,

a unique yield curve may be obtained in a non-dimensional

plane by normalising the stresses with suitable stress

parameters. Normalising parameters should be chosen either

such that all states at the same specific volume ha,e the

same normalising stress or such that all states on the

same yield curve have the same normalising stress.

Some suitable normalising parameters are shown in figure

2.23. The parameter p' is associated with constante
speCific vOlumes and it may be calculated as

p'e exp N v, ........ 2.43.

Hence normalising stresses on the state boundary surface

with respect to p~ will lead to a dimensionless geometrical

shape of the stress path in undrained tests,out it does noc

lead to a dimensionless yield curve.
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Alternatively, stresses of the state boundary surface
may be normalised with respect to stresses that are
associated with its yield curve,' such as the stresses
at the intersection of elastic walls with the critical
state line ( point Pfp in figure 2.23) or the inter-
section of elastic walls with the normal consolidation
line ( point Pp in figure 2.23). If the shape of the
state boundary surface is independent of its size,
normalising the stresses with respect to either Pfp or Pp
will give a single dimensionless yield curve and both the
critical state line and , the normal consolidation line
appear as single points in figure 2.24.

The parameters Pfp "0' p' may be calculated as
p

p' =fp k
......... 2.44a.

p'
p

• N, "k ......... 2.44b.

There are difficulties in measuring both values of r
and N from tests on, soils in geoera1 ..aiJd,these.,:dif.fictilties
are more pronounced in tests on heavily overconsolidated
soils. The position of the consolidation curve' in 'a'.v-Iop'
diagram seems to be time dependent and the position of
the critical state line is calculated from the overall
measurement of the water content of the sample, rather than
the measurement of the water content of the failure zone
of the sample.
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line is time independent and hence, it is relevant to

Simple Cam clayoq' + Mp'

re-"'written as

use the parameter Pfp in normalisation, since it is

associated with the critical state line.

clay in Equations 2.15. and 2.19. respectively may be

Nevertheless, it may be assumed that the critical state

The yield curves of simple Cam clay and modified Cam

"p o modified Cam clay

Dividing through by Pfp we have

M , 0

l:t] , 0

Which represent normalised yield curves of simple Cam

clay and modified Cam clay respectively.
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2.7.4. NORMALISATION OF STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS

plastici ty and the :stresses and strains measured in a

(Atkinson and Bransby 1978).stress invariants q' and p'

As argued in section 2.6., the behaviour of soils may

In general, for axially symmetric loading of an isotropic

within that context. The strain invariants ~ and ~,., "
are commonly used in soils and they are associated with the

triaxial test may be used to show stress-strain relationships

be examined within the context of elasticity and

~.-
;,j/'

material stress-strain relationships may be written as

"'~_: • A 'q' ~ B 'p' ...... 2.45.,
", • D 'q' ~ C 'p' . . .. 2.46.

And as shown by Naylor (1978), it the flow rule' is

associated then B ~ D and the stress-strain matrix is

symmetric. For isotropic elastic material the parameter

B in equation 2.45. is zero and hence the stress-strain
relationships are decoupled.

In deriving the simple Cam clay theory, Schofield and Wroth

(1968) assumed that the distortional strain was perfectly

plastic but it may also be separated into elastic and

plastic components (Roscoe and Poorsooshash 1963). The

elastic volumerric strain may be obtained from equation
~'

2.2~. It is difficult, however, to obtain an accurate valUe

for k which may fall into the range of 0.03 to 0.05 for
kaolin.

III-
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Furthermore, kaolin often shows appreciable changes in
the specific \ulume due to creep.

For isotropic elastic soil, following Atkinson and Sransby
(1978), elastic shear strains and elastic volumetric strains
are given by

2K(1+v')

f!vp'(l-Z'J')

k" p'

vp'

2.47.

2.48.

\
2K(l , v' )

1 '-" ....... 2.49v ,,~: •
0 0(1 -2,,' ) p'

v 0', • lk ] --"" 'p' ........ 2.50 .

The expressions in squ~re brackets may be assumed constants

and hence, for elastic soil the relationship between
, ,

v. 15£. - and oqjp and between v.,
constants for any loading path

, ,
c£v and dp/p will

or stress level.
b,

For simple Cam clay the state boundary surface is given
by SchOfield and Wroth (1968) as

v ~ r + A - k _ llnp' ),-k

Mp'
q' .... 2.51.
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Tbisequation was obtained for purely theortical conslder-

ations and in the analysis it was assumed that O~: = O.
In equation 2.45. however, /jEse is not zero but is given

by equation 2.47. and the simple Cam clay state boundary

surface is not strictly applicable in evaluating the para-

meters A and C ~n equations 2.45. and 2.46. However, the
state boundary surface given by Schofield and Wroth (1968)

is found to be a reasonable approximation of the state

boundary surface observed from the results of experiments

and for the present purpose of illustrating normalising

procedures we will take equation 2.51. as a state boundary
surface. Thus equations 2.45 aad 2.46 become

"'
,-k

\ Oq' op,10

a Mvp' M-q'/p'

"'
- ),~k_

Oq'
),~k .' ;p' , .oL0 • -v Mvp' Mvp' p' v,'

and these may be written a,

~ l-),Mk 1 1
• \ 'Ok 1 .oL 2.52 .v. 6~_ M-q'/P'\

.'!l' ..., p' p'

v.6c f~kl" q' _ \ )':k ---SL1~' 2.53., p' P t p'

It may be observed that the parameters within the brackets

are all constants except for the ratio q'/p' and hence it

is possible to obtain stress~strain relationships that

are independent of the normal pressure p'. It is interestinf

to observe that by substituting ),~ K in equations 2.52

and 2.53, 6, becomes 0 and equation 2.53 becomes that of,
elas'ric soils.
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CHAPTER 3 PREVIOUS WORK ON SAMPLING DISTURBANCE

3.1.

-

3. 1. INTRODUCTION

A number of different procedures are adopted for measuring,
analysing and correcting the effects of sampling disturbance
and, in order to outline the approach of the present
research, it is necessary to review previous investigations
on the problem of sample disturbance.

Since the beginning of this century there has been a wide
range of reported observations on the effects of sampling
procedures on different types of soils. Some direct
investigations have considered the effects of the main
easues of disturbance on the strength and deformation
properties while other indirect investigations were
concerned more about the development of samplers and

sampling methods. Although it is difficult to summarise

all the published observations, the important approaches

to the problem ar~ reviewed in this chapter and the

effects of sampling dis~urbance on the mechanical

properties summarised. For further reviews of the

literature on sample distu~bance. the reader is referred

to Hvorslev (1949), Kallstenius (1963) Arman et al (1977)

and Ero=': (1980).

/
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3.2. C01WARATIVE STUDIES ON DISTURBED SA~WLES

3.2.1. INTRODUCTION

Disturbance may be examined with reference to the Ull-
disturbed behaviour of $oi1s and, since it 1s impossible
to obtain an undisturbed sample, engineers seek the
behaviour of the least disturbed sample. Comparisons

between the behaviour of disturbed samples to that of
samples with least disturbance may help in assessing
the relative disturbance imposed by one technique, compared
to that of another. Such comparisons include, differences

between in_situ and laboratory testing, block and tube

samples and different sizes of tube samples. In this

section, some of the published data of this approach are
reviewed. The results are usually presented simply as

the ratio of some measured parameters for different samples

and the data presented in this section will be used later

in this chapter, in drawing general conclusions on the

effects of sampling disturbances.

3.2.2. COMPARISONS BETWEEN BLOCK A~~ TUBE SAMPLES

,The opportunity of obtaining samples using block sampling

and tube sampling has provided valuable information for

comparative purposes (e.g. Ward, Samuels and Butler 1959
•

and Conlon and Isaacs 1971), since there are qualitative

differences between them as described before.
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.: -~- The behaviour of tube samples obtained from different

samplers may be used to assess the significance of

different features in the design of samplers, such

as the clearance ratio, the wall thickness and the

sampling technique (e. g. Jakobson 1954, Kal1stenius

1958, 1963 and Milovic, 1971). An example is shown in

". --
figure 3.1., to demonstrate the qualitative differences

in stress-strain relationships of block and tube samples

and the qualitative similarities between different tube

samples.

Some effects of tube sampling are sho~~ in table 3.1. It
is necessary to consider the soil type, the sampl~type,
the method of sampling and the tests performed, since measured

parameters are often influenced by such factors. The

results indicate that block samples have higher strengths

and stiffnesses parameters than tube samples and hence,

block samples are considered of a better quality.

3.2.3. DIFFERENT SIZE TUBE SAMPLES

Differences in the behaviour of tube samples of different

si~es are partially due to different degrees of disturbance

and partially due to differences in representing the fabric

of soils. Rowe (1971), reported that the size of samples

must represent the fabric of the in-situ soil and Mackinley
;

et al (1975) examined the effects of fissures and stresses

on selecting the size of the sample.
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It may be argued, that even if the in-situ soil is

homogeneous, it will have a non-homogeneous state within

the tube sample, due to disturbance and hence, the

behaviour or the tube sample in the laboratory represents

an overall behaviour of all its disturbed regions. The

larger the percentage of the disturbed regions in the

sample, the more the overall behaviour is diverted from

its in-situ behaviour. Hence, it may be assumed that

the larger the diameter of the sample and the lower its

wall thickness to diameter ratio and the' l,ess willebe .the

influence of the disturbed layers on the overall behaviour.

Disturbed zones in tube samples will have less influence

on the behaviour of large tube samples than that of small

tube samples of the same w~ll thickness,

Berre et al (1969) observed that larger tube samples

showed more consistent behaviour than that of small

tube samples. McManis and Arman (1979) reported that

125mm tube samples had para~eters close to those from

block samples, while parameters measured from 76 mm

tube samples were closer to those of remoulded samples

and similar observations were reported by Brenner (1979)

and others.

Bozozuk (1971) reported undrained triaxial tests on 1;"

samples cut from 2" and 5" tube samples and one-dimensional

consolidation tests on 2" and 5" samples. These tests

showed that the undrained strengths of samples cut from

5" tube samples were higher than those cut from 2" tube

samples and the small sized tube samples showed lower
~~.- stiffness and pore pressure response.
,,
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In a series of tests on tube samples, varying in size

from 1" to 5", Conlon and Issacs (1971) observed that

disturbance increased as the size of the tube sample

decreased.

However, it should be noted that in stiff fissured

clays, the strength of the mass will probably be less

than the strength of a small sample due to the presence

of fissures (e.g. Agarwal 1967 and Marsland 197~.
this case, it is not easy to d~scribe' disturbance by

comparing the strengths of different sized tube samples.

3.2.4. IN-SITU BEHAVIOUR AND DISTURBED SAMPLES

As discussed in section 1.6,observations of full scale

behaviour and in-situ soil testing cannot wholly replace

laboratory testing, but they may be used for reference.

It is important to notice that these comparisons ~re

largely empirical and they are influenced by many factors

such,as differences in sizes of soil samples, uncertainties

regarding the bou."G...""'yconditions and different assumptions

in analysing the behaviour.

The undrained strengths of disturbed samples of a variety

of soils in undrained triaxial tests are compared to

the undrained strengths obtained from in-situ vane tests

in table 3.2. and the stiffnesses, calculated as the

tangent modulus of stress-strain curves in triaxial tests

are compared to those ohtained from the load-deformation

curves in plate loading tests as shown in table 3.3.
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The results vary in different soils and in general it may
be observed that parameters from tests on block samples
are closer to parameters from. in-situ tests and that the
stiffness parameters are more altered by disturbance than
the undrained strength, In-situ undrained tests gave
undrained strengths that are higher than those from disturbed
samples in triaxial test.

Large scale in-situ shear tests were reported by Karlsrud
(1979) and the undrained strengths and stress-strain
relationships were compared to that of triaxial tests. In-

situ stengths were 20% higher than those measured in the
laboratory and the differences were attributed to diff€rent

boundary conditions.

Burland and Lord (1970) reported good agreements among
stiffness parameters obtained from full scale tank tests,
in-Situ plate loading tests and laboratory tests on block
samples of Chalk. All tests showed initial linear load-
deformation or stress-strain relationships and the values
of Young's mOdulus approximated from these tests, varied
with different grades of Chalk, showing values of Eu in
the laboratory which are 20-30% higher than the values
in-situ.

Burland and Hancock (1977) predicted the movement for a
Iretaining wall during an excavation of stiff London clay

and their predictions were based on stiffness parameters
that were derived from previous full scale measurements
in London clay. Their predictions showed reasonable
agreements with horizontal deformations of the retaining
wall during excavation.
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The undrained Young's modulus used in the analysis was

5 times that measured in the laboratory and hence, the

use of values of Young's modulus calculated from laboratory

tests would have led to a gross overestimation of the

deformations.

Pennman et a1 (1971) reported good agreements between the

predicted and observed behaviour of an earth dam.

Deformations were predicted by a simple linear finite

element method and the analysis' was based on parameters

obtained from tube samples. 'The uniformity and homo-

".~

genity of the fill material, the selected equivalent

values E' and v' and the state of soils were important

factors in the accurate predictions.

Drainage characteristics of-in-situ soils were compared

to those measured in the labOratory by Bishop and Al-

Dhair (1969) and it was found that the values of

permeability k and the coefficient of consolidation Cv
are underestimated in the laboracory due mainly to in-

adequate representation of the sample and the non-

uniformity of soils as discussed by Rowe (1972).

3.3. STRUCTURAL DISTURBANCE
3.3.1. INTRODUCTION

It is appreciated that fabric and macrofeatures play a

significant role in the behaviour of soil such as the

contribution of cemented bonds to strength and stiffness

(Bishop, 1971) and the influence of particle orientation

on stress-strain relationships (e.g. Barden, 1972).
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The formation of soil structures in field samples
has been discussed by several authorities (e.g.
Mitchell, 1976) and it appears that once the natural
structure is destroyed, it is impossible to reproduce
it in the laboratory. Sampling disturbance may distort
some macrostructural features such as mixing layers,or
it may produce features that were not present before,
such as fissures.

A detailed discussion of previous work on the effects
of the fabric on the behaviour of soils is beyond the
scope of this thesis hut some observations and measurements
on disturbed fabrics are presented in this section.
Investigations on soils with disturbed structures ore not
expected to lead to quantative assessments of disturbance
or its effects on behaviour, but they are useful in
interpreting some of the effects of disturbance and in
estimating the varxation of disturbance within a sample.

3.3.2. DISTURBANCE OF MACROFEATURES

Knowledge of stratigraphy, joints and fissure patterns
is important, in shear strength studies and slope
stability problems. Permeability and compressibility
are influenced by the sizes, spaces and orientation of
fissures and other macro features (Rowe, 19Y2). Such

•rnacrofeatures are observed in the ground and in disturhed
samples and the technique co~~only adopted is to cut the
sample and to leave it to dry partially when visual or
photographic observations are used to determine the
macrostructural nature of the soil.
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The use of radiography as a method for determining the

nature and extent.of distortion on clays, has been

demonstrated by Krinitzsky (1970) and used by Arman and

McManis (1977) in their investigation on fabric

disturbances.

The frequency and nature of joints and bedding planes are

ill represented in disturbed samples because of inevitable

distortions. A sampling process may cause local pore

water flow, local vOlume changes and these may lead to

fissures and weak regions. Fissures have been reported

by Martin and Ladd (1975) to open visibly even when care

is taken in block sampling and it is difficult to separate

natural from induced fissures or to evaluate the existence

of invisible fissures.

Differences between in-situ drainage properties and those

measured in the laboratory are due to non-representative

samples. All s~~ples are relatively small in comparison

to in-situ soils and hence, they do not necessarily

represent all fabric of soils in the field.

Fabric studies have indicated that there is an annular zone

of disturbance around the outer portion of cylindrical

specimen (Ito and Tanaka 1969 and Barden 1971). The effects

of drilling and tubing processes on layered soils was reported

by McManis and Arman (1979) to produce bent layers with

maximum bending near the tube walls and this bending

decreases towards the centre.
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Kenney and Chan (1972) reported that open tube samples

suffer severe cracks during sampling and that extrut ion

may smear the surface material and reduce the extent of

those cracks in visual inspection.

3.3.3. MICRO-STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS

The electron microscope is a common method of investigating

micro fabric of soils and in this method, samples require

treatement which inevitably disturbs the sample. Preparation

techniques involve the removal, conversion or replacement

of the soil water and may involve processes such as cutting

or etching. Therefore, such' observations are entirely

dependent on the surface layers of the soil sample which

are most subject to disturbance during preparation.

Kirkpatrick and Rennie (1973), reported that the effects

of anisotropic consOlidation on soil fabric was to create

marked horizontal orientations and remoulding severely

distorts soil fabric. Barden (1971) observed that changes

in the stress state of soils may lead to the development of

preferred orientation of particles. Barden and McGown

(1971J investigated the fabric of specimens from the edge,

centre, mid-height and top of the tube sample and their

results revealed that compaction and re-orientation of

particles may vary depending on factors such as the soil

type, the sampler type and the size of the sampler. Martin

and Ladd (1975) reported that extrusion of samples would

lead to fabric disturbance allover the s~~ple.
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McGown et al (1974) exawinedthe fabric of block-

samples and 100 mm,lSO rum and 250 rum tube samples

and the results showed that all elements in 100 mm

tube samples were subj~c~adto strains during sampling

and distortions were less in large sized tubes.

3.3.4. VARIATION OF DISTURBANCE WITHIN A TUBE SAMPLE

As argued in section 2.6.4. elements of soil at different

locations within a tube sample suffer different degrees

of mechanical distortions and further evidence is

presented in this section to confirm these patterns

of disturbances.

Bromham (1971) and others investigated the variation

of water content, bulk density and shear strength from

top to bottom of tube samples and the results showed

that the minimum disturbance occurred near the centre

of the sample and the maximum disturbances were near

the top as shown in figure 3.2. Investigations on the

fabric of soils (Barden 1971) showed that the outer zone

Of the tube sample had particles re-orientated parallel

to the tube wall and the structure of the inner layers

appeared to be compacted, hut the particles were not

oriented. Apparently the soil in the centre of the

sample is subjected to the least amo~nt of deformations

while the soil near the wall is subjected to higher

stresses and strains. Furthermore, if swelling was to

take place, then there will be a flow of water from

external layers to the core of the sample and this

causes a drop in the overall negative pore pressure.
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3.3.5. SOME EFFECTS OF TRIMMING, FRICTION AND REMOULDING

Soil samples are usually subjected to mechanical distortions

th~" may be as little as trimming in block sampling or as

severe as complete remoulding.

Remoulding is expected to destroy the original structure of

the sample, but not to alter the properties of the

material, such as the angle of friction and the Atterber~

limits. Soil samples that areremoulded at their initial

water content may be used as a reference to assess the

effects of remoulding.

Remoulding is considered as the most serious cause of

disturbance (e.g. Terzaghi 1941 and Rutledge 1944) and the

effects of remoulding on the mechanical behaviour of soils

were reviewed by several workers (e.g. Bishop 1971).

Table 3.4. summarizes some of the observations on the

effects of remoulding and it can be seen th~t the st~ffness

parameters are more influenced than the strength parameters

and the effects of remoulding varies for different cl~ys.

Figure 3.3 and 3.q show examples of the effects of remoulding

on the stress path and the stress~strain relationships

respectively. Alternatively, trimming was reported to

have negligible influence on the behaviour (Skempton,
and Sowa, 1963) of block samples and the effects of trimm~ng

were h.igher in small samples, (Bozozuk 1971).
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Holtz (1963) observed that the effects of the remou1ded

material on the sides of the tube sample may be removed
simply by trimming.

Ball, (1962) and Kallstenius (1963 and 1971) consid~red

the external and internal friction on the tube sampler

as a major source of disturbance.

Kenney and Chen (1972) observed that frictional forces

during tube sampling may cause cracks but extruding tube

samples tends to mask the cracks by smearing them.

3.3.6. STORAGE EFFECTS

Samples are usually sealed and stored for some period

of time before testing and this delay may cause further

alterations to the clay structures as suggested in

section 1.3.4. In a partially sealed sample the suctions

created by the release of the field total stresses will

start to equalise immediately after sampling. Water

content may vary over the sample due to local drainage

and other time dependent phenomenon may take place at

high rates at the beginning of the storage period

(Kal1stenius 1963).

Bozozuk (1971) observed that a storage period of 15

months did not have much effect on the estimated pre-

consolidation pressure from laboratory tests. Anderson

and ~IcKinley (1975) observed that a loss of water content

by 2% Over a s'cor<.ge period of 2 months and on average,

stored sample showed an increase in stiffness by 60% and
an increase in the undrained strength by 18%.
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It is important to notice, that the stresses imposed on

the sample during storing has a direct effect on thixotropy

or relaxation of the sample (Goodman and Leininger, 1967)

and that cohesive forces may develop between the sampler

and the clay during storage (Kallstenius 1963).

3.4. DISTURBANCE DUE TO STRESS CYCLING

3.4.1. INTRODUCTION

Since sampling involves a cycle of. stresses, it is

appropriate to consider cyclic loading tests in this

context. Cyclic loading studies usually fall into

two categories. The first category is related to

pavement design problems, off-shore structure studies

and earthquake problems,where soils are subjected to

stress cycles of various amplitude and frequencies.

The second category includes static unloading and

reloading cycles, in order to separate the recoverable

from irrecoverable components of deformations or to

simulate the stress disturbance in a sampling process.

A static unloading cycle can be used to examine the

effects of stress disturbance and to simulate a perfect

sample as described in section 1.4. However, samples

disturbed by stress cycling do not necessarily represent,
the effects of mechanical distortions or simulate a

tube sample at higher degrees of disturbance. This

section reviews the effects of cylcic loading, duration

of cycles and the significance of the first cycle on

the behaviour of clays.
(,
\ ,
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3.4.2. HYPOTHESIS ON CYCLING EFFECTS

In theory, the problem of cycling effects is one of

path and history dependence and hence, for an ideal

elastic material which is path and history independent,

there are no effects whatsoever. Cam clay models assume

that the behaviour of soils below the state boundary

surface is elastic and hence, no effects are expected

for a stress cycle within the state boundary surface.

It is well known that soils are influenced by stress

~;" cycling and hence, it is necessary to present a hypothesis

on cycling effects.

When soil is loaded, clay particles may slip, re-

orientate and readjust their positions to sustain the

additional load. If irreversible slipping takes place

then the process is accompanied by irrecoverable

deformations and dissipation of energy. Alternatively,

unloading leads to recoverable deformations and release

of stored energy. These readjustments of particles are

also time dependent and therefore the periods of loading

and unloading are important in considering the new state

of the sample. It.is relevant to mention that stable

measured values of stresses and strains at the boundar~es

do not necessarily mean that no further structural

readjustment is taking place within the' body of the

sample.

"",
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In drained tests, cyclic loading is accompanied by

volume changes and distortional strains and in un-

drai~ed tests, it is accompanied by pore pressure changes

and distortional strains. Continuous cycling with stress

amplitude below a limit known as threshold, leads to

a state of equilibrium, in which no irreversible slipping

between particles takes place and hence, recoverable

deformations only occur. The deformations and pore

pressure gradually approach asymptotes in subsequent

cycling as shown in figure 3.5. Alternatively, continuous

cycling with shear stress amplitude exceeding the

threshold may lead to failure.

3.4.3. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR DURING CYCLIC LOADING

There are various ways of subjecting soils to cyclic

loading in the laboratory. In a shear box the sample may

be subjected to one or two directional strain cycles.

Alternatively, the sample may be subjected to cycles

of isotropic or anisotropic stresses.

The behaviour of clays subjected to undrained cyclic

loading was investigated by several workers, such as

Taylor and Bacchus, (1969), Lee and Focht (1976) and

Anderson (1976). Typically, a complet? cycle of

loading,unloading and reloading reveals a hysteresis

loop as shown in fi~ure 3.7.and the size of this loop

depends on the magnitude of the stress cycle and the

area inside the loop represents the energy supplied cO

the sample during the cycle.
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For high amplitudes this energy decreases rapidly with

the number of cycles, while for low amplitudes it

reaches a relatively small and constant value as shown

in figure 3.8. Figure 3.6 shows that the initial

recompression tangent modulus is nearly constant, while

the recompression secant modulus decreases and that

irrecoverable strains increase as cycling continues.

3.4.4. SOME EFFECTS OF CYCLIC DISTURBANCE ON THE
MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF SOILS

Undrained cyclic loading disturbs the clay structure,

changes the effective stresses and consequently alters

the mechanical behaviour of soils, Samples subjected

to increasing number of undrained loading cycles are

assumed to simulate samples at higher degrees of disturb-

ance. Hence, the behaviour of cyclically disturbed samples

may be used to indicate some of the effects of sampling

disturbance on the mechanical properties of soils.

The effect of cyclic disturbance was reported to decrease

the undrained strength of clays (e.g. Okumura, 1971,

Lee and Focht, 1976 and Anderson, 1976), The reduction

of strength was found to increase with increasing number

at cycles and with larger amplitudes. The pore pressure

was latered by undrained cyclic loading in two ways.

Firstly, there was a permanent increase of initial pore

pressure )
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andsecoodly the pore pressure response during

subsequent static loading was ~ltered. Taylor and

Bacchus, (1969) and others reperted significant

similarities between the stress paths of disturbed

samples and overconsolidated samples as shown in figure

3.Q. Cyclic disturbance caused a lower shear modulus,

higher strain at failure and a higher volumetric stiffness

and the effect ot cyclic distu!bance on the compression

curve is shown in figure 3.10.

If a cyclically distrubed sample is allowed to

consolidate, then equilibrium is established at a

lower void ratio, which may lead to higher strengths

and stiffness (Anderson 1976).

3.4.5. SOME EFFECTS OF STRESS DISTURBANCE ON THE
MECHANIeAL BEJIAVIOUR

Several workers have investigated ,the effects of stress

disturbance on the behaviour of laboratory virgin

samples and their results are summarized in table 3.5.

Samples were consolidated to a virgin state as outlined

in section 1.4 and the stress disturbance was imposed

either by an undrained release of the axial force in

a triaxial cellar by an undrained release of the total

stresses in a triaxial or oedometer cell. In Lheary,

the undrained release of the total normal pressure p

has no effect on the effective stresses of a saturated

sample, provided that its sLate remains inside the

state boundary surface, but this is not necessarily
the case.
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Perfect samples of different clays were investigated

under various loading conditions and the values of

strength and stiffness parameters are presented in

table 3.5. It may be observed that stress disturbance

influences the stiffness more than the strength and

the effects are more pronounced in sensitive clays.

The effects of stress disturbance on the pore pressure

response may be better understood by observing the

stress path during unloading and re-loading in figures

3.11 and 3.12, rather than by assessing the changes in

the pore pressure parameter A shown in table 3.5. The

non-linear stress path during unloading may suggest an

elasto-plastic behaviour, while reloading showed a linear

stress path which confirms an elastic behaviour. Figure

3.13 shows the volumetric stress-strain relationship

before, during and after perfect sampling, and the

behaviour ~ay be idealised to that in figure 3.14. The

deviatoric stress-strain relationship is influenced by

the stress state and the loading conditions (Ladd, 1964)

and hence, care must be taken in interpreting it.

Figure 3.15. shows that stress disturbance slightly

decreases the stiffness in an undrained test. Davis

and Polous (1967) observed that reconsolidating a

perfect sample to its previous stresses will lead to

higher strength and stiffness (See table 3.6).
,I
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3.5. CALCULATION. OF DISTURBANCE PARAMETERS ~~D
UNDISTURBED BEHAVIOUR

3.5.1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of soils are altered by

sampling disturbance and hence, they can be used to

calculate disturbance parameters. The properties of

in-situ soils are required as references in calculating

:;,:~':_ disturbance and they can be estimated either by
'~,"

theoretical calculations or by investigating the behaviour

of the least disturbed sample. Although disturbance

parameters provide quantative measurements of sample

disturbance they do not necessarily provide correction

factors. Some of the disturbance parameters are reviewed

and discussed in this section.

3.5.2. THE RESIDUAL STRESS Of DISTURBED SAMPLES

Since soil is a stress dependent material, changes in its

mean effective pressure p' may be considered a convenient

parameter in calculating the disturbance factor D. An. ,
element of soil suffers various changes in its stress

state during sampling as shown in figure 3.1~. The

release of i~~situ stresses will transfer the material from
/

state A to state B in figure 3.16 and other causes of

disturbance will transfer it to state C. The residual

effective stress. of a sample may be calculated theoretically

(p~) and measured in the laboratory (p~) and a disturbance

parameter may be calculated as follows:



There are various problems in calculating the residual
effective stress p~. Skempton and Sowa (196~) derived
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(Okumura 1971

Nelson 'Ot al 1971)

(Noorany and Seed 1965)

(Ladd and Lambe 1963)

p'-p'm ,

to calculate p' for lightly overconsolidated,

~ I-p'/p'm ,

~ p' lv'm ,

equations

and heavily over consOlidated soils as

K'o Ao (l-K~)[ K' < 1o

CK' - 1)[o ..... for K~)1

The initial total vertical stress in the ground can

be calculated from the unit weights of different layers

above the field element and the initial pore pressure in

the ground can be measured by a piezeometer or by
specifying the water table. The parameter K~ is defined

as the ratio of the horizontal effective stress to the

vertical effective stress in the ground and the values

of K~ varies with the stress history, stress state and

soil type (Brooker and Ireland 1965)" For normally

consolidated clays the values of K~ are often approximated

by the equation.

I
K" :. 1o sin $' (Jaky 1941)
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yet gathered such data.

disturbance and in_situ methods such as these considered

It is extremely difficultand the plasticity index.

Where ~' is the angel of shearing resistance. For

overconso1idated soils the value of K~ may be larger

than one and varies with the overconsolidation ratio

by Hughes et a1 (1977), are relatively new and have not

to determine the value of K~ in the ground. Methods

based on soil samples are inaccurate because of sample

The parameter Au relates the changes in pore pressure

to changes in the deviatoric stress during unloading

saturated soils as Au/( AUl - Au
3
) and it is derived

from Skempton's general equation for changes in pore

pressure (Skempton, 1954). Values of A depend on the
u

stress level and soil type and vary during loading and

unloading (Noorany and Seed 1965). Figure 3.1'/).shows

the possible range of values of some mean effective

pressures for different values of A. Therefore, it may
, u

be concluded that the calculated residual stress p~

is subjected to significant errors caused by inaccurate

values of K~ and Au.

Furthermore, it is difficult to measure the residual

effective stress of a disturbed sample. Direct and

indirect methods of measuring the-residual stresses

were proposed by Skempton (1961) and Ludd (1961) and

further discussion on measuring negative pore pressures

are introduced in Appendix A.:'1. Schjetne' (1971)

measured in-situ pore pressures during sampling and
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observed that the initial values of negative pore

pressure were small and they diminshed as time

passed or if the sample was subjected to severe

disturbances. The residual stress of a disturbed

sample determines whether the sample is on the wet

side or the dry side of the critical state line as

shbwn in figure 3.18 and to this extent, it determines

the stress path and the stress-strain relationships

during loading.

3.5.3. The RECONSOLIDATION CURVE Of A DISTURBr,n SAMPLE

The compression and swelling behaviour of soils may

be approximated to linear relationships as shown in

figure 3.1~. As argued in section 2.6 if the effect

of disturbance is to r~duce the effective stress state

under a constant specific volume, then the state of

soil is shifted from its in-situ state A on the

compression curve to state B on the swelling curve as

sbown in figure 3.20. If the sample is reconsolidated
to its previous effective stresses then it will have a

lower specific volume and a higher volumetric stiffness

at state C on the swelling curve and Noorany and Poormand's

(1973) observations showed the above pattern of behaviour

in figure 3.21:. Thus, it is possible to derive some

disturbance parameters based on the reconsolidation
behaviour of soils.

Terzaghi (1941) recognised the effects of disturbance

on the one dimensional compress~on behaviour of soils

and Rutledge (1944) observed that it shifts the e - log p'
curve downwards,
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decreases its slope and obscures the sharp yield

point at the maximum preconsolidation pressure as shown

in fi~ure 3.Z2. Schmertmann (1955) suggested that the

e-log p' curve of a remoulded sample and a virgin sample

may be used as lower and upper limits respectively to

indicate the amount of disturbance. The one-dimensional

compression curve of a virgin sample may be constructed

theoretically and the maximum pre consolidation pressure

may be estimated by several methods (e.g. Casagrande

1936 and Leonards 1962) and the compression curve of a

remoulded sample may be observed in the laboratory. The

more the sample is disturbed the more its position is

shifted towards the remoulded behaviour and Schmertmann

(1955) defined this shift at the estimated preconsolidation

pressure as the disturbance parameter

Where ~e maximum is the difference in void ratio between

the two limit'curves at the estimated pre-consolidation

pressure and ~e is the difference in void ratio between

the virgin behaviour and the disturbed behaviour as shown

in figure 3.22b.

Alternatively, Bartlett and Holden (1968) and Bromham

(1971) used the slopes of the compression curves of

the virgin, disturbed and remoulded samples ,0 calculate

a disturbance parameTer Dp

p'
"
p'v

p'd
p'
"

x 100
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a remoulded sample is not required.

the disturbancep'jp I is small and hence,r vpractice,

parameter may be re-defined as

and this definition has the advantage that a test on

Where p;. Pd and p~ are shown in figure 3.23. In
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In theory, the effective stresses and specific volumes

of soils at failure are uniquely related and,hence,

virgin, perfect and disturbed samples are expected

to have the same undrained strengths so long as they

have the same initial specific volume. However, Noorany

and Seed (1965) argued that it is possible for virgin

and perfect samples to have different undrained strengths

at the same initial specific volume. They argued that

different pore pressure responses in virgin and perfect

samples may lead to differences in their effective

pressures at failure, but this is not necessarily the

case, since it is possible to have differences in the

stress paths of virgin and perfect samples that lead

to the same effective pressures at failure.
i

Pore pressures at failUre in undrained tests have been

found to be severely altered by mecahnical distortions

(Skempton and Sowa 1963) and thus the undrained strengths

were altered even though the specific volune was
unchanged.
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Undrained strengths of in-situ elements and disturbed
samples may be measured in various tests and thus,
differences in undrained strengths may be used to

indicate the amount of disturbance,

The undrained strength of, for exampre, an in-situ
element in a vane test Cuv or that of a perfect sample
from a block sample Cup or that of a remoulded sample
Cur may be used as references to indicate the reduction
in strength caused by disturbance. For example Okumra

(1971) claculated a disturbance parameter as;

It is important to notice that the undrained strength
of a sample Can be measured either at its initial water

content or a~ its previous effective stresses, The
unconfined compression test and the unconsolidated un-

drained test show lower strength values than isotropically

and anisotropically consolidated undrained strengths, as

shown in table 3.5. The former tests preserve the initial

water content. but have lower effective stresses, while

the latter preserve initial mean effective stresses but have
a lower void ratio.

In tbeory, a perfect sample in an unconsolidated undrained

test must have the same strength as a virgin sample in an
undrained test.
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3.5.5. THE SHEAn S'IRES8- STRAL'l. RELATIONSHIP
0;,;" A DISTURJED SA;,lPLE

The effects of disturbance on the behaviour of samples

are reflected clearly in the total and effective stress-

strain relations of virgin and disturbed samples and hence

provide some parameters to indicate the amount of

disturbance.

Goodman and Leininger (1967) proposed that the shear

stress-strain relationships of hlock and remoulded samples

provide an upper and lower limit to the amount of disturb-

ance respectively. They used the work per unit deformation

W as a parameter to indicate disturbance as

D -
p

Where WB' WD and WR are the work required to deform block,

disturbed and remoulded samples respectively in a shear

box test to an angular displacement of 400 as shown in

figure 3.26.

3.5.6. CALCULATION OF UNDISTURBED PARAMETE.RS

Virgin parameters of soils may be obta~ned from

disturbed samples, either by restoring the virgin state

of the sample before testing or by correlating disturbance

parameters to disturbed parameters and extrapolating the

relationship to the undisturbed value.

I, ~
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Ladd and Foott (1974) suggested that reconsolidating the

disturbed sample to a higher stress level restores the

undisturbed state and Davis and Poulous (1967) suggested

that the sample should be reconsolidated to its anisotropic

stress before testing. The 'stress level required to eliminate.

sampling disturbance varies with different soils and it

is likely to increase with increasing initial stress level.

Ladd (1969) suggested that the behaviour of disturbed

samples at higher stress levels must be normalised and

thus, the undisturbed behaviour may be obtained at any

stress level by some calculations. Vincent and Massarsch

(1979) showed that a unique stress-strain relationship

for disturbed and undisturbed samples may be obtained by

normalising the values of both stress and strain parameters.

AlternatLvely, Seed et al (1964) measured the values

of the A parameter at various degress of disturbance and

deduced the virgin value by back extrapolation. Some

other approahces on extrapolation were suggested to calculate

the coefficient of consolidation, the maximum preconso1ida-

tion pressure (Schmertman 1955), and the undrained

strength (Calhoun 1956).

Similarities between disturbed samples and overconsolidated

samples were reported by several workers (e.g. Taylor and

Bacchus 1969) and Ladd and Lambe (1963) and ~e1son et a1

(1971) assumed thattb~ behaviour of a disturbed sample

is similar to an overconsolidated sample wi th an

overconsolidation ratio D ~ p'/p'.m c
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3.6. SU1U1ARYAND PRESENT AP~ROACH

3.6.1. INTRODUCTION

Effects of sampling disturbance on different aspects of

soil behaviour vary with different sampling techn~ques

and soils and an attempt has been made in this chapter

to present some of the previous approaches to the problem

of identifying and quantifying disturbance. The main

~~; conclusions on sampling disturbance are summarised in

this section and the approach taken in the present

research outlined.

3.6.2. VARIATIOII OE SAMPLE DISTURBA)lCE IN DIFFERE:fT SOrL".

SoilS may be classified according to their composition

(grain size distribution and Atterberg limits), stress

state (e.g. normally consolidated, lightly or heavily

consolidated) and fabirc (e.g. fissured or cemented or

layered). The effects of sampling disturbance varies

for different soils and hence, it is important to limit

observations on sample disturbance to the soil type tesced.

Some of the previous observations on sample disturbance

in liifferent soils may be summarized as follows:

''1i~-

•

(i)

(ii)

normally consolidated soils s~ffer more

disturbance than heavily overconsolidnted

soils.

soils at high stress levels suffer more

disturbance than soils at lower stress

levels.



(iii) sensitive clays (e.g. cemented or

VARIATION OF SA~WLE DISTURBANCE IN DIFFERENT3.6.3.

(iv)

3.30.

quick clays) are severely disturbed
by sampling disturbance in general
and by tube sampling in particular.

in fissured clays, the size of the
sample is the most important factor
in addition to disturbance.

I»o >

, >

SAMPLING AND TESTING PROCEDURES

Some of the previous observations on the effects of
sampling techniques and testing procedures may be summarised
as follows:

(i) block samples are of the best quality
and provide the least disturbed
parameters with reference to those
obtained from in_situ testing,

(ii) the state of a tube sample is nOll-
homogeneous and the ratio of the

wall thickness of the sampler to the
diameter is an important cause in

mechanical distortions, leading to

larger disturbance for larger ratios,

(iii)the behaviour of the samples in un-

consolidated undrained tests show less

disturbance than the behaviour in

unconfined compression tests, but

both tes~underestimate in~~itu parameters,
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(iv) the behaviour of samples observed

in anisotropically reconsolidated

undrained tests is least disturbed

and may slightly overestimate in_

situ parameters, since the samples

have lower specific volumes.

3.6.4. Some Effects of Sampling Disturbance on the

Mechanical Behaviour

Previous observations of the effects of sampling disturbance

on different aspects of the behaviour of soils may be

summarised as follows:

(i) the peak strength for drained loading is

reduced by different percentages in

different soils, due mainly to reduction

of the cohesion parameter c'.

(ii) the undrained strength is slightly reduced

disturbed samples are similar to those of

lower stiffness.

state ~~s is not altered,

the consolidation behaviour is slightly

altered by disturbance showing a lower

compression index (Cc) over the range of

virgin compression and a higher swelling

but the angle of friction at the critical

is severely altered by disturbance showing

by disturbance and effective stress paths of

(v) the pore pressure response is seriously altered

index (es) below the initial stress level.

(iv) the deviatoric stress-strain relationship

(iii )
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3.6.5. PRESENT APPROACH TO SAMPLE DISTURBANCE

Most of the previous observations on sampling disturbance

were concerned with the effects of disturbance on

strength and consolidatiOn parameters of soils and were

based on comparisons between disturbed samples, block

samples and in-situ tests. The different causes of

disturbance were recognized but they were not investigated

or examined separately and highly disturbed samples were

produced by stress cycles which do not necessarily_represent
disturbance in tube'samples.

The present research is aimed at the following:

(i) to produce samples that simulate virgin,

perfect and tube samples.

(ii) to investigate the effects of disturbance

on the deformation properties of samples

in different stress states and loading

conditions.

(iii) to examine the behaviour of virgin and

disturbed samples within the framework of

the fundamental behaviour of soils and the

critical state concepts.

(iv) to investigate the effects of different
•methods of preparing and testing samples

on the behaviour of a disturbed sample.

The approaches and procedures for prepa~ing and testing

samples will be described in the next chapter and the

testing programme and the basic results will be presented.



In the research described in this thesis, the effects

of sample disturbance on the mechanical properties of

4.1. INTRODUCTION

4.1.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS AND TESTING
"PROCEDURES

loading cycle and a tubing process. Each series

CHAPTER 4

clay were investigated using triaxial tests by

observing the effects produced by imposing an un-

of triaxial testswas conducted on initially similar

homogeneous samples of the same known clay and samples

were prepared in three different ways to reproduce

virgin samples, perfect samples and tube samples.

Preparation of the virgin samples was carried out in

three stages, by formation of a slurry, preliminary

consolidation and triaxial consolidation. A perfect

sample was prepared from a virgln sample by releasing

and r8~mposing the total stresses under undrained

conditions without removing the sample from the

apparatus and a tube sample was prepared from the

perfect sample by a simple tubing process.

This chapter describes the procedure and the apparatus

used for preparing and testing the samples. Some

sections in the appendix are devoted to discussing

details of the procedures and the interferences of

the appratus on the behaviour of soils.

,
•
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4.2. SAMPLE FORMERS

4.2.1. INTRODUCTION

All samples were prepared by anisotropic compression of
kaolin clay from a slurry. This was done in two

stages; in the first stage samples were consolidated from

a slurry in a sample former to a state where they could
just be handled and in the second stage the samples were

further .consolidated in a triaxial apparatus following
approximately the previous stress path to maintain one

dimensional consolidation.

Two different sample formers were used to prepare
samples 111"and 4" in diameter and 3" to 8" in length

respectively and ~he purpose of this section is to

describe the sample formers. An important consideration

in the use of the sample formers was side friction and

this aspect will be discussod in detail in appendix
A1.

4.2.2. THE I!" SAMPLE FORMER

The sample former was designed by the writer and

-constructed in the workshop of the Civil Engineering

Department at University College, Cardiff. Photograph

(1) shows the components of the sample former and

photograph (2) shows the sample former in operation.

The components shown in photograph (1) are A an

internal split cylinder, B an external cylinder and
C supplementary loading features.
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The internal brass cylinder contained drilled holes

filled with porous stones glued in place to

facilitate drainage; the size of the holes and the

spaces between them are shown in figure 4.1. The

internal surface was machined smooth to reduce side

friction while the external surface was grooved

spirally and vertically to collect the drainage water.

It was designed as a split cylinder to avoid having

to push out the sample causing additional frictional

disturbance. The internal cylinder is held in

position by an external aluminium cylinder and an

aluminium base, shown in figure 4.2., could be screwed

to either end of the external cylinder to allow the

loading direction relative to the sample to be reversed.

The aluminium base of the sample former was also

grooved and drilled to allow drainage. A brass loading

platen, drilled and grooved to allow for drainage,

a porous stone and a -filter paper are used at both

ends as shown in figure 4,2.

A piston made of brass slightly less than H" in diameter

and weighing one pound was used to transfer the dead

weights to the slurry through the top platen, A thin

bar, 12 inches long was welded to the centre of the

brass cylinder and steel cylinders slightly less than

l~" in diameter were used as initial load increments,

The weight hanger and the steel cylinders were able to

slide easily into the sample former without side friction

or locking. The consolidation pressure was applied

by dead weights added in increments and the s~~ple
former was submerged in water,
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4.2.3. THE 4" SAMPLE FORMER

The 4" sample former was designed by Stipho (1978)

and constructed in the Civil Engineering Department of

University College, Cardiff and its construction and use

were described in detail by Stipho (1978). The 4"

sample former was originally designed so that the

consOlidation pressure was applied by a hydraulic pressure

system but for the present research it was modified and

the stresses were applied by dead weights in a way

similar to that used with the l!" sample former. Photograph

(3) shows the components of the sample former and figure

4.3. shows the former being operated in a similar way
to the H" former.

Figures 4.4. and 4.5. show the details of the 4" sample

former and simply it consists of a pressure chamber, a

moulding chamber and a top diaphragm. The moulding

chamber consists of an internal brass cylinder, an

external alwninium chamber and a base plate. The

internal brass cylidner was perforated with a network
1"

of 8" holes as shown in figure 4.4. and a mixture of
sand with plaster of Paris was used as a filler to

allow drainage. The inside and outside surfaces of the

internal cylinder was machined smooth and it was
1"fitted inside the external aluminium chamber with an 8"

gap between the two surfaces. The base of the chanmer

was grooved and drilled to allow for drainage and

connected to a small reservoir elevated above the sample
former level.
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The pressure chamber functioned as an extension to

the moulding chamber, but with no brass sleeve or internal

side drainage. This did not make significant differences

during the consolidation process, since the sample falls

below thepressure chamber at an early loading stage.

Other features of the sample former were porous stones ai',"

filter papers to allow drainage at both ends and a top

diaphragm to transfer the loading pressure to the sample.

The rigid brass loading diaphragm is shown in detail

in figure 4.5. and it was drilled to allow for top

drainage. An aluminium tube was used as an extension

to transfer dead weights to the diaphragm and a steel

bar was screwed to the centre of the diaphragm to ensure

the stability of the dead weights. Loading pressure

was applied through the rigid diaphragm by dead weights

applied in increments.

4.3. TRIAXIAL CELLS

4.3.1. INTRODUCTION

The apparatus used for anisotropic consolidation and

for testing samples was the standard triaxial apparatus

and three separate triaxial apparatuses were used in

the research. One was a standard 4" cell, another was

a standard Ii" cell, both described by Bishop and Henkel

(1962) and the third was a stress controlled l~" cell

described by Bishop and Wesley (1975).
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Virgin and perfect samples were consolidated in

one or the other of the standard 1," cells and

tested without removing them from the cell after

consolidation. The 4" triaxial cell was used for

consolidating virgin samples which were then

transferred as 1," tube samples to the 1," cells

for testing.

4.3.2. THE 4" TRIAXI'AL CELL

The principle features of the 4" triaxial cell were

described by Bishop and Henkel (1962). For anisotropic

consolidation it is desirable to have stress controlled

loading and this was done by providing a Martin air

piston acting on the loading ram as shown in figure

4.6 and Photograph 4. Air pressure was supplied from

the Bromwade compressor through a Fairchild manastate

valve and an air reservoir was supplied in the line to

smooth any sudden variation of pressure. The cell

pr,essure and pore pressure were both supplied by

air pressure acting in an air/water cylinder as shown

in figure 4.6 a~d Photograph 4; the air pressure was

supplied by the Bromwade compressor and controlled by
Fairchild mans tat valves.

Axial loads were measured on a proving ring and pore

pressures and cell pressures were measured using

pressure guages with a sensitivity of 0.2 psiJdiv.
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The -4" sample was provided with side filter paper drains,

filter paper and a porous stone at the top and was sealed
in a 0.01" thickness rubber membrane with double 0 rings

at both ends.

4.3.3. THE STANDARDl~" CELL

The standard Ii" triaxial cell described in detail by

Bishop and Henkel (1962) was used for consolidating and
testing virgin and perfect samples. The cell was

provided with an internal axial load cell and with
Bell and Howell electrical transducers to measure the
cell and pore pressures. A burette and a dial gauge were

provided t9 measure the volume changes and the vertical
deflections respect~vely. The cell was mounted in a

strain controlled triaxial loading frame with an air
piston between the ram and the loading frame as shown in
figure 4.7 so that both stress controlled and strain
controlled tests could be conducted. The axial load,
cell pressure and pore pressure were supplied separately
through an air-water pressure system Similar to those
of the 4" cell.

The H" sample was provided with bottom drainage and side
filter paper drains to ~cceleratc consolidation and to
assist continuity of the pore water inside the s~mple
and a filter paper was placed on top of the porous stone.
The top cap was a rigid perspex with a smooth surface
and it was provided with a spherical seating, using a
split steel ball in a conical recess.
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4.3.4. THE STRESS CONTROLLEDl~" TRIAXIAL CELL

and Wesley (1975). The oell was provided with a burette

in diameter, were used3"1,
to seal Doth ends.

sample and double 0 rings

and a dial gauge to measure volume changes and vertical

Some virgin and perfect samples were consolidated and

tested in a stress controlled cell described by Bishop

Qne rubber membrane,0. 008" in thickness, enclosed the

This system allows tilting but not sideways movements.

deflections repectively and with electrical resistance
transducers to ,measure the cell pressure and the pore
pressure. The I}" sample was provided with side filter

paper drains, filter paper and porous stone at the

base and sealed in a rubber membrane with double 0

rings at both ends. The axial load and tbe cell and pore

pressures were supplied to the cell through manually

operated self compensating mercury control systems.

The layout of the loading system is sketched in figure 4.8

and the system is shown in photograpn (6).

4.4. MEASUREMENTS OF LOADS, PRESSURES AND DIPLACEMENTS
IN TRIAXIAL TESTS

4.4.1. INTRODUCTION

In most tests loads and pressures were measured by

electircal resistance transducers,
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4.4.2. MEASURING AMPLIFIER

In this section the measurement equipmenttemperature.

used to connect all transducers to a strain measuring

An automatic Peekel switch box type number IOU was

displacements by dial gauges and volume changes by

instrument, Peekel type number 581 ONH. The detailed

is described and the accuracy of the measurements is

burettes and all tests were conducted at a constant

specifications of the switch box and the amplifier are

described in the operating and service manual of Peekel

instruments, A full bridge configuration was used in

all measurements with a bridge voltage of 5 volts

and a gauge factor of 2. The amplifier was calibrated

using the balance control as calibration source and

all micro-strains were measured by the zero method,

where a visual meter is simply used as a null-indicator.

The meter is balanced to read zero by means of 4 balance

controls that are directly calibrated in microstrain.

A low sensitivity range was selected for initial

balancing, followed by a more sensitive range and re-

• adjustment to the balancing point if necessary .

4.4.3. LOAD CELLS AND PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

Internal load cells and pressure transducers were used

to measure the axial forces and the cell and pore

pressures respectively.
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All load cells and transducers were calibrated

at least once each six montbs and tbere were

negligible differences with the passage of time.

The maximum forces and pressures used in the

calibrations exceeded'the maximum axial force and

cell pressure that were applied during tbe course

Of tests. All tbe load cells and transducers showed

approximately linear ,calibration curves during loading,

unloading and reloading. Table 4.1. shows the accuracy

and the sensitivity of each transducer and figures 4.9.

and 4.10. show the calibration curves of one transducer

and one load cell as examples. Thermal insulation of

the transducers reduced the effects of any slight changes

in temperature and the transducers were not disconnected

at any time during tests to avoid further alterations
to the measurements.

The cell pressure transducer was flushed with watel' and

connected directly to the cell chamber. The pore pressure

transducer was connected to a brass block that was

connected directly to the drainage outlet of the cell so

as to allow provision for careful 'de-airing of the pore

pressure connections with a short length of stiff
connections.

4.4.4. DISPLACEMENTS AND VOLUME CHANGES

Dial gauages and burettes were used to measure axial

deflections and voluI:lechanges respectively. The dIal

gauge was clamped to the external frame of the stress

controlled I!" cell and measured the vertical movement
of the base
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with a sensitivity of .002 rnmjdiv.:rhe dial gauge

was clamped to the load ram in the standard Ii" cell

and measured the relative movement of the rarn towards
the base with a sensitivity of ,OIn/div. The burettes

were described by Bishop and Henkel (1962) and they

had provision for reversal of the direction flow as
required. Eae-h burette was cleaned after each few

tests and the paraffin replaced. The sensitivity

of the burette wasO.2ccjdiv but the accuracy of the
readings WaS rather less, due to non-uniformity of the
men:i:scus.

4.5. SAMPLE PREPARATION

4.5.1. INTRODUCTION

,
_d
,e _ ,

'Ji';"".;

All samples were prepared by one dimenasional consolid-

ation of kaolin slurry in two stages, to produce virgin
samples and these were used to produce per~ect and tube

samples. In this section, the materials used7the method

of preparation of the slurry and the methods of preparing

virgin, perfect and tube samples will be described.

4.5.2. MATERIALS

The properties of kaolin clay are well documentated in

soils literature and the critical state models were

developed and modified largely as a result of observations
of kaolin in triaxial testing.
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Hence, kaolin was used in the present investigation

although it has a relatively high rate of secondary

consolidation.

The kaolin was commercial quality supplied by Whitfield

and son Ltd. in a form of a dry powder and was from

the same batch as that used by Stipho (1978). The

Atterberg limits of the fresh clay were LL=51% and

PI=22% and all tests on virgin and perfect samples

were carried out using freshly prepared clay. However,

there was not enough of the original batch to allow 4"

samples to be prepared from fresh clay and thus, reused

clay was used to prepare tube samples in preference to

using fresh clay from a new batch with different properties.

The Atterberg limits of the clay after remoulding, drying

crushing and remixing were LL = 52% and PI = 22% which

were essentially the same as that of fresh clay. These

properties were found to remain the same after further

use and it may be assumed that other engineering

properties remained basically constant also. The Atterberg

limits of fresh clay as measured by Stipho (1978) were

LL = 52% and PI = 26% which were only very slightly

different than the authors observation. This was either

due to the effects 'of the storage period or to differences

inthe procedures in which the measurements were taken.

(
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4.3.5. PREPARATIONOF SLURRY

Clay slurry with the initial water content well beyond

tbe liquid limit is commonly used as an initial state

for sample preparation. Higher initial water contents

provide higher degrees of saturation and a higher

freedom of particle orientation but require larger

initial volumes and longer consolidation periods. A

moisture content of approximately twice the liquid limit

was used and the slurry had an initial volume of

approximately double the volume of the sample required.

To prepare a small quantity of slurry for the 1," former,

200 gms. of kaolin powder were added to 225cc of water

in a plastic jar. The kaolin powder was added in portions

and mixed with water over a period of 15 minutes. Each

portion was mixed with the water manually using a spatula

until a homogeneous slurry was formed before the next

portion was added and mixed in the same way. For larger

amounts of slurry, 2.5 kgs. of kaolin was mixed with

2.8 litres of water in the container of an electric clay

mixer. The mixer was run at various speeds for half an

hour with a few intervals of manual shaking and mixing
.."
--,' before a homogeneous slurry was formed. The slurry was-,:"

trasferred to a chamber and left for half an hour under

vaccum. Also it was left on a vibrator for a few minutes

to ensure the release of any entrapped air and the slurry

was allowed to settle for a few minutes before it was
transferred to the formers.
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4.5.4. PRELIMINARY CONSOLIDATION

In order to obtain samples that can be set up in

a triaxial apparatus, the slurry was consolidated in

sample formers to a stress level where samples could
be handled.

Before transferring the slurry to tbe sample former

the internal chamber of the sample former, the porous

stones and the upper loading cap were submerged in

water for half an hour. The sample former was then

assembled and the saturated porous stones with filter

paper on top were placed at the bottom of the former

and flooded with water to ensure saturation. The

slurry was poured into the sample former slowly and

carefully to prevent air being trapped within the

sample. After adding each portion the sluury inside

the former was tamped slightly and more slurry added

until the former was filled to approximately S.,and

IS" for the l~" and 4" formers respectively.

A saturated porous stone with a saturated filter paper

beneath were slid up to' the slurry in the H" sample

former and some water was placed on top to ensure

saturation, the top platen was slid onto the top of

the porous stone and the whole assembly was submerged

in water to its mid height. In the 4" sample former,

some water was added on cop of the slurry and the top

cap with a saturated filter paper bene:>th was slid up
to the slurry level.
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The base of the former was connected to a small
water reservoir and, with porous stones at the
top, bottom and sides of each sample, former
drainage was allowed in all directions and the
sample remained saturated.

After one hour, the sample former was loaded by
adding a weight approximately double the weight
of the top loading platen. Thereafter, the load

increments shown in Table 4.2 were added. It can be
seen that each increment was approximately doubled
and an interval of 12 hours was allowed for primary
consolidation after each increment of load. After
the last increment was added the sample former was
left for two days.

On completion of loading,the s~,ple was quickly
unloaded, the base of the sample former dismantled
and the sample pushed out carefully towards the
bottom end to sit in a clean lubricated mould of
standard size. The sample was then cut to the
required length and both ends were carefully levelled
using a wire saw. Slices of both ends were saved and
their water contents measured. The sample was then
ready to be transferred to the triaxial cell.

4.5.5. TRIAXIAL CONSOLIDATION OF VIRGIN SAMPLES

Samples were initially prepared in the formers were
non homogeneous and had suffered an unloading cycle and
it was necessary to consolidate them to a higher stress
level to restore them to a homogeneous state and to
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eliminate the stress disturbance. All samples were
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,~.
.{- reconsolidated anisotropically, following the previous

"" stress path

Os = 175

calculated

to a stress state of 01 = 2.88 kN/m2 and

kN/m2, which was more than three times the

average effective stresses of the initial

sample as shown in figure 4.11. and discussed in

Appendix A.I. It is assumed that this procedure

;~. eliminates all initlal disturbances and experimental

evidence in support of this assumption was given by

Balasubramaniam (1969) and Ladd and Foott (1974).

Before placing the sample in the cell,all tube :valves

and pressure supplies were flushed with water and a

porous stone was left in boiling water for half an

hour. A soaked filter paper was placed on top of

the porous stone and water was allowed to flood over

the filter paper. The sample was placed carefully

on the flooded filter paper and it is likely that some

water was absorbed by the sample,due to suction.

This did not have a significant effect, since the

sample was restored to a homogeneous state at higher

stress levels. Side filter drains were soaked with

water and placed gently around the sample, overlapping

the bottom filter paper, the top cap greased to reduce

friction and placed on top of the sample. In the 4"

cell, the base of the cell was greased and the top

cap was provided with a saturated porous stone and a

soaked filter paper. The rubber membrane was stretched

along a brass cylinder and was released around the s~~ple

in the usual way and 0 rings placed at both ends, after
greasing the surfaces to seal the sample.
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was re-applied and the sample brought to state B in

back pressure to ensure saturation. The sample was

so thata cell pressure of 150 ~Nm-2,kNm-2

figure 4.11. The sample was then consolidated with a

4.11 to give approximately one dimensional conditions.

Load increments of approximately 17.2 kNm-2 in cell
. -2pressure and 10.3 kNm in the deviator stress were

loading path given by q'jp' ~ ~, shown as Be in figure

mean effective stress state, with a back pressure of

the state was at A in figure 4.11 and water was then

flushed through the drainage leads under the applied

allowed to consolidate for 6 hours under these stresses

before the estimated previous deviator stress of 30 kNm-2

100

The sample was reloaded to approximately its previous

applied simultaneously. A period of 12 hours was

allowed for primary consolidation, after each load

increment and measurements of stresses and deformations

were made,before further in~rements were applied .
•it!

i
Finally, the sample was allo~ed to rest for 24 hours

at its final state at C in figure 4.11. Virgin samples

prepared in this way are believed to represent the

stat~ of samples in the ground, in that both have

essentially the same stress history and, hence, they

nay be used for further testing or simulated sampling

process.
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4.5.6. PERFECT SAMPLES

A perfect sample was obtained by undrained release

of the total stresses on a virgin sample in the

triaxial cell, transfer~ingthe sample from state C

in figure 4.12. to state D. The process was simply

done by closing the drainage valve, releasing the

deviator stress and the cell pressure. The 1," perfect

sample remained in its rubber membrane in the cell and

it was left for 12 hours to allow equalisation of the

pore pressure within the sample, before reloading or

testing.

4.5.7. TUBE SAMPLES

Tube samples were obtained by driving l~" tube samplers

into 4" perfect samples. Three sets of tube samplers

of different wall thicknesses were used to obtain

samples at different degrees of disturbance and to

investigate the effects of increasing the wall thick-

ness of tube samples. The tube samples were provided

with sharpened ends and their dimensions are shown in

Table 4.3.

A 4" perfect sample was carefully slid into a 4"

cylinder which confined the sample during the tubing

process. Figure 4.13. shows the whole assembly during

the tube sampling process, where A represents the 4"

sample confined in its cylinder and set up-in the asSe~bly.
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B is a hydraulic jack operated manually and used

to push the 4" sample upwards into a set of tubes

shown as C. The appartus is shown also in Photograph

(7) .

The tubes were lut.dcated from the inside and were

fitte~ to a steel frame, fixed to the hydraulic piston

on top of the sample. The tubes were lowered in line

with the 4" sample and the hydraulic jack pushed the

4" sample in steps towards the tubes. After reaching

the base of the assembly, the hydraulic pressure was

released and the tubes dismantled. Sometimes, the

tubes were stored for a few days before testing. During

storage, they were wrapped in polythene and sealed, to

ensure that there was no change of water content. The

effect of short storage periods was found to be negligible,

as will be discussed later in this thesis. Before

testing, each tube sample was pushed out carefully from the

tube into a lubricated standard mould, cut to the

required length and the ends were saved for water content

measurements. Finally, the H" tube sample was set up

in the triaxial cell, following the procedure described
in section 4.5.5.

4.6. RELOADING OF DISTURBED SAMPLES

4.6. 1. INTRODUCTION

Virgin samples were already under total stresses and

llii further loading was necessary before testing, hut

perfect and tube samples were initially unloaded and,
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hence, may be tested or reloaded to different

initial states before testing. A number of

different reloading paths were applied, to

investigate the effects of the initial stress state

and different reconsolidation procedures, on the

subsequent behaviour.

4.6.2. UNDRAINED HE-LOADING

The initial state of the tube sample in the triaxial

cell was difficult to determine, due to the possiblity

of swelling during preparation and the difficulty of

making accurate measurements of negative pore

pressures of perfect :samples,as discusseil in section

3.5.2. and Appendix A.4. In theory, changes in the

pore pressure of saturated samples, are equal to changes

in the cell pressure and for isotropic stress changes

the sample is assumed to keep its initial effective

stresses irrespectivo of the cell pressure. Hence, by

re-applying the previous cell pressure and raising the

pore pressure of tube and perfect samples to positive

values, it is possible to measure the initial state of

both samples more accurately.

Figure 4.14 shows the states of total stresses at A and

B, before and after application of cell pressure.

Alternatively, the deviator stress may be re-applied at

C as shown in figure 4.14.
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This addition of deviator stress, is likely to be

associated with further changes in pore pressure and.

hence, further alterations to the initial effective

stress state.

The cell pressure was re-applied in one increment, from

A to B in figure 4.14, under :undrained conditions and

it was left for 12 hours to ensure equalisation of

porG pressures wi~hin the sample before testing. The
deviator stress was applied in two or three increments

from B to C , allowing a few hours between each increment,

since failure was possible, if the deviator stresses

were applied in one increment and a period of 12 hours

was allowed before testing the sample at state C.

4.6.3. RECONSOLIDATION PATH C

Disturbed samples may be reconsolidated to their previous

stress state following two different stress paths, as

shown in figures 4.15 and 4.16. The reloading path C

was applied in two stages. In the first stage, the cell

pressure was re-applied in one increment, under drained
conditions, to

pressure were
B where the cell pressure and the back

275 kN/m2 and lOOkN/m2, respectively.

~..

l

The sample was left for 12 hours to reach an equilibrium

state before measurements were taken. lIn the second

stage, the deviator stress was re-applied in three

increments, a period of 12 hours followed before readings

were taken and the sample was allowed 24 hours to rest,

before further testing was carried out. Figure 4.15 shows

the total and effective stress paths followed during C
reconsol idation.
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4.6.4.' RECONSOLIDATION PATH K

state, the specific volume of the sample was

consolidation.inevitably reduced during

approximate ODe dimensional consolidation of the

K in figure 4.16. similar to that applied during the

previous stresses, following an alternative path

Some disturbed samples were reconsolidated to their

Although the sample recovered its previous stress

laboratory virgin sample. Firstly, a cell pressure

of 150 kN/m2 and a back pressure of 100 kN/m2 were

applied and the sample was allowed 12 hours to reach

equilibrium at point B in figure 4.16. A deviatoric

stress of 30 kN/m2 was applied, taking the ,state of

the sample to point C and after each 12 hOUTS, an

increment of cell pressure 17.25 kN/m2 and an increment

of deviator stress of 10.35 kN/m2 were applied, until

the sample reached its previous stresses at point D

in figure 4.16. On completion of the loading path,

the sample was left for 24 hours at the required stresses
before further testing.

" 4.7. TESTING PROGRAMME

/
4. 7. 1. INTRODUCTION

:l!l" "
j,

,"

'!I" "-;:.;-

The testing programme was designed to investigate the

effects of the main causes of disturbance on the behaviour

I
of kaolin,by conducting similar tests on virgin and
disturbed samples.
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The main series of tests included, undrained tests

with different loading paths. The results provided

data required to examine the fundamental behaviour

of disturbed samples and,in addition, in many cases,

the loading paths in the tests corresponded closely

to those encountered in the fi~ld.

The testing programme also investigated other aspects

of the behaviour of disturbed samples, such as the

storage period, initial swelling, the loading path

and stress level, and these aspects were examined

in special tests and secondary tests. For the special

tests, the methods of sample preparation or testing were

slightly different to those employed for the main

tests and secondary tests were conducted on samples

produced from some main tests. This section describes

all tests. that were conducted in this research and

presents the results without detailed interpretation,

which is left to Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

4.7.2. TESTS DESIGNATIO~

TIle testing programme covered a large number of different

tests and it involved tests on samples which had a

variety of stress histories representing different kinds
i

of samples, tested under different loading conditions.

To describe each test, it is convenient to use symbols,

1n addition to serial test numbers. The system of letters

and figures used to identify particular tests in tables

and graphs is described in this section and suwmarised

in Table 4.4.
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which describes the loading path for a drained test

tests, described by four symbols. For the drained

The -third symbol is a figure,the type of sample.
and thick wall samplers respectively), which describes

path C) which des~es how the sample was prepared,

followed by another letter (F for virgin, P for
perfect, T,M and H for tube samples with thin, medium

and undrained test5the first symbol is a letter (K
for reconsolidation path K or C for reconsolidation

which are described by three symbols and undrained
The main series of tests included, drained tests,

(1 to 5 for loading paths shown in figure 4.17) or

the stress state for an undrained test (6 to 9 for stress
states shown in figure 4.18). All the drained tests

10 the main series were conducted on samples, initially

at the same stress state, while all the undrained tests

were by axial loading at constant cell pressure. The

fourth symbol in designations of undrained tests is

the letter a or b, corresponding to stress controlied

or strain controlled respectively. Thus, for example,

the test designated KF6a was a stress controlled

undrained test, on a virgin sample,that was consolidated

anisotropically to the stress state q' = 105 kN/m2 and
p' = 210 kNjm2.

On completion of some drained tests, the samples were

loaded to failure as second-arytests by undrained axial

loading and the results are presented, together with some

main undrained tests .
•
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These secondary tests were given the serial number

of their original drained test, followed by the

letter (n) and either a or b to specify it as a

stress or strain controlled test respectively. Thus,

for example, the test designated 9na was a stress

controlled undrained test, on the sample at the end

of test 9 and test 9 was KF2.

The testing programme included a series of tests, in

which samples were prepared or tested in a slightly

different way from the samples in main series. These

tests were called special tests and they were designated

by the symbol S which is followed by a serial number

and each special test is described in detail in

section 4.7.4 .

A few tests were repeated to examine the repeatability

of the results and these were designated by the symbol

R, followed by the serial number of the original test.

Thus, for example, the test designated R63 was identical

to test 63. Some other tests were repeated on samples

that were stored for short periods, to examine the effects

of delay and storage conditions and the letter G was

used to describe the tests followed by the serial number

at a similar test on an unstored sample. The period of
.'

storage in weeks is given in brackets following the

designation,. Thus, for example, the test designated

G63 (2) was a test in whiCh a sample similar to that in

test 63 was stored for two weeks and loaded in a similar

way to test 63.



4.7.3. PRESENTATIONOF RESULTS

All tests that were conducted in this research were

classified into 9 groups and presented in Table 4.5 .

•hey include 5 groups of drained tests that were

classified according to their loading paths and 4

groups of undrained tests that were classified according

to their initial stress states. The drained tests in

groups 1 to 5 followed the loading paths 1 to 5

respectively in figure 4.17 and samples in groups 6 to

9 were at initial stress states corresponding to those in

figure 4.18 and they were tested under constant cel~

pressure in undrained conditions.

The basic results of all tests are shown in figures

4.21 to 4.34 and the initial state (q' p'
0' 0' w oJ,"

of each sample before testing is quoted with each test.

The results of drained tests are presented in terms of
the relationships ~q'- ~~ , ~p' - ~~ and ~~ - ~~

a V a V

and those of undrained tests were in terms of ~q' - ~~a

and ~u - ~.a'

4.7.4. SPECIAL TESTS

There were some samples in the testing programme that
.'

were designed to investigate other aspects of soil

hehaviour and sampling disturbance. These samples

were prepared and tested in a slightly different way

from those in the main test and they were called special

tests.
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For these, it is necessary to describe each different

method of preparation and the loading conditions of
each t~i:lt,.

Samples Sl and Sll were slightly overconsolidated and

were tested in a stress controlled and strain controlled

undrained conditiomrespectively. They were consolidated

as virgin samples to a stress state of q' ",115 kN/m2

and p' ~'230 kN/m2 then they were unloaded slowly to

a stress state of q' '"105 kN/m2 and p' = 210 kN/m2.

Sample S2 involved drained cyclic loading, a virgin

sample was consolidated anistotropically to a stress

state of q' '"105 kN/m2 and p' '"210 kN/m2 then

the axial force was released and after 12 hours,drainage

was allowed and the sample was reloaded to its previous

stress state,by applying increments of the axial load.

This cycle of undrained,unloading and drained reloading

to the same stress state,was repeated three times and

in the fourth cycle,the sample was loaded to failure.

Samples S3 and S4 were intended to examine aspects

of path dependency, where two virgin samples were

loaded to the stress state of q' ",145 kK/m2 and p''''290

kN/m2 by following stress paths abc a~d adc respectively,

as shown in figure 4.19. The two samples were then

loaded anisotropically to a higher stress state of
2 ' 2q' ", 195 kN/m and p' '" 390 kN/m .
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Samples 35 and 86 were perfect samples that were
reloaded to their previous total stress under

undrained conditions, Sample 35 was tested by

stress .controll€d undrained loading and sample 36

was tested by strain controlled undrained loading.

Sample 87 was a thick walled tube sample, which was

stored for one week in its tube. The sample was re-

loaded to its previous stress state by reconsolidation

following ~ath C and was left in the triaxial cell for

one week at q' ~ 105 kN/m2 and p' ~ 210 kNjm2. The

sample was tested by stress controlled undrained

loading. This test was intended to examine the

effects of storing the sample under its previous stress
state.

Sample S8 was a tube sample, that was isotropically

reconsolidated to p' ~ 210 kN/m2 and loaded to failure

in strain controlled undrained test. It simply

,represents a routine test on disturbed samples.

A thick wall tube sample S9 and two thin wall tuhe

samples.SlO and 811 were exposed to surplus water

hefore reloading in the cell. The previous cell

pressure was re-applied and the samples were allowed

to reach their equilibrium state. Sample Sll was loaded

~n a stress controlled undrained test and samples 810

and 89 were loaded in strain controlled undrained test5.

These tests were intended to examine some effects of

initial swelling on tube samples with different degrees
of disturbance.
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4.7.5. SECONDARY TESTS

There were some samples in the main testing programme

that were loaded without reaching failure, and thus,

it was possible, to carry out further tests that are

called here, secondary tests. All secondary tests were

undrained loading tests on samples that had different

stress histories and,therefore,it is necessary to

describe the history of each sample. Seconday tests

will be quoted by their serial numbers rather than by

their test designations and the serial number is that

of the original test followed by the letter (n) to

specify it as a secondary test.

In tests 9n, IOn and 12n tbe virgin sample in the

original test KF2, the perfect sample in CP2 and the

tulie sample in KH2, were consolidated following stress

path 2 as shown in figure 4.20 before they were loaded

to failure and they represent the tests in group 8 as

discussed before.

In tests 17n, 19n and 20n, tube samples of increasing

disturbance were consolidated anisotropically to a higher

stress level of q' = 150 kN/m2 and ,
p' = 300 kN/m before

the samples were loaded to failure in undrained tests.
/

These were part of group 9 tests and they examine the

influence of consolidation to higher stress levels On

samples with the' same degree of mechanical disturbance.
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4.7.6. OTHER TESTS

The testing programme included a few tests to examine

the repeatability of the experimental procedures and

other.tests to show some of the effects of the storage

period on the behaviour of tube samples. These tests

were designated as R or G respectively followed by the

serial nUlllbel'of a similar test. ,Some tube samples

were stored in their tubes for a maximum period of two

weeks. They were wrapped in polythene, sealed to

prevent any loss in the Water content and stored at

a room temperature of 25 + IOC, and measurements of

water content before and after storage- showed negligible

losses. The stored samples were reloaded and tested

in an identical way to the tests specified by their

serial numbers.

4.7.7. TESTING PROCEDURES

At the end of the preparation of different samples, they

were loaded following different stress paths in drained

tests and they were loaded at a constant cell pressure

in undrained tests. All drained tests were stress

controlled at a rate of approximately 20 kN/m2 per 12 hours.

Undrained tests were either stress controlled at
I

approximately 20kN/m2 per 12 hours or strain controlled

at a rate of .02 mm/min. The rates in drained tests

'allowed enough time for primary consolidation and those

in undrained tests allowed enough time for dissipation

of excess pore pressure. Further discussion on the rates
of loading is presented in Appendix A3.
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CHAPTER 5,
BEHAVIOUR OF VIRGIN SAMPLES
5.1. INTRODUCTION

A basic idea of the present research is that the behaviour

of virgin samples will be used as a reference to assess

the effects of sampling disturbances and a virgin sample

consolidated to the required stress state and tested without

subjecting it to stress or mechanical disturbances can be

regarded as an undisturbed sample. Hence, it is necessary

to examine the behaviour of virgin samples and it is

convenient to do so with the concepts of the critical state

model. The behaviour of isotropically consolidated virgin

samples of remoulded kaolin has been investigated by, for

example Loudon (1964) and Balasubramaniuam (1969) but

there is limited data on the behaviour of anisotropica11y

consolidated virgin samples. However, there is enough

data to show that there is a state boundary surface for

anisotropically consolidated samples, but its shape is

rather different to that of isotropically consolidated
samples.

There are two main purposes to this chapter, Firstly, it is

intended to examine the states of anisotropically

consolidated samples, to define more clearly the shape of

its state boundary surface and the values of the appropriate

parameters. Secondly, it is intended to examine the stress-

strain behaviour of virgin samples in the context of the

mathematical model for soils based on the critical state
theory.

,,
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The tests which are relevant to this chapter are the

drained tests, with different loading paths KFl, KF2,

KFJ, KF4 and KF5 and stress and strain controlled

undrained tests at the same stress level of the

drained tests,KF6a and KF6b. In addition, special tests

SI, 82, 83, and 84 were used to examine some history
effects on virgin samples.

5.2. APPLICATIONS OFELASTICITY AND ELASTO-PLASTICITY

TO THE OBSERVED BEHAVIOUR OF SA~PLES

5.2.1. INTRODUCTION

Virgin samples were loaded in drained and undrained

triaxial compression tests. In the drained tests,the samples
followed different stress paths and in the undrained tes~
they had different initial states and in considering the

behaviour of these samples it is important to specify

whether the loading path was on or within the state

boundary surface. In theory, there are various differences

in the fundamental behaviour of elastic and elasto-

plastic materials and some of these differences that may

be used to examine the states of the samples are

illustrated in this section and used later in this

thesis to examine the behaviour of disturbed samples.

5.2.2. THE STATE OF SAMPLES
It was assumed in Chapter 2, that for normally consolidated

soils,there is a state boundary surface in (q',p', v)

space and soils whose states are on the surface are known

as normally consolidated and their behaviour is elasto-
plastic.
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Soils whose states are below the surface are known as
overconso1idated and their behaviour is purely elastic.
Thus, to distinguish between elastic and elasto-plastic
behaviour, it is necessary to define the appropriate
state boundary surface.

The geometry of the state boundary surface was discussed

10 Chapter 2 and 'it needs to be defined separately 00 the

wei side 'oct 00 ihe cte, side of the critical state line, .

hui foe the present investigation only, the wet side i,

considered. The state boundary surface on the wet side
is limited by the critical state line given by:

qi - MPf . .. .. ....
Yf - e - i " pi . . .

5.1.

5.2.

",."."
~..

•••-1
, ,''-
II'

I,'•
,

I

,oct the normally consolidated line given by
q' - 0 ................. 5.3.

Y - N - i '" p' ........ 5.4.

Where M, e ,oct i m regarded " soil constants. The state

boundary surf act for the family of Cam clay models is given

by:

q' - ,p' . . . ....... . 5.5.
,

Y - N Unp ... . . 5.6.,
Where N is the intersection of a normal consolidation line o.,
stress ratio n with the p' = 1 psi as shown in figure 5.1.
Although there is sufficient evidence to show that the
value of A is unique for a given soil, there is insufficient
evidence to verify that the parameter Nn is simply a functior

of the stress ratio n.

,



STRAIN PATHS l~ De.AlNEO TESTS

materials IDcremeD~s of strain are uniquely

5.4

plastic potentials at the,
in tests KF, and KFSmil}'be

•

.liO :~ ,i.related to the incremen't of stress and are independent of

, ~it~tbe .stress state. Thus, as shownby Atkinson (1973J linear~lrJ~oadingpaths produce linear strain paths, provided that
'';,' {L.<.~~~polsson's Tlltto has a constant value. For plastic

't~~:f-'~terinlS, plastic stratI: increments are uniquely relnted
.\'!'~'~
~~~to the stress vector through n flow rule and it turns

'V~";.r,.. .i~\routthat Unenr strain pa't!:ls are expected only it the

.•...•'~'f'.;;.:.IOlLding path happens to l:1tersect the family plastic.tr..... .
1,-, ,:.~.~. potentials at points where they have the same slope.
- \' ,
I.' ~;'.' Otherwise the plastic strain path and consequently. the

., 'f'2•.J overall strain path is no:o-lincar. Thus, the shapes of the

,,~1~_~ii-strain path rna}"be used tGotest the state of soils in

,. • ~. drained tests as discussec! in section 2.7.
'0':i'F- ('"rit~,.o(}~'~1:f,i:It !:laybe observed in figu~e 5.2 .• that the virgin stu:",ples

~

t .' in tests KFl and KF2had non-linear strain pnths and thus

:" ";,l;lllre aSsumedto be elasto-plastic. HOI'o'ever,the virgin
~ ,~"'- ~i£:'tJ 83.tlplesalong the consolic!ation path KYOand KF3 where

.- .1I;:1.ll the effective stress path "'as linear at Q' /p' • 1/2 had
i-' 4-tr:J'~;ti~•linear strain path. This linearity of the strain path

i- .,i;~~of an elasto-plastlc behaviour rna}'suggest that the
• ,~ii'l'
~jj'~ .• ":"".loadiag path was crossing tbe

,.~t.>
, ", L'; SUJ:leslope, The strain paths
• :':'!" 'J'

~.{~~ .~ .pprox1l:latedto linear pat~s b, ignoring the strain pa~h-, .
~..• ;t:i Dear failure and hence it e-.a}'be assumed that the samples.
~~~l-"~ .••.ere behaving elastically.

pt"d •••.••••,;i;
•
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It is interesting to notice the behaviour of the virgin
sample in loading and unloading cycles. Test 82 in

figure 5.2. showed linear strain paths of approximately

the same gradient at each loading cycle and hence, it

may be assumed, that the sample was elastic in re-Ioading
cycles.

5.2.4. STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS

Although both elastic and elasta-plastic stress-strain
curves may be assumed non-linear, the non-linearity of

the elastic behaviour is usually significantly less than
the non-linearity due to elasta-plastic behaviour. Also,

the normalised stress-strain relationships of elastic soils

are linear whilst that of elasta-plastic soils, in general,

are non-linear as discussed before in section 2.7.

Alternatively, the relati~nship between the stress ratio

q'/p' and the strain ratio~~sA~v in drained tests and the

ratio~~s/~ inundrained tests, may be used to examine the

state of the sample.

Figure 5.3. shows~Es~Ev and~~s/« for drained test 32

and undrained test 31 respectively. During the early part

of the tests along the curves ab, the ratios';Es/l"Evand

bEs/a are constants indicating that the behaviour is elastic

but during the later part of the test" along the curves be

the ratios ~e:s~e:vand f,.s/aare not constants indicating tha~

the behaviour is elasto-plastic. The point b represents

a yield point separating purely elastic behaviour from

elasto-plastic bebaviour. Similarly, the normalised stress-

strain relationships of tests 31 and 32 in figure 5.4

show linear relationships along the early part of the



section 2.7.

5.2.5. STRESS PATHS

5.6

vertical li~esin undrained tests and of some

behaviour as discussed before in section 2.7., but it

directly to distinguish elastic from ealsto-plastic

relationships are non-linear, indicating an elasto-

tests, ab, indicating an elastic behaviour, but during the
later part of the tests along the curves be, the

and undrained tests may be used to examine the state of

appropriate normalising parameter as discussed before in

the material. The undrained stress path may be used

In a similar way, the shapes of stress paths in drained

plastic behaviour.

is necessary to normalise drained stress paths using an

Figure 5.5 shows the normalised undrained stress path

appear as

for test 81 and the normalised drained stress path for test

82. The behaviour along ab IS assumed to be elastic and,

in theorY,for isotorpic materials,normalised stress paths

-
• slope in drained tests. The behaviour along bc is non-

linear and elasto-plastic and hence indicates the state of

the sample as elasto-plastic.

5.2.6. STATE BOUNDARY SURFACE

Equations of yield curves and state boundary surfaces ~ere

reviewed in Chapter 2 and, as discussed in section 2.5.4,

stress paths of normally consolidated soils are hound to

follow the intersection of the state boundary surface with

the loading path. ,.
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boundary surface.

conditions,as indicated in figure 5.6., but if the

p' were introduced in section 2.7.3. and will bee
examine the uniquence and the shape of the state

Pfp and

used to

material had a unique state boundary surface F(q', p', v)

relatect to the specific volume. Two normalising parameters

Therefore, different stress paths are expected when
samples are tested under different levels and loading

these different stress paths may he normalised to a unique
stress path H(q'/x, p'jx) where x is a stress parameter

Figure 5.7. shows the stress path of tests KFl, KF6a, and
KF6b normalised by Pfp and P~. It may be observed that

all these normalised stress paths approximate to unique
curves, using either the parameter Pfp or the parameter
p~ and hence, all tests suggest the existence of a unique
surface for virgin samples. The q'/p' - p'/p' curvee e

, represents a dimensionless intersection of the constant
volume plane,with the state boundary surface, while
q' /p'fp
of the

- p' /Pfp curve represents a dimensionless intersection
elastic wall with the state boundary surface.

,'t,,::
~'.'- -'-
"!,'

TIle results in this section confirm the existence of a
state boundary surface for anisotropically conSOlidated
samples. TIlebehaviour of samples was elastic for all

••l
I

states within the state boundary surfac~ and the behaviour
was elasto-plastic for all states on the state boundary
surface.
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5.3.1. THE CONSOLIDATION BEHAVI0111

of loading procedures. The consolidation behaviour is

In p' and scalingreplotted in figure 5.9. in terms of v

from the figure A = 0.14, k = 0.04 and N = 2.458.

is shown in figure 5.8. and it confirms the repeatability

5.3. THE BEHAVIOUR OF ANISOTROPICALLY CONSOLIDATED KAOLIN

:!'nllowiugreconsolidation path K,as described in Chapter 4

All virgin samples were consolidated anisotropic ally

and the consolidation behaviour of three virgin samples

In theory, soils have a constant compression index A at

virgin states and a constant recompression index k below

the virgin state. Lewin (1970) reported that values of A

may increase slightly at higher stress levels and that

values of k suffer wider variations than).. Nevertheless,

the above values of ).,'1" and N were adopted for further
anal:isis.

Samples KF3 and KF2 were loaded after 24 hours rest period

and both samples showed values of ~ = 0.16 and 0.13

::
~
,"

respectively, which are slightly different than the average

value of 0.14. The strain puth of tests KFO and KF3 in

figure 5.8. shows that 'v = Ea indiCating that the consolid-

ation path was very close to one-dimensional consolidation.

J>c-.Ie

I
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5.3.2. THE CRITICAL STATE LINE

The effective stresses and specific volumes at the

critical state are given by

q' /p'f f

",'

Where M, r and A are regarded as soil constants.

Figure 5.10n 'shows the stresses at failure of virgin

samples in q' - p' plane. They fall close to a line

given by -equation 5.1. and scaling from the diagram

M= 0.95. The stresses at failure in stress controlled

tests KFl, KF4 and KF5, are those within the final stress

increment that caused failure and hence, they are not

exact measurements of the stresses at the critical state
line.

Similarly, figure 5. lOb, shows the critical state line

in v - In p' plane. They all fall close to a line given

by equation 5.2. and by scaling from the diagram, A = 0.14

and r ~ 2.429. Some samples such as KF4' and KF5 had

specific volumes at failure, rather lower than the average

critical state line. These differences are probably due

to the measurement of the overall specific volume at

failure,rather than that at the failure plane.
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Apparently, at the failure plane local swelling takes

place in drained and undrained tests and the failing

soil may have a specific volume rather greater than

the average of the whole sample.

5.3.3. TRE STATE BOUNDARY SURFACE ON THE WET srOE OF
THE CRITICAL STATE LINE

Following Atkinson and Bransby (1978), the state boundary

surface is defined by the Hvorslev surface on the dry side

and the Roscoe surface on the wet side of the critical

state line. In order to examine the complete state

boundary surface, it is necessary to conduct compression

and extension tests on normally consolidated and over-

consolidated soils.

The present investigation provided data to examine the

state boundary surface on the wet side between the

consolidation path and the critical state line, for tri~

axial compression.

Stress paths in tests KFl, KF6a, and KF6b were normalised

by p' and p,' and.these give~normalised stress path and ae p

normalised yield curve as shown in figure 5.7. All the

experimental points fall close to one or other curve,

indicating that there is a state boundary surface for which,
the shape is independent of loading conditions or loading

paths, at least for the range of tests that were conducted.
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The yield curve defined as the intersection of an elastic

wall with the state boundary surface, is compared with that

of simple Cam clay, modified Cam clay and that proposed

by Stipho(1978), in figure 5.11. All the curves in figure

5.11 were plotted to represent the shapes of different

yield curves and it was assumed that all yield curves may

have the same state at failure hut not necessarily the same

initial state on the consolidation curve. That implies

that all curves had the same values of r and ~ but different

values of N. It may be observed in figure 5.11, that the

yield curve of virgin samples is best approximated by

Stipho's(1978) equation which gives an ellipse having its

apex at the consolidation path rather than at the p'

axis, as proposed by Roscoe and Burland (196~).

It may be interesting to observe the normalised stress

paths in drained tests KFI, KF2, KF3, KF4 and KF5, as

shown in figure 5.12. The stress paths for tests KFI and

KF2, both remain on the state boundary surface and they are

approximately symmetrical about the consolidation axis,

indicating that the consolidation path may be an axis of

symmetry and hence, the yield curve below q' Jp' = 0,5

may be similar to that above. Further tests are necessary
to confirm the suggestion.

Stress paths KF4 and KF5 represent unloading and the states

move inside the state boundary surface and move on elastic

walls; the stress paths are approximately linear, indicating

elastic behaviour. The .stresspath for test KF3 represents

an anisotropic consolidation and it should, in theory, be

represented by a single point at the intersection of the
state boundary surface with the line q'J,"0.5;

P
,,-
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the slight differences are attributable to taking

A = 0.14 to calculate p~ which may not exactly

represent the value for KF3 after 24 hours rest period

in that particular test.

5.3.4. THE FLOW RULE

A flow rule can be thought of as a material property and

hence it should hold disregarding loading conditions. For

an associated flow rule the plastic strain increment

vector is normal to the yield curve' and to examine the

flow rule it is necessary to define the yield curve and

to calculate the plastic strains. The yield curve is

defined as the intersection of an elastic wall with the

state boundary surface and the normalised stress path

q' jp'
fp

should be

p' jp' defines the shape of the yield curve.
fp

noticed that the normalised stress path

q' jpe'.- p' jp~ defines a unique path similar in shape to that of:

constant volume and this is not the same thing as a yield

In order to examine the flow rule, the stress ratio q'jp' may

be plotted against the plastic strain increment ratio

~p .,/~P and for an associated flow rule the above relation-
's - 'v"

ship will be identical to that obtained from plotting the

stress ratio against the slope of the vector normal to the

yield curve. It is possible to scale the slope of the

•

vector normal to the yield curve from figure 5.7 and to plot

it against the stress ratio as shown in figure 5.13 .

o
•
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The plastic strain increment ratio may be calculated

from both drained test KFI and undrained test KF6a and

the results are plotted against the stress ratio as shown

in figure 5.13. The differences in the relationship

in dr~ined test KFI and undrained test KF6a are well beyond

errors and any possible variation in the value of k would

have had little effect on the calculated values of the

plastic strain increment ratio. Similar differences were

reported before on the behaviour of kaolin in drained and

undrained tests (e.g. Roscoe, Schofield and Thurairijah

1963) and this led to further assumptions to account for

the high distortional strain in undrained tests (e.g. Burland

and Roscoe 1968). However, for the present discussion, it

is assumed that the relationship is the same in both

drained and undrained tests and an average curve may be

plotted as shown in the figure 5.13. It may be observed
in figure 5.13 that the relationship between the stress

ratio and the palstic strain increment ratio is different

from the relationship between the stress ratio and the

slope of the vector normal to the yield curve and hence,it

may be concluded that the flow rule is non~associated.

In order to define a flow rule, it is assumed that the

relationship between the stress ratio q' jp' and the plastic

strain increment ratio tP jtP is linear and may be defined, "

R '" C - ~ tan <J; 5.7.

.-



The values of li> and C may be scaled from figure 5.13. as

36° and '0.7 respectively.

Where R is the plastic strain increment
is the stress ratio._ q'l and ~ and Cp' ,

5.14

.p . p,
ratio, E lEV} n

"are constants.

5.3.5. DISCUSSION

Some aspects of the critical state model were examined in

tbis section and the results are consistent with the

existence of a critical state line and a state boundar,."

surface for virgin samples. The shape ,of the yield curve

was similar to that of an ellipse with its apex along

the consolidation path. The compression and swelling curves

were similar to those predicted by simple Cam clay hut the

relationship between the stress ratio and the plastic

strain increment ratio indicated that the flow rule was
non;-associated.

5.4. OTHER ASPECTS OF THE BE~4VlOUR OF THE VIRGIN S~~PLES
5.4.1. INTRODUCTION

Although this research was not intended specifically to

examine different aspects of the behaviour of virgin

samples and the validity of the critical state model in

predicting the behaviour of soils, but the results allow

an examination of some history effects on the behaviour of

virgin samples, since stress disturbance is simply a history
effect.
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Different stresshisto~ies were imposed on four virgin

samples and the consequent behaviour is examined in

view of elastic and elasto-plastic concepts. They

included the behaviour of lightly overcansolidated sample

Sl, a sample disturbed by cycling loading S2, a virgin

sample at different stress state 9nb and virgin samples

with slightly different stress histories, S3 and S4.

5.4.2. LIGHTLY OVERCO~SOLIDATED SAMPLE

~
1rov The behaviour of lightly overconsolidated samples of

kaolin prepared by isotropic and anisotropic consolidation

and swelling was examined by for example, Loudon (1967)

and Stipho(1978). In theory, the behaviour of these te~ts

may be predicted by the critical state models but for

reference and for comparisons with disturbed samples, tests

were carried out to observe the behaviour of lightly

averconsolidated samples.

Sample Sl was anisotropically consolidated and swelled to

q' ~ 105 kNlm2, p' ~ 210 kN/m2 and an overconsolidation

ratio of 1.1 and loaded to failure in an undrained test

and figure 5.19. shows the stress-strain curve ~q'/pt

vs. ~v~s'/. normalised as described in section 2.7. The

point b in both figures 5.14 and 5.15 is taken as the

yield point at which the state first reaches the state

boundary surface, the yield poin~ is rather better defined

in the stress-strain curve in figure 5.15 than it is in

thE stress path shown in figure 5.14. The portion ab in
both figures represent an elastic behaviour where the

state is On an elastic wall and the position bc represen~s
elasto-plastic behaviour where the state is on the sta~~
boundary surface.
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The behaviour of the lightly overconsolidated sample
was in agreement with the concepts of the Cam clay
model.

5.4.3. DEPENDENCY ON THE STATE BOUNDARY SURFACE ON THE

PREVIOUS LOADING PATH

In theory, the ~imple Cam clay and modified Cam clay

models predict only the effects of overconsolidation
and they do not include other stress history effects
such as the loading path and cycling effects on the
state boundary surface and the plastic potential.
Whether it is necessary or not to include history
effects in theoretical predictions, depends on the

significance of these effects on the overall behaviour.

Tests 53 and 54 were intended specifically to examine
two aspects of path dependency in virgin samples.
The two samples were loaded from state A to state B,

following different paths as shown in figure 5.16 and WerE

tested at a-along the same loading path, The total

strains caused by loading the sample from state A to

state B were ~s = 1.5% and ~v = 1.2% in test S3 and

~s =.7% and ~v = 2.2% in test 34 and the results suggest

that the behaviour was path_ dependent. It is interesting
"to notice that the distortional strains along path S3

were approximately 1.3 times the volumetric strains

along the same path, while the volumetric strains

along path 34 were approximately 3 times the distortional

strains along the same path .
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This does not fall in agreement with predictions of

~t~ains that are associated with a symmetrical yield curve ant

further ~ests are necessary to confirm the above observations.

Firugre 5.17 shows the average plastic strain increment

vector of samples 83, 84 and KF3 and the differences may

be interpreted as due to the effects of the stress history

on the plastic potential. It seems that different stress

histories over short loading paths has slight effect on

the state boundary surface, but that over long loading

paths may have more significant effects and further

~ exploration of history effects on tbe state boundary surface

t is beyond this investigation.

5.4.4. SOME EFFECTS OF DRAINED CYCLIC LOADING

\ Previous observations on cyclic effects were reviewed in

section 3.4 and the problem may be considered as one of

history effects. Stress disturbance is the effect of one

cycle of undrained unloading of the total stresses follpwed

by either drained or undrained reloading in tbe laboratory

and bence, stress disturbance may be examined in the context

of cycles of unloading and reloading.

Test 82 was designed to examine the effects of 4 cycles of

undrained unloading followed by draine~,relaoding of the shear

stress as shown in figure 5.18. Tbe strain path ~ - t
n v

in figure 4.28 is approximately the same in each cycle and

it may be assumed linear and hence, the strain path may

suggest an elastic behaviour.
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The behaviour of the virgin sample in the first and
fourth reloading cycle is shown in figure 5.19., together
with the behaviour of a perfect sample in a similar re-
loading path. However, the initial behaviour of the

perfect sample in a similar reloading path showed lower
stiffness and a higher distortional strain as shown in
figure 5.19. and these differences are attributed to the
effects of sampling disturbance. The normalised stress
path of the virgin sample in its fourth cycle is shown
in figure 5.20 together with that of a virgin sample in
test KFl. It may be observed that the initial behaviour
of the virgin sample 82 along ab was within an elastic wall
while that along be was on its state boundary surface. Cam
clay models do not predict the effects of cyclic loading

on the state boundary surface. Although the virgin sample

in tests 52 showed an elastic behaviour followed by an

elasto-plastic behaviour, the shape of the yield curve

of the virgin sample in test S2 seems to havebeen

distorted or rotated due to cyclic loading and further

tests are necessary to confirm the above observation~

5.4.5. VIRGIN 5~[PLES WITH ADDITIONAL ISOTROPIC
COMPRESSION

The yield curves in the modified Cam clay and Stipho's

(1978) model were assumed to be ellipses having their

apices on the isotropic and anisotrop~c consolidation paths

respectively. In the modified Cam clay model, it is

assumed that yielding causes transilation and expansion of

the yield curve along the p' axis such that the ellipse

always passes through the origin as shown in figure 5.21

while in Stipho's (1978) model the yield ~urve is assumed

to expand,
-\.~
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translate and rotate following the loading path as

,shown in figure 5.22 and it is interesting to examine

the effects of increments of ,isotropic compression on

the yield curve.

A virgin sample '0 test KF2 loaded from q' • 105 kNjw. 2w"'
wad p' 210kN/m 2 ta q' 105kNJm 2 wad p' 290 kNjm2• • •

wad the sample awe then loaded ta failure io undrained

conditions in test 9ub. Figure 5.23 shows the normalised

stress path abc plotted together with the normalised stress-

strain curve. While it is difficult to"draw any conclusions

from a single test, the stress path in figure 5.23 may

suggest that the yield curve has rotated, expanded and

translated from b - c to b - d and further observations

by other workers (e.g. Balasubramaniam 1969) suggest that

long loading paths influence the shape of the state

boundary surface. The stress-strain curve shown in

figure 5.24. shows a yield point ay'b and this point is also

shown in figure 5.23. It may be assumed that the behaviour

along ab is elastic and along bd it is elasto~plastic. The

initial elastic behaviour of the virgin sample in test 9nb

is not in agreement with predictions of Cam clay models of

an initial elasto-plastic hehaviour.

5.4.6. DISCUSSION

The tests presented in this section were not enough to

establish the history effects On the behaviour of virgin

samples, hut they may be used to indicate the significance

of such effects.
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The simple Cam clay theory accounts for the initial

elastic behaviour of lightly overconsolidated samples,

but it does not account for the effects of different

consolidation paths and different loading paths on the

shape of the state boundary surface. The tests showed

that stress-strain relationships and the shape of the

yield curve were influenced by loading paths but it may

be assumed that for relatively short loading paths, such

influences are negligible. The simple Cam clay theory

assumes elastic behaviour for states below the state

boundary surface and elasta-plastic behaviour for states

on it. The test results confirmed that the behaviour was

elastic for states well below the state boundary surface

and the behaviour was elasto-plastic for "stutes on it

but was difficult to describe the behaviour simply

as being elastic for states near the state boundary

surface and to separate clearly the elastic from elasto-
plastic regions near the state boundary_

•----
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-" '~".,y-"-.~ CHAPTER 6 BEHAVIOUR OF PERFECT SAMPLES

6.1. I~~RODUCTION

The behaviour of perfect samples may be examined within

the framework of the critical state model and the effects

of stress disturbance assessed qualitatively and quantit-

ively within a reference to the behaviour of virgin samples.

It is assumed here, tbat stress disturbance does not alter

the basic concepts of elastic and plastic behaviour but

it may alter the values of some parameters and distort

the shape of the state boundary surface. The purpose

of this chapter is to examine the fundamental behaviour

of perfect samples and to assess the effects of stress

disturbance.

6.2. PREDICTION OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF PERFECT SAMPLES

6.2.1. INTRODUCTION
Stress disturbance was analysed in section 2.6. within

the framework of the Cam clay model. The theory specifies

that the behaviour during undrained unloading is-elastic

and the model predicts that there will be no disturbance

if~the sample is reloaded to its previous stress state.

The purpose of this section is to predict the behaviour

of perfect and virgin samples at dif~erent stress levels

within the framework of the critical srate model, although

it was observed in section 5.4 that irrecoverable strains

take place during cyclic loading and the yield curve

was path dependent and hence, undrained unloading may lead

to the sample being in an overconsolidated state, with a
distorted yield curve.

•
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6.2.

6.2.2 INITIAL STATES OF PERFECT SAMPLES IN DIFFERENT TESTS

Figure 6.1a. i11;.>stratesthe states of virgin and perfect

samples before and aft~T reconsolidation. For a perfectly

elastic soil, the path of perfect sampling is VEV and

the states of virgin and perfect samples are the same at V.

For an imperfectly elastic soil, the path of perfect

sampling may be VPlVl and the state at VIis below tbe

state boundary surface and on an elastic wall. Similarly,

if the yield. curve of the virgin sample was of the shape

shown in figure G.lb. then the path of perfect sampling

may be of VP2U2 and the state at U2 is below the state

boundary surface, but that at P2 is at the state boundary

surface. In both cases, the soil may be reconsolidated

to Rl where it is still below the state boundary surface

or to R2 where it is again on the state boundary surface.

The initial effective stress states and vlatercontents

of perfect samples as measured in different laboratory

tests are shown in table 6.1., together with the values

predicted by elastic theory. It was not possible to

measure accurately the negative pore pressures under

zero total stresses, due to the possibility of cavitation

in the pore water at large negative pressures. The

effective pressure of perfect samples at their previous

cell pressure was of the order of 20% less than the

values predicted by elastic theory. This may be

interpreced as being due to loss of suction, or inelastic

behaviour during unlo~ding or to a combination of these

effects.
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It is important,however, to notice that the change

in effective normal pressure during reloading to the

previous stress .state was found to be equal to the value

predicted by elastic theory. The final effective pressure

after undrained reloading to the previous total stresses

was therefore below the previous effective stress. When

the samples '"'~~allowed to drain to a back pressure equal

to the previous pore pressure,there'was a volume change

of approximately 1% as the perfect samples recovered their

initial effective stresses bl}'t at lower specific volumes.

,
'"'.' Since the effective stress state after perfect sal:lpling

is different to that of a virgin sample, the question

arises as to whether it is correct to test the sample

at this stress state and at the same initial specific

volume, or whether it is correct to reconsolidate the

perfect sample to the previous effective stresses of the

virgin state or to a higher stress level in which the

specific VOlume will be different from the initial value.

If the sample is reconsolidated to a higher stress level,

it is possible, in theory, to recover the behaviour of

the virgin sample simply by a suitable normalising

procedure.

6.2.3. THE PREDICTED BEHAVIOUR OF UNCO~SOLIDATED AND
RECONSOLIDATED PERFECT SA~IPLES..

A s previously argued, in section 2.6., the Cam clay model

predicts that there should be nO change In the state of

a virgin sample during undrained unloading and reloading,
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and hence, there should be no need for reconsolidation.

However, as shown in the previous section, perfect

samples had a lower initial effective stress before

reconsolidation or lower initial specific volumes

after recansolidation to the previous or higher stress
leveL

Assessments of the effects of such changes on the

behaviour may be approached in two ways. Firstly, it

may be assumed that the state boundary surface does

not alter during unloading and reloading, but only the

state alters and it follows that perfect samples re-

consolidated to their previous stress state have initial

states below the state boundary surface. In this case,

perfect samples behave as lightly overconsolidated samples

and preserve the virgin state boundary surface as shown

in figure 6.1c. Secondly, it may be assumed, that both

the state and the state boundary surface are altered and

hence, a perfect sample at or below its previous stress

state will behave as a lightly overconsolidated sample

with a state boundary surface different from that of a

virgin sample. For a sample which is reconsolidated to

a stress level higher than the virgin stress level, the

effect of the stress disturbance will be diminished and

if it is reconsolidated to a substantially higher stress

level, the virgin state boundary surface will be, in
theory, recovered. In this case, theoretically, it is

possible to obtain the orginal virgin behaviour by a

suitable normalising procedure.
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The behaviour of perfect samples may be normalised

by the parameters introduced in section 2.7 and the

same constants, rand N, of the virgi~ sample may be
adopted. If the behaviour of a perfect sample show

initial elastic behaviour followed by elasto-plastic

behaviour similar to that of a virgin sample, then

the perfect sample may be thought of as lightly over-

consolidated and the effects of stress disturbance were

to alter the state of the sample only. However, if the

fundamental behaviour of a reconsolidated perfect sample

shows initial elasto-plastic behaviour, then the perfect

sample may be considered as a virgin sample, hut with

different state boundary surface and the effects of

stress disturbance were to alter the values of some of

the soil constants. Alternatively, if the perfect

Bi"•

sample showed initial elastic behaviour, followed by

elasto-plastic behaviour, whi.chwas not identical to that

of a virgin sample, then the effects of Gtress disturbance

were to alter both the state .and the state boundary

surface, and the perfect sample may be considered as "

lightly overconsolidated sample with its own state

boundary surface.
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6.2.4. THE BEHAVIOUR OF PERFECT SAMPLES IN THE LABORATORY

In v~~er to examine either of the previous assumptions,

it is nece~~ary to examine the fundamental behaviour

of unconsolidated and reconsolidated perfect samples.

As discussed earlier in section 5.2., different aspects

of the observed behaviour, such as the relationship between

the stress ratio and the strain ratio, the stress-strain

relationship and the stress path, may be used to examine

the fundamental behaviour. The behaviour of virgin and

lightly overconsolidated samples introduced in chapter 5.

as tests KF6a and 81 repectively, may he used as references

for comparisons.

Figure 6.2., shows the rleationship between the stress

ratio and the ratios, ~~s!levor~s/", for tests KF6a, Sl, SS

P7b, CPl and CP6a. Tbe perfect sample in test P7b was

loaded to failure in an unconsolidated undrained test,

while those in tests CP6a and CPI were reconsolidated

to their previous stresses and loaded to failure in

undrained and drained tests respectively. It was

previously argued that an elastic behaviour is associated

with a constant ratio ~€ ~~ or 'if.~/" and an elasto-'s v ~

plastic behaviour is associated with varying ratios

.,

• ,
t

I

Of ~€sJt~vor f.€s/u. Although it is difficult to trace

an initial constant ratio in figure 6.2'., for the lightly

overconsolidated sample Sl, it is possible to see that

the initial value of ks/a ratio in test PTo was constant,

shown as ab in figure 6.2. Similarly, an initial constant

strain ratio may be assumed for the perfect samples in
tests CPI and CP6a, shown aslo as ab in figure 6.2.
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Hence, it may be assumed, that the perfect samples

showed an initial elastic behaviour.

Stress-str~~~ relationships of reconsolidated perfect

samples in drained and undrained tests, CPl and CP6a,

respectively, are shown in figure 6.3. and it is difficult

to distinguish elastic from elasto-plastic behaviour.

Figure 6.4. shows the stress-strain relationships of

reconsolidated perfect samples in drained tests CP2 and

CP3 and, the volumetric stiffness in those tests leads

to values of A - 0.1, which is less than A = 0.14 and

more than k = a.03-found for virgin samples in section 5.2.

In order to examine the behaviour of reconsolidated perfect

samples, it is interesting to compare it with that of a

lightly overconsoliclated virgin sample, which had the

same state. Figure 6.5. shows the stress path of a normally

consolidated virgin sample KF6a, a lightly overconsolidated

virgin sa~ple 81 and a reconsolidated perfect sample CP6a

and it may be observed that the stress path of the perfect

sample was different from that of a lightly overconsolidated

sample at the same stress state. Although the state of

the reconsolidated perfect sample is below the state

boundary surface of the virgin 'sample, it appears as if

the perfect sample has a new state boundary surface,
assoicated with it.

The stress path of the perfect sample in the unconsolidated

undrained test P7b is ,linear and hence, indicates an initial

elastic behaviour as shown in figure 6.5., and this
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confirms that the state of the sample was below the
state boundary surface. Clearly, if the sample is
reconsolidated to a substantially higher stress state

than that of a virgin sample, then the virgin behaviour
and the virgin state boundary surface will be recovered.

6.2.5. DISCUSSION

The behaviour of soils before failure may be controlled
by one of the two fundamental concepts of elasticity
and plasticity and the current state of the sample will
determine whether elastic or elasto-plastic concepts will
govern the behaviour. There is no reason to assume
that stress disturbance will alter the applicability of
these fundamental concepts. Thus, it may be possible

to consider stress disturbance as an alteration of

the state of the sample or as an alteration of some of

the parameters that describe the behaviour or hoth

effects may occur together. If stress disturbance only

alters the state, then the normalised behaviour

of virgin and perfect samples will be identical over

their elastic or elasto-plastic ranges. However, it was

found that the behaviour of reconsolidated perfect samples

over its elasto-plastic range suggests that the geometry

of the state boundary surface has bee~ altered by perfect

sampling. The question now is to investigate the SlZe

and the shape of the new state boundary surface.

•
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6.3.1.

6.9

THE BEHAVIOUR OF RECONSOLIDATED PERFECT Sfu~PLES

INTRODUCTION

The results in the previous section suggest that

reconsolidated perfect samples may be thought of

as with a state boundary surface, which is different to

the virgin state boundary surface and hence, the values
of the basic soil parameters N, M, r, A, and k may be

different. In this section, the behaviour of reconsolid-

ated perfect samples will be normalised and compared to that

of a virgin sample to assess the effects of the stress

disturbance on the state, state boundary surface and stress-

strain relationships.

6.3.2. THE CRITICAL STATE LINE OF PERFECT SAMPLES

The states of se~en perfect samples (CPI, CP6a, CP6b, CP9b,

P7b, CP4 and CPS) that were reloaded to failure may be

used to construct a critical state line following the

procedure described in section 5.3.2. and the data are

shown in figure 6.6. The parameter M scaled from figure

6.6a was within the range of values observed in tests on

virgin samples, but the data shown in figure
"

6.6b show that

a critical state line may be plotted parallel to that for

virgin samples, but slightly shifted from it and scaling

from the diagram gives r = 2.414 Rod ).••O ..14. The

cause of the apparent shift of the critical s~ate line

may be interpreted as being due to stress disturbance.
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Sample CP5 departed from the critical state line in

a similar way to that of sample KF5 and this was

~,1terpreted in section 5.3.2. as being due to

differences between the overall water content and that

in the failure plane at tbe end of the test.

The results indica~e that the stress disturbance

altered the values.of r fI'Ql;l2,429 1:0-2.4 14.j;>utithad no

measurable effect on A and M .

6.3.3. THE STATE BOUNDARY SURFACE ON THE WET SIDE OF
THE CRITICAL STATE LINE

Normalised stress paths for normally consolidated and

lightly overconsolidated samples were used to establish

the state boundary surface of virgin :samples in section

5.3. Similarly, the normalised stress paths of reconsolidated

perfect samples in five drained tests (CPl to CP5) and

three undrained tests (CP6a, CP6b and CP9b) may be used

to examine- the state boundary surface of perfect samples,

As discussed in section 2.7.3., suitable parameters to

normalise stress paths are p~ and Pfp given by equations

2.43 and 2.44 a. respectively.

A perfect sample has a value of \ slightly lower than

that of a virgin sample, because of a gradual change in

value from k to A as an elastic wall approaches the virgin

normal consolidation line, but for the time being, it

may be assumed that the normal consolidation line for

virgin and perfect samples is the same and \ = 0.14
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and N = 2.455 for both cases.

The normalised stress path of reconsolidated perfect

samples in drained tests CPl to CP5 are shown in
figure 6.7. It seems that the stress paths of the

perfect samples in tests CP4 and CP5 were crossing

elastic walls. Obviously, the normalised stress patb"

in tests CP2 and CP3 indicated an elastic behaviour

since the stiffness of the perfect sample, ~ = 0.11,

was less than the assumed value of ~ = 0.14. The

loading paths and initial stress states of perfect

samples in tests CPl to CP5 were similar to those o~

virgin samples in tests KFI to KF5. Thus, by comparing

figure 6.7 and figure 5.12, it is possible to s-.:ggest

that the stress disturbance1may al:t;erThe.staTe. o~.the

sample and the shape of the state boundary surface

but it does not alter the applicability of concepts

of the critical state model to the behaviour of the perfect

sample.

Alternatively, it is possible to assume that a perfect

sample reconsolidated to its stress state before

sampling is a normally consolidated sample with ~;=2.429

and ~ = 0.14. Figure 6.8a shows two sets of nor::>alised

stress paths of reconsolidated perfect samples i~ tests

CP1, CP6a. CP6b, and CP9b. Assuming that Nand;

preserve their virgin values, then The normalised stress

path of all the above tests fall close to curve aa.

However, if it is assumed that N has been reduc(,<iin

value to 2.429 then the normalised stress path of all
the previous tests fall close to curve bh.
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The results based on either assumption lead. to a
unique curve that represents the intersection of a
constant volume plan8 with the state boundary surface.
It is difficult at this stage, to confirm the existence

of an initial elastic behaviour o~ an initial over-
consolidated state for reconsolidated perfect samples.
The normalised stress paths of virgin normally consolidated
and lightly overconsolidated samples are compared to that
of a perfect sample in figure 6.Sb., and it may be

observed that the behaviour of the perfect sample was
close to that of lightly overconsolidated sample and
its state boundary surface was slightly different from

that of a virgin sample.

Figure 6.9. shows the reference curve q'Jp' vs. Nn,
where Nn is the specific volume at the intersection
of a normally consolidated line of q'Jp' stress ratio
with the constant p' section at p' ~ 1 as shown in
Figure 5.1, for virgin and perfect samples. It may be

seen in figure 6.9, that an effect of the stress
disturbance ~~s to shift the reference curve from aa
to bb and hence, distort the state boundary surface.
The state boundary surface of the perfect sample was
similar in shape to that of a lightly overconsolidated

virgin sample in test Sl, but in
different value for N.

tes1S1 it had a
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The normalised stress pathiof reconsolidated perfect

samples suggest that they are lightly overcorisolidated

but with different values for the constants Nand r

and that stress disturbance slightly alters the shape

of the state boundary surface. This may be thought of

as a history effect which can only be predicted by

kinematic elasto-plastic models, such as those

introduced in section 2.5.5.

6.3.4. THE YIELD CURVE AND THE FLrn~RULE

~
~. The parameter pip was used to normalise stress paths

of virgin samples in section 5.3.3. giving yield curves.

Similarly, yield curves of perfect samples may be obtained

using pip calculated from equation 2.44 ~ taking r ~ 2.414,

\ ~ 0.14 and k ~ 0.05. Yield curves of perfect and virgin

samples are shown in figure 6.10 and it may be observed

that the yield curve for perfect samples is different

to ~hat of a virgin sample. The effects of stress

disturbance seemed to be to rotate the yield curve.

Figure 6.11 shows the relationship between the plastic

strain increment ratio £;je~ and the stress ratio q'jp'

for perfect samples in drained tests and undrained tests

compared to those predicted from the yield curve for

an assoicated flow rule. The results show that the

relationship between the plastic strain increment ratio

~,, and the stress ratio is different to that predicted

from the yield curve and hence, the flow rule is non-associated
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as was found for virgin samples and discussed in

section 5.3.4. The relationship between plastic

strain rate and stress ratio for perfect samples

shown in figure 6.11 may be compared to that for

virgin samples shown in figure 5.13. It may.be

observed, that the perfect sample had lower strain ratio

than that in virgin samples and this implies that the

perfect sample had higher distoritional strains or

lower volumetric strains or botn.

The flow rule in test CPl showed higher strain rates

than that in undrained test CP6a and similar differences

in the strain rates in drained and undrained tests were

reported in test30n virgin samples in section 5.3.4.

6.3.5. DISCUSSIOl'l

In the Cam glay model it is assumed that the behaviour

below the state boundary surface is elastic and the model

predicts that the state of a perfect sample at its

previous stress state is identical to that of a virgin

sample. Furthermore, it assumes isotropic hardening and

consequently, a unique state boundary surface which is

history independent.

It was found that the state of a reconsolidated perfect

sample was altered and that the behaviour w~s not the

same as that of a lightly over consolidated sample.

The new state boundary surface for perfect samples, may

be assumed to be similar in shape to that of a virgin

sample but slightly rotated and shifted.
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6.4. THE BEHAVIOUR OF PERFECT SAMPLES.WITHIN THE
STATE BOUNDARY SURFACE

6.4.1. INTRODUCTION

As observed earlier in this chapter, some perfect

samples were loaded within the state boundary surface

and, hence, their behaviour may be examined in the

context of elastic theory. These were tests on un-

loaded and reloaded perfect samples in undrained

conditions (P7b and 85 respectively), tests on

reconsolidated perfect samples where the loading path

was directed inside the state boundary surface (CP4

and CP5) and the reconsolidation behaviour of perfect

samples. The elastic behaviour of perfect samples

will be examined with reference to similar tests

on normally consolidated virgin samples, where the

loading path was directed inside the state boundary

surfaces and tests on overconsolidated samples. The

values of some elastic parameters are deduced and used

later to assess the effects of stress disturbance.

6.4.2. THE BEHAVIOUR OF PERFECT SAMPLES IN
UNCONSOLIDATED UNDRAINED TESTS

Tests P7b and 85 were examined in section 6.2. and

analysis of figure 6.2. suggested that the behaviour

of these perfect sam~les was initially elastic before

becoming elasto-plastic.
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The normalised stress-strain relationships of perfect

samples are shown in figure 6.12 but it is difficult

from these data to distinguish between elastic and

~~~sto-pl~stic behaviour. It is assumed for the

time being, that the initial behaviour is elastic

then it is relevant to scale the elastic stiffness

moduli from the stress-strain curves in figure 6.12.

The undrained elastic stiffness, E~, is assumed to be

equivalent to the secant moduli at a stress level

which is of 50% of the stress increment.

Similarly, E~ ofsamp:les Sl.andP7b are scaled from figure

6.12 and the results are shown in table 6.2. together

with the initial stresses and stresses at failure.

It may be observed, that the effects of stress

disturbance was to decrease the initial effective

pressure p' and the undrained elastic stiffness E~.

The normalised stress paths of these tests are shown

in figure 6.13, showing an initial linear path and,

hence, it may be suggested that perfect samples P7b and

85 had an initial elastic behaviour. However, it seems

that the perfect sample in test P7b met the state

boundary surface on or very near the Hvorslev surface,

while the perfect sample in test 85 showed a non-

linear stress path, shown as bc in figure 6.13. and it

indicates that the loading path met the state boundary

surface on the Roscoe surface. The normalised stress

paths of tests P7b and 85, showed no distinctive change

from elastic to e1asto-plastic behaviour and point b

in figure 6.13 represents approximately the end of the

elastic range.
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The rate of loading affects the developed pore

pressure and, hence, undrained tests with higher

rates of loading are likely to produce stress paths

with higher slopes.

6.4.3. THE RECONSOLIDATION BEHAVIOUR OF PERFECT

SAMPLES

Before reloading perfect samples, the initial state
-2was q' ~ 0, p' ~ 210 kN m and v ~ 1.978 and, hence,

they were assumed to be within the state boundary

surface. Some perfect samples were reconsolidated to

following reconsolidation paths K or C
their previous
p' ~ 210 kNm-2

stress state at q' ~ -2105 kNm and

and, hence, their behaviour during reconsolidation may

be used to examine the elastic properties of perfect

samples.

Figure 6.14a shows the reload ing paths C,K and the

loading path in the first reloading cycle in test S2.

The stress-strain relationships and strain paths of

perfect samples CP and KP are shown in figure 6.14b

together with that of the virgin sample in test S2.

Both perfect and virgin samples during reloading showed

an initial linear relationship in figure 6.14b and,

hence, it may be assumed, that both virgin and perfect

samples showed an initial 'elastic behaviour during

reloading. The perfect sample in test CP showed a

lower deviatoric stiffness and approximately the same

volumetric stiffness of that of the virgin sample in

a similar relaoding path in test 82.
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This may suggest that the stress disturbance had

caused a lower deviatoric stiffness (parameter A in

equation 2.45) but did not alter the volumetric

stiffness (parameter C in equation 2.46). The behaviour

of the perfect sample in reconsolidation path C showed

a slightly lower value of volumetric stiffness than

that in reconsolidation path K and this may be

interpreted as the gradual change from k to A in path

K. In theory different loading paths will have the

same normalised stress-strain relationships

(aq'jvp' vs. v.a~s and ap'jvp' vs. v.a~v) for isotropic

materials and, hence, the differences may be attributed
to anisotropy.

6.4.4. THE ELASTIC BEHAVIOUR OF RECONSOLIDATED PERFECT
SAMPLES

As observed in section 5.3 and 6.3, the loading paths

in tests KF4, KFS, CP4 and CPS were within the new

state boundary surface and it was suggested that their

behaviour was elastic. However, the strain paths in

tests CP4 and CPS were non-linear as shown in figure

6.lSa and the relationship between the stress ~atios and

the strain ratios in those tests in figure 6.1Sb. do not

show a constant strain ratio and, hence, they suggest

that the behaviour was elasto-plastic. Nevertheless,

the effects of stress disturbance may be exa~ined by

comparing the behaviour of virgin and perfect samples in
similar tests.
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Figure 6.16 shows that the perfect sample in tests CP4

and CP5 had lower deviatoric and volumetric stiffnesses

respectively, than that of the virgin sample in tests

KF4 and KF5 and the value for the parameter k was

calculated as 0.04 and 0.03 for perfect and virgin

samples respectively. The strain paths in both tests

confirm that the perfect sample had a lower deviatoric

stiffness than -the virgin sample as shown in figure

6.15a.

6.4.5. SOME EFFECTS OF STRESS HISTORY WITHIN THE
STATE BOUNDARY SURFACE

In theory, the behaviour of soils within the state

boundary surface is elastic and, therefore, history

independent but in experiments, soils do show history

effects for states within the state boundary surface as

discussed in Chapter 5. Two tests on perfect samples CPl

and CP2, were repeated following reconsolidation path K

to examine some effects of the stress history on the

behaviour of perfect samples. Perfect samples were

reconsolidated following path K and then loaded following

paths 1 and 2 in tests KPl and KP2 respectively. The

results are shown in figure 6.17, together with that of

virgin samples in tests KFl and KF2 and perfect samples,
in tests CPl and CP2.It may be seen in figure 6.17 that

the reconsolidation path had negligible influence on

the strain path of the perfect sample in loading path 1,,
However, the effect of slow anisotropic reconsolidation

of the perfect sample was to cause an increase in

deviatoric stiffness and a decrease in the volumetric
stiffness as shown in figure 6.17.
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Also, it may be observed that perfect samples

in tests KPI and KP2 fell closer to the virgin

behaviour in tests KFI and KF2 respectively than

those in tests CPl and CP2 respectively.

Although it :5 difficult to confirm the above

observation without further tests, it is possible

to assume that the effects of initial swelling and

slow anisotropic reconsolidation had brought the

behaviour of the perfect sample closer to that of

a virgin sample.

6.4.6. PERFECT SAMPLES WITH ADDITIONAL ISOTROPIC
COMPRESSION

The behaviour of-a virgin sample with additional

isotropic compression in test 9nh was examined in

section 5.4.3. and a similar test on a perfect sample

in test 10n~ may be analysed and interpreted in a

similar way. Test 10n~ was a termination test .to

sample KP2 where a perfect sample was loaded from
-2 -2 2q' _ 105kNm and p' - 210 kNm to p' = 310 kNm-

at the same shear scress level and the sample was

then loaded to failure in undrained conditions in

test 10na. Figure 6.20 shows the relationship between

the stress ratio q'/p' and the ratio~ bE I" and it may,
be observed that the sample had an initial constant

ratio along ab followed by an increasing ratio along
,

be. This suggests an initial elastic behaviour followed

by elasto-plastic behaviour.
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The stress path of test lOna is shown in figure

6.19 and it shows that the stress path was initially

ltnp~r ann then it was followed by a non-linear path

which suggests an initial elastic behaviour followed

by an elasto-plastic behaviour. Similarly, the

stress-strain relationship of test lOna in figure

6.18 may be interpreted as elastic along ab, followed

by elasto~plastic behaviour alOng be. In theory, the

sample should have an initial elasto-plastic behaviour

but the observations in both tests gnb and lOna on

virgin and perfect samples respectively seems to indicate

otherwise.

, "
,i,."
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6.4.7. DISCUSSION

In this section the behaviour of the perfect sample

below its state boundary surface was examined. The

results showed that the perfect sample was elastic

for states well below the state boundary surface and

those which are on or close to the state boundary

surface may be interpreted as elasto-plastic. The

reloading path had a noticeable influence on the

it may suggest some form of inelastic behaviour below

of the perfect samples were lower in value than those

The elastic stiffnesses..the state boundary surface.

subsequent behaviour of the perfect sample and, hence,

of a virgin sample.
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CHAPTER 7. BEHAVIOUR OF TUBE SAMPLES
7.1. INTRODUCTION

It was shown in Chapter 3 that the tube sample is of

a less quality than a block sample and the values of

soil parameters are more altered in tube sampling than

in block sampling. However, it is not obvious whether

the tubing process alters the values of basic parameters

simply by altering the state of the sample or whether

the tube sample is fundamentally different from a block

sample.

In this chapter it is assumed that tube samples are

non-homogeneous and the main prupose of this chapter

is to examine the effects of the tubing process on the

state of the sample, the applicability of the critical

state concepts to the overall behaviour of tube samples

and to examine the effects of increasing the wall thickness

to diameter ratio.

7.2. ANALYSIS OF DISTORTIONS IN TUBE SAMPLES
7.2.1. INTRODUCTION

It was suggested carlier in section 2.6.4. that tube samples

are non-homogeneous and some evidence was quoted in section
•3.3.3. in support of the suggestion. Although the research

in this thesis was not directed towards analysing the

causes of disturbance in tube sampling, it is necessary to

point out the main caus~of distortions in tube sampling

and to examine theoretically their effects on the behaviour
of tube sampling.
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In this section it is assumed that the main causes

of disturbance in tube samples are the displacement of

soil during tubing and loss of suction. The effects of

those causes on the behaviour of a tube sample is analysed

and the behaviour of a tube sample is assumed to represen~

an overall behaviour of non-homogenous cylinder of soil

which could be examined within the context of the critical

state model.

7.2.2. EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL STRAINS

Assuming that soil is displaced equally into and away

from the tube wall the average horizontal strain in the soil

in the tube is simply , '
h

_ tjD where t is the wall

..;\:,'.,

thickness of the tube and D is its inner diameter. However,

the horizontal strains may vary across the width of the

sample with the largest strains near the wall and the

smallest near the centre. Depending on the shape of the

edge and the clearance ratio, the horizontal strains may

be reduced significantly. Alternatively, the horizontal

strains may be reduced simply by reducing the tjD ratio and

in theory. there should be no horizontal displacements for

an infintisirnal wall thickness as illustrated in figure

7.1. For tube samplers with zero clearance ratio, it is

assumed that in an undrained tubing process, there will

be positive horizontal strains and negative vertical

strains .
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The changes in stresses associated with these horizontal

strains may be calculated th~ough the horizontal stiffness

and for normally consolidated or lightly overconsolidated

soils the strains will cause yielding ana may also cause

failure in extension. Figure 7.2. shows a specimen of soil

before and after sampling where element A was near the wall

of the sampler and element B was at the middle. Element

A would have suffered hoizontal strains,nl tID and element

B would have suffered horizontal strains n2tJD whereOlaud

02 are coefficients and 02 is less than 01' The changes
in the stress states of both elements may be shown in

figure 7.3. where element A is stressed until failure

and element B is assumed to be stressed within the state

boundary surface during the tubing processes. At the end

of the tubing process and after unloading, both elements

return to an isotropic state within the state boundary surfac.

but with element A at a lower stress level than element B.

The extent of y~eldedand failed zones during sampling

will depend on the tiD ratio anti for increasing values of

tiD the failure zone extends further towards the centre.

After sampling, the overall behaviour of the soil specim~n

will represent an average behaviour of overconsolidated

elements of soil.

7.2.3. LOSS OF SUCTION
As with perfect samples, tube samples may suffer loss of

suction due to possible cavitation, swelling through contae:

with external water and yielding.
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effect will be to produce a non-uniform distribution of
pore pressure but as time passes with the sample

part will consolidate. Figure 7.4. shows that elements A

in the tube or extruded from it, there will be equalisation

pressures where element A consolidates and element B swells.

as the tube is taken relatively quickly the immediate

every tube sample was exposed to surplus water at the base

of pore pressure and part of the sample will swell and

excess

of the triaxial cell as they were reassembled. It is likely

to suffer mOre loss of suction than perfect samples, since

at states Cl and C2 after the equalisation of the pore

Hai\lever, it was suggested in the previous section that

'and B (as introduced before in section 7.2.2) will end up

III that tube samples will swell, due to contact with water and

I
I

=••

suffer further losses in suction and the state of elements
A and B within the sample will move from states Cl and C2
in figure 7.4. tostate 'Dl and D2 respectively and point D
represents an average state of the sample. The effect of
swelling on the behaviour of tube samples is to shift the
state of the sample further inside the state boundary
surface and to increase the overconsolidation ratio.

7.2.4. PREDICTION OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF TUBE SAMPLES

In laboratory testing, stresses and strains are measured at
boundaries of the' sample and therefore, the behaviour of
a homogeneous sample witb frictionless caps may be assumed
to represent the behaviour of all elements of soil in the
sample (see Appendix A.Z).
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However, it was suggested earlier in this section
that elements of soil at different locations within
the tube sample are subjected to different stress

paths during tube sampling. Hence, a tube sample is

likely to be non-homogeneous in which case, the behaviour
measured at the boundaries represents the average
behaviour of a non-homogeneous cylinder in which different
elements have different disturbances.

The~~ are a number of possible ways in which the behaviour

of a non-homogeneous tube sample may be in~estigated.

For example, the stress-strain behaviour of a non-

homogeneous cylinder may be calucla ted from numerical
methods if the properties of all elements within the

sample and the boundary conditions are defined. This

approach requires many simplifying assumptions and implies

knowledge of the effects of disturbance ~n the behaviour

of elements of soil and therefore no attempts were made

to follow this approach. Alternatively, the overall

behaviour of a tube sample may be examined by observing

the stresses and strains at the boundaries of the sample

and the effects of disturbance on some overall basic

parameters may be assessed.

,
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7.2.5. OVERALL BEHAVIOUR OF TUBE SAMPLES IN LABORATORY
TESTS

As with perfect samples, tube samples may be reloaded

to their previous in-situ total stresses in drained or

undrained conditions. Since the overall 'effects of tubing

are to produce distortions in the sample and to shift the

overall state of the tube sample to the point D in ~igure

7.5, undrained reloading will preserve the initial water

content at a lower effective pressure shown as point E

in figure 7.5. whilst drained reloading will recover the

in-situ effective pressure at a lower specific volume at

point F. If a tube sample is reconsolidated to a stress

level substantially higher than its previous in-situ

stress state, point ~;in Figure 7.5, then it may be possible

to remove tbe effects of disturbance and hence recover the

original behaviour of a stress virgin sample. In this case,

the state inevitably is at a higher stress level and test

data must be normalised to the virgin stress state.

The overall behaviour of the tube sample mayor may not

be significantly. influenced by the non-homogenity. However,

the only test results that are available are those which

refer to the average behaviour of samples and it is not

always easy to separate the influence of disturbance and

non-homogenity.

•



The behaviour of tube samples must be examined firstly,

by examining the fundamental elastic or elasto-plastic

behaviour at different stress levels and secondly, by

examining the behaviour of tube samples with reference

to that of a virgin sample. It is i.mportant to not;l.ce

that the behaviour of a tube sample represents the

average behaviour of a non-homogeneous sample, rather

than a disturbed element of soil, but the average behaviour

of the tube sample can still be examined in the framework

of the critical state model.

•
,
•
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7.3. THE STA1EOF THIN WALL TUBE SAMPLES

7.3.1. INTRODUCTION

The states of virgin a~d perfect samples in different

tests were examined in previous chapters, by observing

the values of q', p' and~. Aspects of behaviour such as the
normalised stress path, stress-strain relationships and

the ~elationship between the stress ratio and the strain

ratio in drained tests and the ~~s/-'"in undrained tests were

used to distinguish between elastic and elasto-plastic

behaviour. In both virgin samples and perfect samples,

it was assun~d that the samples were homogeneous and

hence the behaviour of the samples represented the

behaviour of all elements wi thin the sample. A tube

sample on the other hand, is probably non-homogeneous

and may be at a stress level which is lower than that of

a perfect sample. However, the state of the tube sample

may still be examined, following methods similar to those

used in examining the behaviour of homogeneous samples.

In this section, the behaviour of 4 thin wall tube

samples will be examined; the state and behaviour of thick

wall tube samples will be examined later in this chapter.

Test T7b was an unconsolidated, undrained test, teSt S8

was an isotropic ally consolidated undrained test on a

tube sample at a stress level equal to its previous in-

situ stress level, test KT6b was an anisotropically

consolidated undrained test on a tube sample at its

previous in-situ stress state and test l7nb was an

anisotropically consolidated undrained test on a tube
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first.

for perfect and virgin samples in similar tests.

THE INITIAL STATE OF TUBE SAMPLES

which the tiD ratio was least and these wirl he examined

tube sample (i.e. those whose states were close to those

Inspection of these data show that the least disturbed

predicted by elastic theory and the values measured

of the virgin sample or the perfect sample) were those

The initial state of tube samples as measured in the

7.3.2.

sample at a stress level 1.5 times its previous in-situ

stress level.

laboratory in different tests are presented in table

7.1. and shown in figure 7.6. together with the value

The effective pressure of a thin walled tube sample under

its previous total pressure was 40% less than the value

predicted by elastic theory and 25% less than the effective

pressure of the perfect sample. The reduction of the

effective pressure of the tube sample may be interpreted

following the _,assumptions in section 7.2. as the effects

of yielding during the tubing process and swelling due to

absorption of external water before testing and both

contribute to reducing the effective pressure,In re-

applying the previous total stress of a~ube sample, the

state of the s~~ple ~hifts frem E to El in figure 7.6

'and the sample' failed at El.- Alternatively, the previous

total stress was re-applied under drained conditions.

,
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When drainage was allowed at the previous back pressure,
there was an average volume change of 4.6% as the thin walled
tube samples recovered their initial effective stress,
but at a lower specific volume,' However, it is not

possible to argue that a tube sample, reconsolidated to
its stress state before sampling might be thought of
as normally consolidated, since it is likely that some
elements within the tube had exceeded their previous
stress state and suffered _yielding during the tubing
process and the sample may be thought of as normally
consolidated only if it is reconsolidated to a state
which exceeds the greatest state which occurred during
tubing.

7.3.3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STRESS RATIO AND
~s/<>< RATIO.

The relationship between the stress ratio and the strain
ratio in ddl-inedtests and the ~e;;;/... ratio in undrained
tests were used in chapters 5 and 6 to distinguish elastic
from elasto-plastic behaviour. In linear loading paths,
elastic soils will have a constant strain ratio in
drained tests or a constant ~~,s/C<ratio in undrained tests
wbile elasto-plastic soils will show increasinK strain or

Figure 7.7 shows the relationship between the stress ratio
and the ~~s/C< ratio of tube samples in unconsolidated and
reconsolidated undrained tests and in spite of some initial
scattering due presumably to non-homogeneity, the relation-
ship indicates regions of elastic behaviour over ab and
elasto-plastic behaviour over hc .

••
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Tube sllnlpl€l7nb that was r€consolidat€d to a str€ss

level 40% higher than its previous stress level had

shown a" initial elasto-plastic behaviour, whilst

tube sample KT6b which was reconsolidated to its

previous stress level, showed an elastic behaviour

followed by an elasto-plastic behaviour. The un-

consolidated tube sample T7h showed a wider scatter of

data and it may be approximated to have a constant
,

hES/~ ratio of up to q'/p' ~ 0.7 where it starts behaving

elasto-plastically and similar behaviour may be

observed in test S8, where it starts behaving elasto-

plastically at about a stress ratio of q'/p' ~ 0.45.

Although the results are used here to indicate regions

Of elastic and elasto-plastic behaviour, it is possible

that such observations may not be consistent with

observations on the normalised stress path or stress-

strain relationships due to possible non-homogenity of

tube samples in which case different aspects of the

behaviour are disturbed to different levels.

7.3.4. NORMALISED STRESS PATHS

For elastic materials the normalised stress path q'/p'e
P'Jp' is ae

the material is

straight line which will be vertical if
;

isotropic, whereas elasto-plastic

behaviour shows a non-linear normalised stress path

and therefore in theory it is possible to distinguish

elastic from elasto-plastic behaviour.

,
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.The normalised stress paths for tuhe samples T7h, KT6b,

S8 and 17nb are shown in figure 7.8 and it may be observed

tha~ all the paths may be approximated to vertical lines.

It.was observed earlier in figure 7.7, tbat tube samples

T7b, KT6b and S8 showed an initial elastic behaviour ab

followed by an elasto-plastic behaviour be and the same

points a, b and c are replotted on the stress paths in

figure 7.8. The stress paths along bc in figure 7.8

are assumed to represent elasto-plastic behaviour and

hence, may be used to represent the intersection of a

constant volume plane with the state boundary surface.

The stress path of a virgin sample may be compared to

that of the tube sample in test l7nh and the results indicate

a severe distortion in the shape of the state boundary

surface of the tube sample. Similarly, test T7b, 88 and

KT6b may be assumed to have elasto-plastic behaviour along

paths be in figure 7.8 and here again the stress paths

indicate a state boundary surface which is substantially

different from that of a virgin sample.

7.3.5. NORMALISED STRESS-STRAIK RELATIONSHIPS

In theory the normalised deviatoric stiffness of elastic

soils G' /vp' (where the shear modulus G' is given by

equation 2.4b)is:constant while for elasto-plastic soils

it decreases as the stress ratio increases. The stress-

strain relationships in undrained tesmon tube samples

may be normalised as ~q'/p' vs. VES and the variation of

stiffness may be used to examine the change of state of the

tube sample.
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Figure 7.9. shows the normalised stress-strain behaviour

of the tube samples in tests T7b, KT6b, S8 and 17nb and

the same points a, band c are replotted on the normalised

stress-strain relationship to correspond to those on the

stress paths and stress-strain relationships in figures

7.8 and 7.7 respectively. It may be observed in figure

7.9 that tests S8 and T7b showed an initial constant

stiffness along ab and the stiffness was decreasing along

bc which is consistent with the behaviour in figure 7.7.

However, it is difficult to describe the initial behaviour

along ab in test KT6b as elastic and point b does not

indicate clearly a yield point corresponding to the yield

;:;) point in figure 7.7. Test 17nb shows a non-linear stress-.,:.
strain relationsip along be which is consistent with

figure 7.7 and hence, confirms an elasto-plastic behaviour.

7.3.6. DISCUSSION

It was suggested in section 7.2, that tube samples are

non-homogeneous and their overall behaviour at or below

their previous in-situ stress state is controlled by

elastic elements at different overconsolidation ratios.

The results in this section show that tube samples, both

unconsolidated and reconsolidated to a stress level at or

below their previous stress level, were initially elastic

and later in the test behaved elasto-plastically. However,
I

not all data showed the change in state from elastic to

elasto-plastic as clearly as observed in the relationship

between the stress ratio and the ratio ks!" .The obsen.ad

behaviour of tube samples was not consistent in indicating

elastic or elasto-plastic behaviour and this was probably

due to the non-homogenity of tube samples.
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behaviour of tube samples and the values of measured

level in test l7nb seemed to have restored elasto-plastic

q'/p , vs. p'/p'e e
of a virgin sample.

and hence, it seems necessary to examine both the fundamental

for a virgin sample. It seems that the behaviour of virgin

samples is substantially disturbed by the tubing process

Although reconsolidating the tube sample~ to a higher stress

was substantially different from that

behaviour, the state boundary surface was different to that

figure 7.8 as normalised stress paths

Tbe state boundary surface of the tube samples shown in

~~-
,'" average soil parameters.

7.4. OTHER ASPECTS OF TUBE SAMPLES

7.4.1. INTRODUCTION

The results in the previous section suggest that tube samples

are non-homogeneous and their behaviour appears to be initially

elastic and later plastic. The state boundary surface of

a tube sample was different to that for virgin samples and

perfect samples and hence, other aspects of the behaviour

of a tube sample are likely to be different from that of a

virgin sample. However, it may still be possible that some

fundamental relationships in tbe critical state model such

as the critical state line and elastic behaviour are the

same in tube and virgin samples.

7.4.2. THE CRITICAL STATE LINE

Tube s~ples were loaded to failure in drained and undrained

tests and the overall states of tube samples at failure are

measured in the laboratory and shown in figure 7.10.
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It may be observed that there was a wider scatter of data
than that observed for virgin and perfect srnnples, but the
average states at failure for all tube samples fall close
to a straight line and scaling from the diagram, M ~ 0.98,
r ~ 2.383 and A ~ 0.14 compared with M ~ 0.95, r = 2.429

and 2.414 and A = 0.14 for virgin and perfect samples
respectively. Thus, the main effect of tubing has been to

shift the critical state line and the value. of M was only

slightly higher than that measured from virgin and perfe~t

samples as showD._.in..figures 7.10a and 7.10b. Similar

observations on the effect of sampling disturbance on the
w
f
'!, - log Pf were reported by Calhoon (1956).

It may still be argued that the overall specific volume at
failure does not represent the specific volume on the

failure plane or planes and therefore, the change in the

measured value of r must be considered as an overall

parameter, rather than a material constant.

7.4.3. RECONSOLIDATION BEHAVIOUR OF TUBE SA1IDLES

In theory, soils have a constant compression index A at

virgin states and a constant swelling index k below their

state boundary surfaces. Howevp,r, it was observed earlier

in section 6.3, that as the perfect sample was reloaded

from an overconsolidated to normally consolidated state

the volumetric stiffness changed gradually from Ato k

in the v _ In p' diagram and this represents a deviation

from the ideal behaviour of the model.
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Since tube samples were found to be more disturbed than

perfect samples and possibly non-homogenous, having zones

of overconsolidated elements and failure planes, its

behaviour dur~ng reconsolidation is expected to depart

even more from the simple ideal model.

The overall behaviour of tube samples following paths K and

C are compared to those of perfect samples and virgin

samples in similar reconsolidation paths as shown in

figures7.11 and 7.12. It appears that perfect and tube

samples have approximately the same deviatoric stiffness

over their elastic range but the tubing process seems to

have reduced the overall volumetric stiffness and shifted

the consolidation path downwards in figure 7.13 and sculi"3-

from the diagram, the recompression index was 0.08. It

seems more difficult to identify the change from elastic

to plastic behaviour in tube samples.

7.4.4. PATH INDEPENDENCY

Some effects of stress histories on the behaviour of perfect

and virgin samples were examined in section 5.4 and 6.4.

respectively, where if was observed that the behaviour of

virgin samples and perfect samples were slightly influenced

by the consolidation path. Similarly, there were tests

to examine whether the behaviour of tube samples is path

independent in the elastic region.

Two sets of tube samples were reconsolidated to the same

stress level following different stress paths.

r'.,
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and 7.l4b. It may be observed that the reconsolidation

The first set of samples included drained tests KTI and

It may beprevious stress states was path independent.

path had negligible effects on the test results in all

cases and hence, the benaviour of tube samples below their

path C and they repeated the tests TI, T3 and T6b in tests

CTl, CT3 and CT6b. The results are shown in figures7.l4a

KT3 and undrained test KT6b and these tube samples were

prepared, !',llwoing reconsolidation path K. The seco"nd

set of tube samples were prepared following reconsolidation

suggested that the tube sample was overconsolidated and

~~- its state was well below the state boundary surface .
.~!
-X-'

7.5. EFFECTS OF ADDITIONAL DISTURBANCE ON THE BEHAVIOUR
-,-,

OF TUBE SAMPLES

7.5.1. INTRODUCTION

Previous observations on the behaviour of tube samples

were based on samples obtained from thin walled tube sampler

with a tiD ratio of 0.039. The perfect sample may be thou~ht

of as a tube sample from a tube sampler that has a tjD ratio

equal to zero and hence the effects of increasing the tjD

ratio from zero to 0.039 were to cause the sample to be

non_homogeneous and overconsolidated. and its overall

behaviour was severely distorted. It might be supposed that

further increases in the tiD ratio of the tube will increase

the degree of disturbance in the tube sample and the purpose

of this section is to examine the effects of increases in

the tjD ratio on the furdamental behaviour of soils and on

-,J; the values of some soil parameters.

~ ..
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7.5.2. STATES OF HIGlILY DISTURBED SAMPLES AT DIFFERENT

STRESS LEVELS.

It was asswned earlier that the statesof tube samples at

different degrees of disturbance are basically elastic and

it may be necessary to examine this assumption before further

analysis. The same approach as that adopted in section 7.3

may be used to examine the states of highly disturbed samples

and arguments similar to those used earlier may be used to

interpret the behaviour.

Firgure 7.15 shows the relationship between the stress ratio

and the~~s/~ ratio at different stress levels for tube
samples T, M and H. It may be observed that the behaviour

of all tube samples in unconsolidated undrained tests had

initial elastic behaviour, shown as ab in figure 7.15a

followed by an elasto-plastic behaviour shown as be and all

tube samples that were reconsolidated to a higher stress

level had an initial elasto-plastic behaviour shown in

figure 7.15c. where the relationships between q'/p' and

b~s/~ were non_linear. However, tube samples that were

reconsolidated to their previous stress state showed some

differences in their behaviour as shown in figure 7.lSb.

The highly disturbed sample in test KH6b showed a oon-

linear relationship and hence indicates an initial elasto-

plastic behaviour, the sample in test CM6a showed an initial

scattered data followed by a non-linear rleationship, while

the least uisturbed tube s~~ple in test KT6b showed an

initial constant value of \i~/" ratio which indicates ane

initial elastic behaviour.
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In order to confirm the above observations, it is necessary
to look at other aspects of the behaviour, such as the stress

pathS and stress-strain relationships. Figures 7.16a, 716b and

7.16c show. the normalised stress paths of tube samples (T,

M and H) below, at and above their previous in-situ stress

states respectively.

Figures 7.16b and 7.16c show that tube samples reconsolidated

to stresses equal and above their previous in-51 tu stress

state respectively had similar normalised stress paths which

maybe approximated to a vertical line and it ,is difficult

to see clearly a yield point. The stress path of all tube

samples indicate a state boundary surface which is very

different to that of a virgin sample. The normalised stress

paths of tube samples in unconsolidated undrained tests in

figure 7.16a show more pronounced differences between thick

and thin walled tube samples. Data of thick walled tube sample.

are more scattered and the shape of its yield curve suggests

that its state was on the wet side of the critical state line.

Normalised stress-strain relationships of the above tests

are shown in figure 7.17. The behaviour of tube samples at

and above their previous in-situ stress state in figures

7.17b and 7.17c respectively show that the normalised stress-

strain relationships of thick walled tube samples divert

slightly from that of thinner walled tube. samples. Tube

samples that were reconsolidated to a higher stress level

in tests 17n, 19n and 20n showed similar normalised stress-

strain relationships in thin and thick walled tube samples

as shown in figure 7.l7c.
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The stress-strain relationship was non-linear and hence,
in agreement with an elasto-plastic behaviour, at higher levels.

There is no reason to assume that the states of tube_samples
T, M, and H are different, i.e. all tube samples showed similar
regions of elastic and slasto-plastic behaviour in similar
tests, However, thick walled tube samples sbowedmore

scattered data and more disturbed behaviour than thinner
walled tube samples in similar tests. The results also
showed that different aspects of the behaviour of thick walled
tube samples were inconsistent with each other in a similar
way to that observed in thin walled tube samples in section"'.

"'i:'.ti' 1.2. The relationship between the stress ratio and~~ /1)o .

•.~,
itIt

ratio showed clearly zones of elastic and plastic behaviour,

while it was more difficult to see that in normalised stress

paths or normalised stress-strain relationships in the same

tests.

7.5.3. THE OVERALL BEHAVIOUR OF HIGHLY DISTURBED SAMPLES
AT DIFFERENT STRESS LEVELS

It was observed in the previous section that the normalised

stress paths and stress-strain relationships were approximately

the same for thin and thick walled tube samples. All tube

samples showed similar patterns of behaviour under similar

loading conditions. However, the effects of increasing the

mechanical distortions on the values of some basic soil

parameters may be more significant in some test than others .
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The purpose of this section is to laok at the overall

behaviour and parameters of tube samples and to assess

the effec~~ of increasing the wall thickness diameter

ratio on their values.

The behaviour of unconsolidated samples and samples

reconsolidated to their previous in-situ stress level and

to a higher stress level are shown in figures 7.18, 7.19

and 7.20, respectively. The values of strength, stiffness,
and pore pressure parameters are scaled from the diagrams

and presented in table 7.2.

All tube samples at a stress level bigher than their previous

in-situ stresses showed similar stress-strain relationships

and pore pressure response and hence, it seems, that re-

consolidating tube samples to a higher stress level helps

to eliminate the differences that are caused by different

degrees of mechanical distortions. However, the highly

disturbed sample in test H6b that was reconsolidated to

its previous in-situ stress level showed slightly higher

strength and stiffness than the least disturbed tube sample

in T6b in a similar test. In the unconsolidated undrained

-~

t

test, thick walled sample H7b showed significantly lower

strength, and stiffness and its stress-strain behaviour

diverted from that of thinner walled tube samples T7b and

M7b.

It seems that differences in the behaviour of tube samples

of different degrees of mechanical distortions are most

obvious at lower stress levels and reconsolidating them

to higher stress levels eliminates these differences.
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overall path independency.

since the overall behaviour of reconsolidated failure

However, it is

in-situ stresses in the sense that•

zones may be elasto-plastic and hence, may influence the

effect on the subsequent. behaviour
interesting to examine whether the highly disturbed samples'

taken with thick wall tubes were also path independent,

their behaviour was independent of the previous loading

path and hence, their reconsolidation path had no

than their previous

walled tubes were path independent at stress states less

It was observed earlier, that samples taken with thin

7.5.4. PATH INDEPENDENCY IN HIGHLY DISTURBED SAMPLES

~ Highly disturbed samples were reconsolidated following paths,J,

i- K and C to their previous stress state, as explained before

and they were tested under similar conditions. Th~y included

.( drained tests KHI, CHI, KH3 and CH3 and undrained tests

KH6a and CH6b , these results are shown in figures7.21 and

7.22. For the sake of such an inquiry", it seems relevant

to compare the behaviour of thick tube samples in different

tests and to compare the values of some overall basic parameters

•
since the fundamental behaviour of thick tuhe samples is

similar to that of thin tube samples as suggested in the

'..•
previous section.

It may be observed that samples taken,with thick wall tubes,

that were reconsolidated following path K had higher stiffnesses,

strengths and slightly higher pore pressure response and the

values of some of the parameters were scaled from the diagrams

and presented in table 7.3.
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Comparing values of stiffness and strain ratios of different

tube samples show' some differences and the ohservations

indiacte a form of path dependency. Apparently the wider

zones of remoulded elements behaved elasto-plastically and

influenced the overall behaviour of the tube sample. It

may b~ ~~z~ested that not all elements in highly disturbed

samples recover their virgin behaviour during reconsolidation.

7.5.&. SOME EFFECTS OF STORAGE ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF TUBE
SAMPLES

Tube samples are usually subjected to additional causes of

disturbance, such as ,storage and it was suggested earlier,

in this thesis, that these effects may be of secondary

importance. It was interesting within the framework of this

research to conduct a few tests to examine the significance

of the effects of the storage period and initial swelling.

Tests on tube samples that were allowed to swell. S9 and Sll

and tests on tube sample~ that were stored for a few days

before test il}-gG30 (IlL), G30(1) and &7, were described

••",ll:'

I

in chapter 4 and the results-are compared to the behaviour

of tube samples in similar tests in CT6h and T7b as shown

in figures 7.23 and 7.24.

It may be observed in figure 7.23h that the stress-s~rain

relationship indicates slightly lower strength and stiffness
"

as the storage time increases. Test G30(1) shows._ that

reconsolidating a tube sample to its previous in_situ stresses

does not necessarily eliminate the effects caused by storage .
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The results suggest that a storage period of less than

three days had no significant effect in this particular

test while that of a few weeks may cause considerable

reductions in strength and stiffness and he~ce, it

agrees with previous recommendations noted in Chapter 3

on testing samples immediately after sampling.

The tube sample in test 87 was reconsolidated to its

previous in-situ stresses and stored for one week in the

triaxial cell before testing. Figure 7.23a. shows the

stress-strain curve and pore pressure response of sample

87 compared to that in test KH6a. The results indicate

that a storage period of one week under the previous

in-situ stresses had led to a considerable increase in

stiffness and it is difficult to confirm this observation

without further tests.

~ hase of the sample in the triaxial cell before application

~ In both tests 89 and 811, water was flushed through the
,

of the cell pressure, to cause inifia1 swelling to take

place. Both samples were tested undrained at their previous

in-situ pressure and the results are compared to those in

similar tests,without allowing initial swelling.

It may be noticed from the stress-strain curves in figure

7.24 that swelling caused a decrease in ?trength) stiffness

and pore pressure response since the swelled sample had a lower

effective pressure and a higher specific volume. In theory,

the sample should maintain the same undrained strength at the

The highly disturbed sample in test 89, was

less influenced by initial swelling and this may confirm that

the sample was more disturbed and had less initial suction
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than that in a sample taken with a thin wall tube. The

results suggest that exposing samples to surplus water

for only a few minutes may lead-to considerable reduction

in suction and an increase in the overconsolidation ratio.

1.6. EFFECTS OF TUBE DISTURBANCE ON SOME VIRGIN PARAMETERS

7.6.1. INTRODUCTION

Although it is important to examine the fundamental behaviour

of soils and the effects of disturbance on that behaviour

still, practising engineers are mostly-concerned with the

effects of disturbance on design parameters. Hence, it is

valuable to compare directly the stress-strain relationships

and the common engineering strength and stiffness parameters

of virgin and disturbed samples. This engineering approach

is similar to that used previously and a review of such work

was given in Chapter 3.

Values of some engineering parameters were calculated from

the basic data presented in figures 4.21 to 4.34 in Chapter4.

The parameters of disturhed samples were compared to those

of virgin samples in similar tests as shown in tables

7.4 to 7.7. These results are used in this section-to

assess the effects of disturbance and laboratory procedures

on the behaviour of virgin samples in different tests.

7.6.2. EFFECTS OF DISTURBANCE ON STIFFNESS

Table 7.4. shows the undrained secant modulus E' ofu virgin

and disturbed samples at a stress level which is 50% of the

total stress increment.
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It may be observed that the stiffness of tube samples
in the unconsolidated undrained test (test 7 in table
7.4) was significantly reduced by increasing the wall
thickness/diameter ratio of the sampler. However, the
effects of reconsolidation was to reduce the differences
between thin and thick walled tube samples (test 6 in
table 7.4) and the stiffness parameters of different tube
samples were approximately the same at higher stress
levels (test 9 in table 7.4). The overall stiffness

varameters of thin walled tube samples that were re-
consolidated to their previous in-situ stress level were
approximately equal to that of a virgin sample. However,
the perfect sample at its previous in-situ stresses (test 6
in table 7.4) showed a lower stiffness parameter than
that of a virgin sample.

Table 7.5 shows the deviatoric and volumetric stiffness
parameters of virgin and disturbed tests for various
loading paths. The effects of disturbance on the stiff-
ness parameters varied in different loading paths and
in general it may be observed that both the tube sample
and the perfect sample had higher volumetric stiffness
parameters and lower deviatoric stiffness parameters
than that of a virgin sample.

,
It seems difficult Ito pass general comments on the effects. ,
of perfect and tube sampling on stiffness parameters,
since the effects seem to vary at different stress
levelS and loading paths .
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7.6.3. EFFECTS OF DISTURBANCE ON THE STRENGTH OF

VIRGIN SAMPLES

The effects of sampling disturbance on the critical state

line were examined in section 6.3 and 7.4. However, it may be

interesting to compare the undrained strengths of virgin
samples with tho~e of disturbed samples. Table 7.6 shows

the undrained strengths of disturbed and virgin samples

in similar tests. It may be observed, that the undrained

strengths of disturbed samples in the unconsolidated Ull-

drained tests are lower than that of a virgin sample.

However, the undrained strength of the perfect sample

that was reconsolidated to its previous stress state was
approximately equal to that of a virgin s~ple, while

that of a tube sample WaS greater than that of a virgin

sample.

The results in table 7.6 are not normalised and hence,

they do not take into account differences in initial

water contents or effective pressures of virgin and

disturbed samples. Tn theory, samples with lower water

contents have higher undrained strengths and the results

in tests series 6 and 9 in table 7.6 confirm this. Samples

with different initial effective pressures and the same

water content must, in theory;-~have the same undrained

strengths. This seems to indicate that t~e effects of

both swelling and tubing in thick walled tube samples led

to higher water contents, lower effective stresses and
,

lower undrained strengths.
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7.6.4. EFFECTS OF DISTURBANCE ON STRAIN PATHS AND PORE

PRESSURE RESPONSES

Ratios of strains and plastic strain increments were used

in ,section 5.2 to examine aspects of the fundamental behaviour

of soils. Tbe effects of disturbance on the strain behaviour

of soils may be assessed by comparing the strain behaviour

of virgin and disturbed samples.

It was reported in tbe previous section, that disturbed

samples had lower deviatoric stiffness and higher volumetric

stiffness parameters than those of virgin samples. Hence,

in general,ratios of deviatoric to volumetric strains are

higber in disturbed samples. Strain paths of virgin and

disturbed samples along different loading paths in drained

tests are shown in figure 7.21. Tbe differences between

strain paths of virgin samples and those of disturbed

samples varied in different tests. Loading paths of higher

~q'/f>p' ratios showed higher ratios of deviatoric to

volumetric strain ratios. 'The above observations are

empirical and it is difficult to use them in assessing

different degrees of sampling disturbance.

The pore pressure response is used in calculating the

effective stress patb and hence, in examining the behaviour

of samples. However, it is possible to examine the effects

of disturbance on the pore pressure response by comparing

the values of some pore pressur parameters of virgin and

disturbed samples.
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TwO pore pressure parameters are used in this section to

examine the effects of disturbance; parameter Af is

calculated at failure as

and parameter SSO is calculated at a stress level of 50%

of the stress increment as

Values of Af and S50 for virgin and disturbed samples may

be scaled from figure 4.29 to 4.34 and the results are

summarised in tables. 7.7a and 7.70. For isotropic elastic

soils, Af is} and it may be observed in table 7.7a that
1tube samples had values of At approximately equal to 3 in

all tests. Virgin and perfect samples showed higher values

of Af than those in tube samples. For elasto-plastic behaviour

on the wet side of the critical state line, Af has higher

value and virgin and perfect samples showed values ~f Af,

tnat are approximately 2 and 3 times that of tube samples

respectively .. The Af parameter does not seem to give a

clear indication of the degree of disturbance.

Similarly, the parameter SSO is not expected to give a

clear indication of the degree of disturbance and table
/

7.7b shows that it is less inf~uenced by tubing

disturbance in test 6. It seems that disturbance influences

parameters S50 and' Af in different ways and these parameters

do not give clear indications of the effects of sampling

disturbance.



8. CLOSING REMARKS

8.1. SUMMARY

It ~PP~Gr8d from the literature, that previous

approahces to the problem of sampling disturb3;nce

were mainly concerned with its effects on the

values of some soil parameters and thus, the

differences between block samples and tube samples

were tecognised quantatively on empirical basis.

The main prupose of this thesis was to examine the

effects of sampling disturbance on the fundamental

behaviour of soils. The major causes of disturbance

were recognised as the stress disturbance and the

mechanical distortions and their effects on the

behaviour of samples were approached and investigated

separately.

Different triaxial compression tests were performed on

kaolin which was 'prepared in three different ways, to

simulate a virgin sample, a perfect sample and a tube

sample. All virgin samples wer~ prepared from slurry

in two stages;. in the first stage, the slurry was

loaded in a sample former to form a 11" sample at a

low.stress level and in the second stage, the sample

was loaded anisotropically in a triaxial cell to a

substantially higher stress level. A perfect sample

was obtained from a virgin sample, simply by releasing

the total stresses in undrained conditions and tube

samples were obtained by inserting H" tube samplers

in 4" perfect sample.It••• • I .,,---.,-lIIl11WnIII1l11",lr'lIf II II IIIfill -



disturbed samples, reconsolidated to their

The testing programme included drained tests on

In addition, there were tests to examine some

(
8.2. MAIN CONCLUSIONS

aspects of the virgin behaviour, effects of loading

disturbed samples at different stress levels.

that were relevant to the main testing programme.

8.2

conditions and other seconda+y causes of disturbance

previous stress state and undrained tests on

The research set out to distinguish between the effects "of the.

main causes of sampling disturbance on normally
-i

consolidated soils and to examine their effects on

the fundamental stress-strain behaviour of soils. The

behaviour of the anisotropically conSOlidated kaolin

used in the research, was shown generally to follow the

concepts of the critical state soil mechanics and these

theories were used as a reference to aSS8SS the effects

of sampling disturbances.

The investigations in this research, showed that the

two main causes of disturbance, stress disturbance and

mechanical distortions, were basically different 'and

must be approached in different ways.
/



A perfect sample of a normally consolidated soil a.t

history effect that altered both the state of the

Stress disturbance appeared to be a form of stress

stress state maybe

model with a state boundary surface and some parameters

stress_disturbance, the behaviour of the perfect

Although the Cam clay model predicted no effects of
thought of as a normally consolidated sample.
reconsolidated to a higher'

8.3

or below its previous stress state, may be thought of as

virgin sample and. the values of some soil parameters.

sample followed the concepts of the critical state

anoverconsolidated sample, while a perfect sample

that were slightly different from those of a virgin
sample.

The main cause of mechanical disturbance was the wall

thickness of the tube and it appeared that increasing

the ratio of the wall thickness to the diameter of the

tube, cau~ed a quantitative increase in the disturbance,

rather than a qualitative change in the state of the

sample. The behaviour of the tube sample did not follow

the concepts of the Cam clay model, due to its non-

homogeneity, but its overall behaviour was similar to

that of overconsolidated sample .By reconsolidating a

tube sample to a moderately high stress level, the
••

elasto-plastic behaviour was recovered 'but this was not

the same as the behaviour of the virgin sample.



8.3. OTHER OBSERVATIONS

distortions decreased bothi.the deviatoric and volumetric

8.4

caused a lower deviatoric stiffness anddisturbance

a higher volumetric stiffness, whereas the mechanical

influenced by stress disturbance and mechanical

fOllows:

disturbance and laboratory testing. These are mostly
to comment OD some other aspects of sampling

distortions were the deformation properties. The stress

empirical observations and they are summarised as

The properties of virgin samples that were most

The series of tests in this research made it possible

.: stiffnesses. Sampling disturbance reduced the pore

pressure response of virgin samples and both the perfect
-.-, sample and the tube sample had approximately the same

• strain-excess pore pressure relationship .

The disturbed sample had a cirtical state line similar
to that of a virgin sample, but it was slightly shifted
downwards in v - ln p' plane having the same values of
M and A but a different value of r. The disturbed
sample had a lower effective pressure under zero total
stresses and a lower undrained strength. The tube

I
sample that was reconsolidated to its previous stress
level had a lower specific volume and higher strength
than that of a virgin and perfect sample.

l
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The deviation of the values of some parameters
of the disturbed sample from those of a virgin
sample varied at different states and loadin~
conditions. Strength and stiffness parameters of
disturbed samples at their previous stress states
were in better agreement with those of virgin
samples, than those of disturbed samples in un-
consolidated undrained tests, The parameters of

the tube sample at its previous stress state over-
estimates those of a virgin sample.

A storage period of up to 3 days prOduced no
significant alteration to the behaviour of disturbed

samples of kaolin. Initial swelling produced a
serious reduction in the strength and stiffness of
tube samples but swelling is expected to have

negligible effects on the behaviour of disturbed
samples reconsolidated to their previous stress
lev~ls.

8.4. FURTHER RESEARCH

The research has investigated the behaviour of perfect
and tube samples, but it did not fully establish
mathematical or experimental procedure~ which recover
the behaviour of virgin samples. However, there were
some preliminary investigations on the effects of
reconsolidation on the behaviour of disturbed samples
and there are reasons to suggest that if disturbed samples
were reconsolidated to a substantially higher stress

,-
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disturbance and the initial stress state,

level, then the normalised behaviour will be

It is notidentical to that of a virgin sample.

ratio is similar to a perfect sample and, hence,
that the central core of tube samples of a lower tiD

samples. However, there were reasons to suggest

to have little relationship to virgin and perfect

clear to what stress level the perfect and tube

Tube samples with tID greater than O.039were found

samples should be reconsolidated before they recover
their virgiu behaviour. It may be assumed that the

required stress level will depend on the degree of

trimming a tube sample with a low tiD ratio and a
large diameter may give a perfect sample. It is not

clear to what tjD ratio and to what diameter this will
be applicable.

All tests in this research were conducted on samples
of remoulded kaolin that were prepared from a slurry
artd anisotropically consolidated in a triaxial cell,
The fabric of natural soils may have a significant
influence on the behaviour of soils and, hence, further
researCh is required to extend the previous observations
to cover the behaviour of natural soils,

r
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hl..: SIDE FRICTION IN THE SAMPLE FORMER

A.I.I. INTRODUCTION

The function of the sample former is simply to produce
a homogeneous sample which is stiff enough to allow
it to be mounted in a triaxial cell. Since the sample

was further consolidated in the cell to a stress
level at least 4 times that in the former, the precise

state in the former is not important.

The sample was prepared by loading slurry in a thick
tube of height to diameter ratio larger than 2 and
friction errors are expected at low stress levels. The

magnitude of these errors is unimportant, except insofar
as they may affect the homogeneity of the sample, in
spite of further triaxial consolidation and for this
reason, it,is necessary to investigate their magnitude
and how they may be reduced. Some of the previous
investigations into the development of side friction in
oedometer tests are reviewed and further investigations
led to a better procedure for obtaining uniformity through-
out the sample. In order to assess the significance of
side friction on the homogenity of the sample, a number
of tes~s were carried out, in which samples were prepared

iin different ways and the distribution of water contents

along the lengths were measured.
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A,l.2. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS ON EFFECTS OF
SIDE FRICTION

The observed behaviour of the soil in an oedometer
is influenced by several factors among which,the
side friction is of importance (Rowe1959). The

standard oectometer cell has a height to diameter ratio
usually less than 0.5, which is very different from
that of the sample former, used in the present
research. The effects of side friction on the
distribution of stresses and strains within an oedometer
cell are basically similar to those in the sample former
and, although the magnitude is less, similar procedures

may be used to reduce the effects of side friction in

the sample former.

Leonards and Girault (1961) observed that side friction

varied linearly with depth and was not affected by the

load increment ratio. However, higher side friction

is developed at lower stress levels (Taylor, 1942)

and Burland and Roscoe (1969) observed non_uniform

distributions of vertical and horizontal strains at

lOw stress levels.

Different techniques have been suggested to reduce side

friction. The work of Thompson (1962), Barden and Barry

(1965), Burland and Roscoe (1969) and others indicates

that by smearing the side walls of an oedometer with

silicone grease, wall friction can be reduced to a very

sm"ll magnitude.
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Northey and Thomas (1965) however, suggested that soft,
low friction coatings are of little more effect than
other smooth surfaces and in addition, it is difficult
to keep the lubricants in place for long durations. Other
measures to reduce the effects of side friction such as
the use of the floating ring and using a low heightj
diameter ratio are not relevant to the case of the sample
former and hence, they will not be discussed any further,

A,l.3. TESTS TO EXAMINE THE EFFECTS OF SIDE FRICTION

The side friction in the sample formers was expected

to he appreciable, due to the large HID ratio and the

existence of the porous stones along the inner wall.
No attempt was made to measure the side friction along

the sampler directly and hence, it ~asnot possible to

calculate the stresses throughout the sample. However,

the effects of the side friction and the effectiveness

of techniques to reduce the side friction may be

assessed by the measurements of water content along

the length of a sample after consolidation in a sample

former.

Figure A.l. shows the variation of water content with depth

in samples prepared in
,

the sample former. In tests A

and B the samples were loaded from the top and the water

content was found to vary approximately linearly with

depth. In test C where the load had reached about 60%

of its required value, it was quickly removed, the sample

and the former inverted and the load reapplied. and in-
creased to the required value.
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friction, hut because of the change of direction, it

consolidation to an effective vertical stress level of
•- .5%.2~75 kN/m2 had a uniform water content of 37.5

produced by the sample formers, it was observed that
samples which were subjected to further triaxial

reduced its effect on the uniformity of the sample.
In spite of some initial non-hoIDogenity in samples

variation of water content as shown in figure A.I.
This technique has not reduced the magnitude of-side

This procedure had the effect of reducing the observed

A.2. SOME EFFECTS OF THE APPARATUS ON THE MEASURED,
;;or BEHAVIOUR

A.2.1. INTRODUCTION

The measurements of stresses, pore pressures and strains
at the boundaries of a homogeneous sample in the triaxial
cell are meant to represent those in all elements within
the sample, but, in triaxial tests, there are several
causes of non-uniform distribution of stresses and strains
and it is necessary to reduce or account for these
interferences. Some of the major auases of non_representative
measurements are introduced in this section, with some
correction procedures. The behaviour of samples that

/
buckle are assumed to be non_representative and these
tests were repeated rather than corrected.

- , .,...-- ,
II
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A.2.2. END FRICTION

~~e top cap used in the triaxial tests in this research
was a rigid smooth perspex and the sample was based on

a rilter paper on top of a porous stone. The top cap

was smeared with silicone grease to reduce friction,

but apparently, this did not last for the full two
weeks duration of tests and there were probably shear

stresses developed between the sample and the cap in

most tests in the final stages.

The base of the cell was unavoidably rough, since it

was not possible to smear the filter paper with silicone

grease and preserve its drainage function at the same

time.

The effects of frict~on at both.ends are to restrain the

lateral deformation Dear the ends, rotate the axes of

principal stresses, cause a variation of the cross

sectional area and the stresses along the sample (Perloff

and Pombs 1969). A rigid top cap leads to a uniform

distribution of strains across the top face, except near

the edges (Burland and Roscoe 1969). Atkinson (1973)

observed that different lubricants did not seem to be

effective in reducing the friction for long durations.,
Crawford (L963\ reported that one effect of friction~l ends

.vms: to cause non-uniform distributicn of >,or-.. pressure

within the sample and Blight (1963) suggested a very

slow rate of loading to allow equalisation of pore

pressure within the sample.

i,
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Balasubramanium (1969) reported that the deformations

of ':::~":I'leswith frictional ends were uniform along the

sample up tD <;0%of the strain at failure. These

effects are examin0d in more detail by other workers

(e.g. Atkinson 1973) with further procedures on reducing

their effects. In the present research, two measures

were used to reduce the effects of the end restraint.
Firstly, the top cap was smeared with silicone grease,

in order to minimise the friction, especially in the

early stages, Secondly, tests were performed with very

slow rates of loading to allow time for dissipation or

equalisation of pore pressures.

A.2.3. CORRECTION OF DEVIATORIC STRESSES

Deviatoric stresses were calculated simply as the axial

force divided by the current cross sectional area, given

by Bishop and Henkel (1962) as

1
1

The initial weight of the top cap was deducted from the

overall axial load. The triaxial cells that were used

in this research were supplied with internal load cells

and hence, excluded the effects of any'~am friction.

A. 2. 4. TIlE RUBBER ME!IlBRANE

The procedure used in sealing the sample within rubber

membrane is commonly used in routine and research tests.
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The rubber membrane may influence the measurements
of stresses and strains in two ways. Firstly, it
may fail to seal the sample for long durations, and
secondly, it may influence the measured deviatoric
stress during testing.

Leakage through the rubber membrane and past the
bindings may CRuse serious errors in measurements

of pore pressures,for long duration undrained tests,
but it has negligible errors on short term tests.
The problem was investigated in detail by Po lOllS (1964)
and different measures were suggested to account for
and reduce the effects of leakage on the pore pressure
and volume changes. Among the procedures ~hat were

used by several workers (e,g. Davis and Poulos 1963)

are double membranes with oil between, replacing the cell

water by oil and applying grease to the ends under the

membrane. Polous (1964) assumed a linear relationship

between leakage rates and pressure and hence, estimated

the errors caused by leakage in drained and undrained

tests.

In the present research, a single membrane, with greased

ends and double 0 - rings was used. Some samples were

left in the cell at the end of the tes:/ to observe further

changes in the pore pressure or the volume. Negligible

changes in pore pressures and volume ~ereobserved for

periods up to 3 days and hence, no corrections were

employed to account for leakage.

•
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Although the membranes are usually thin, it was
observed by Henkel and Gilbert (1952), that membranes
cause an incrase in measured strnegth. The effects

of the rubber membrane on the deviatoric stress was
examined by Bishop and Henkel (1962) and estimated as

where Do is the initial diameter of the sample and M

is the compression modulus of the rubber membrane per
unit Width(1.7 Ib/in for 0.008 in thick membran0. This

equation was used in the present research to correct the

results of drained and undrained test where "a was taken
as the axial strain.

A.2.5. VARIATION OF TEMPERATURE

Temperature variations may affect both the apparatus

and the sample and hence, cause errors. Thermal effects
on the walls of the cell, the base and the tubes are

negligible, but they may alter the measurements of stresses

and loads in the transducers. Henkel and Sowa (1963) found

that cycles of temperature variation a~peared as a

hysterisis loop in the observed pore pressure and led to

an accumulation of excess pore pressure.
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The influence of temperature variations on soil behaviour
may be approximated by theoretical analysis and
experimental observations as reviewed by Campanella
and Mitchell (1968).

All tests reported in this thesis were conducted at an
approximately constant temperature of 25 ! IDC in a
temperature controlled laboratory. There were negligible
differences in the measurements of the transducers
and load cells and thus no corrections were necessary
to account for the minor variations of temperature,

A.2.6. EFFECTS OF SIDE FILTER DRAINS

Bishop and Henkel (1962) reported that re~trains imposed

by filter paper drains were difficult to estimate and

they proposed a correction of 2 psi at-strains .above 2%.

This proceudre may be satisfactory in correcting strengths
but it does not seem satisfactory to correct stress-strain
relationships simply by deducing a constant value of 2 psi
throughout the test.

In the present research, it did not seem possible to
estimate accurately the effects of filter drains on the
stress-strain relationships and no corrections were used
to account for their effects.

r
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A.3. SOME EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT RATES OF LOADING

A.3.1. INTRODUCTION

I~ ~~neral, soils do not respond immediately to changes

in total stresses and boundary conditions and hence, it

is important to examine the effects of the rate of

loading on drained and undrained tests. In theory

a drained test has a rate of loading where no excess

pore pressure is allowed to develop and an undrained

test has a rate of loading where no excess pore pressure

is allowed to dissipate. However, in the laboratory,

samples are loaded in drained and undrained tests by

simply'preventing or permitting drai~age at the boundaries

but it is difficult to control local drainage within the

sample. Hence, the loading rate may still influence the

measured behaviour.

In general triaxial tests are either stress controlled

or strain controlled. In a stress controlled test,

increments of stresses are applied and thus the stresses

are raised as steps, and after each step the sample is

allowed some time to reach equilibrium. The rate of

loading is usually presented in terms of stress

increments per period of time and thus the rates may be

reduced either by increasing the duration or by decreasing

,,,

"

the increments or by both. In a strain controlled

triaxial test the sample usually deforms axially at a

constant rate in terms of deflection per unit time and a

range of rates is usually provided by the triaxial loading

machine.

~,.~~,-- .' .-,."••----.-~_-----,~;a_"..._-~I':iiII'~'.-.~.~.-,,-----.-
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A.3.2. SOME EFFECTS OF THE RATE OF LOADING

The r~~e of loading may affect measurements of stresses,

stra~ns all~ ~ore pressures in two basic ways. Firstly,

the rate of 10adlnE: may be larger than.\that of primary

consolidation in drained tests or the rate of equalisation

of pore pressure and the response of the pore pressure

transducers in undrained tests and therefore, the

measurements misrepresent the state of samples. Secondly,

the rate of loading may be much slower than that of

primary consolidation and equalisation of pore pressure

and, therefore, creep effects may contribute significantly

to misrepresent the strains from those caused by changes

of effective stresses.

Higher ra~es of loading have been observed to cause

higher strengths (e.g. Crawford 1963, Richardson and

Whitman 1963 and Blight 1963). It is difficult to

interpret these effects since the pore pressures at

failure were measured at the boundaries and they do not

represent those at the failure plane. It may be argued

that slower rates of loading will cause some local

drainage and hence, reduce the effective pressure at the

failure plane. Northey and Thomas (1965) showed that

longer durations are required to achieve equilibrium at

higher stress levels.
,Bishop and Henkel (1962) suggested

a method to estimate the time required to bring the sample

to failure based on the coefficient of consolidation

at the stress level of the sample before testing.
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effective stresses and secondary volumetric strains

and Poulos 1967).

time for both a drained and un-
consolidation, measurements of axial deflection were

In order to estimate the period of time for primary

plotted versus the

volumetric strains for some kaolin samples (Davis

Secondary consoldiation takes place under constant

were reported to ~e ~s ~u~h as 25% of primary

drained increment of load and the results are shown
"'

in figure A.2. A period of 12 hours seemed to be

sufficient for primary consolidation in both drained

and undrained conditions and was used in all stress

controlled tests in this'. research.

A.3.3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ON DIFFERENT RATES
OF LOADING

Part of this research consisted of undrained tests on

virgin and perfect samples that were conducted at

different slow rates of loading. In the strain controlled

tests ,samples were brought to failure within 8 hours at

a loading rate of .02

tests required up to 3

~/. while the stress controlledmln '
days at a loading rate of 20 kNjm2

per 12 hours. From calculations based" on

(Bishop and Henkel
1962)

I,
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more than 90% dissipation of the excess pore pressure

occurred in the strain controlled tests but because

of the slower rate it is believed that secondary

effects occurred in the stress controlled tests.

The rate of loading in stress controlled tests may

be calculated as the total strain increment divided

by the period of test.

Two sets of tests may be used as examples to show

the effects of different rates of loading in undrained

tests. In the first set of tests, virgin, perfect'

and lightly over consolidated samples were loaded

to failure, KF6a, CP6a and 81 respectivel;" in stress

controlled tests and in the second set of tests,

similar samples were loaded to failure in KF6b, CP6b,

and 811 in strain controlled tests and the results

are sbown in figure A.3.

It may be observed, that the stress~strain relationships

were not influenced by the differences in loading rates,

but the pore pressure response was higher at lower

rates of loading in stress controlled tests. However,

for the loading rates used in this research, the

differences in the observed behaviour .,werewi thin a

narrow zone and had no significant effect on the test

resul t.
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A.4. SOIL WATER RELATIONSHIPS

A.4.1. INTRODUCTION

Engineers are more interested in the effects of the
soil water relationship on the mechanical behaviour
of $oil than the physical and chemical nature of that
relationship. The mechanical behaviour of soil is
influenced by the degree of saturation, the water
content and the drainage conditions and it is
necessary to measure some parameters that describe
these. The purpose of this Appendix is to examine

the errors involved in the measurements of some soil
water parameters,

A.4.2. SA1~RATION

For fully saturated soils, the effective stresses are

elaculated simply by deducting the pore pressure from

the total stresses, but for partially saturated soils

it is not simple to measure the pore pressure and

calculate the effective stresses, For fully saturated

soils, an increase in the mean total stress under

undrained conditions will lead to an equal increase

in the pore pressure and this simple test is commonly,
used to examine the degree of saturation and known as

the B test (Skempton 1954). Measurements of the pore

pressure in the triaxial cell may be easily influenced

by air bubbles trapped in the pore water system outside

the sample, between the sample and the membrane, within
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_the porous stone and along the drainage path leading

to the transducer. Hence, in addition to ensuring

that the sample is saturated, it is important to

ensure saturation of the rigid system tor pore

pressure measurements.

Previous observations on the problem of saturation

(e.g. Bishop and Henkel 1962,Black and Lee 1973 and

Nadarajah 1973) have led to a number of recommendations

to ensure saturation of soils. These included preparation

of samples from a slurry at a water content higher than

the liquid limit, de-airing the slurry,. subjecting it

to vibrations and de-airing it again, care to avoid

trapping air while spooning the slurry into the sample

former, care to ensure initial saturation of the porous

stone, filter paper and the drainage path, application of a

back pressure more than 100 kNm-2 and flushing pressurised

de-aired water through the pore pressure system before

testing.

All these procedures were employed in the present research.

It is difficult to obtain 100% saturation in remoulded

soils and the above techniques may lead to a saturation

degree within the range of 90 to 99%. It is even more
/

difficult to ensure saturation in undistrubed samples in

undrained tests and higher back pressure is suggested to

ensure saturation in drained tests. In the series of

tests presented in this thesis, it was found that values

Of the parameter B in the B test were 90 to 95%.

•
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Pore preb~ure is usually measured through an external
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A.4.3. SUCTION
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body of water which is assumed to be in equilibrium
with the pore water. However, this assumption may
not be strictly true for negative pore pressures and
it is difficult to specify accurately the pore water
soil relationship (Child 1969). At .high nega:tive pore

pressures, air or water vapour bubbles may occur and
reduce the suction and the meniscuses near the external
surface of the sample may fail as a result of the
differential pressure. Hence, the negative pore pressure

measured at the boundaries of soils may not necessarily
represent that of the pore water (Donald 1961).

Casagrande (1936) suggested that suction would cause
internal swelling, where pore water is transferred locally
from some elements to another.

The effects of imposing negative pore pressure to soils may
be the same as compression. Bishop (1975)'et al o~served
thatthe internal meniscuses.of water can hold very high
suctions which may be measured under high total pressure.
Although there is evidence that water can sustain high
negative pore pressures (Marshall 195?l the ability of
pore water in clay to carry high suctions is not
necessarily the same (Donald, 1961).
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In the present test, it was not possible to

measure accurately negative pore pressures of

disturbed samples under zero total pressure and it

was necessary to re-apply high total pressure and

calculate the effective stress state of the sample.

A.4.3. WATER CONTENT

The state of soil is usually described in terms of

the effective stresses and the specific volume and

aspects of soil behaviour may be normalised by

parameters that depend on the specific volume. Hence,

it is necessary to examine the procedures used to

calculate the specific volume.

For saturated soils the specific VOlume v, the void

ratio e and the water content ware related as

v ~ 1 + e ~ 1 + w G
s

Where Gs is the specific gravity. The initial specific

volume v is calculated from the initial water content

before loading, the current specific volume v during

testing is calculated from the observed volume change

simply

v ~ vo

Where Vo is the initial volume of the sample and AV

is the change in volume and is +ve for compression and
-ve for swelling and the water content at the end of the
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test may be compared to the calculated value4 The

author observed that the measured water content

at :failure was usually different from the calculated

value, but in general, they were within ~ 2%. Henkel

and 80wa (1963) observed that the measured volume of

water during consolidation was larger than the correspon-

ing decrease in weight of the specimen amounting to

a difference of 1.5%in water content. They attributed

this error to the amount of water taken in by the

sample during unloading and they found that the higher

the suction, the larger the error. Ward, Marsland and

Samuels (1965) observed that the initial water content

of block samples were 5% less than those in_situ and those

may be attributed to suction in a similar way.

In the present research, values of specific volumes

were based on volume changes and initial water content~

rather than on the water contents at failure.

Although it was shown in Appendix A,l. that the initial

water content of samples before testing was homogeneous,

there were reasons"to suggest that it may not be so,

as the sample approahces failure. As the failure plane

starts to develop, non_homogeneous deformations and local

drainage may take place and neither the overall change in v

nor the overall water content can be used to calculate

the specific volume at failure, in the failure plane.
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To account for such effects on the stress path and

stress-strain relationships, the behaviour of an

element before failure is estimated by extending the

uniform relationships up to the failure state.

- --, .
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~ I I
Soil Sampler Laboratory Ratio Ratio of

"", <)m' Test of stiffne~s Refe,ence
stren

rnlContlne<l 'lara et al
London Clay 1j" tube compression 0.61 0.29 1959

1~:rcQnso , - UIlconsol~aatea
ated clay Piston undrained 0.42 - 'd<, 1971

sensitivity-ZO unconfined Rochelle "d
L1~60, PL-23 Piston compression ~ 0.54 0.5 Lefebvre 19i

fissured clay Open tube unconsolidated . Lo et a1
undrained - 0.' 1971

sensltlve c " unconsohdated Lo,:,~~nam:.
LL~S6~,PL=2S S" tube tmdrained 0.62 ~ Isaac 1971

S" 'ill" O. i8

sensitivity-lO consolidated .Iilovic
,.

L1=69,PL~25 Piston u:ldrained 0.86 O.8~ 1971 I
Open tube 0.71 I 0.72

c,"' cer.'.e'lted One:l tuee Lmconsolidated Ra~1llor:d ~t,
clay 'lndrair.ed 0.30 0.18 !9il

Osterberg 0.55 0.52 I,
~1l. Mee.sure;nents on bloc>: sanmles "ere used as a refe:cence i, all atove ratio
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Soil Disturbed Laboratory RaLlo

Type ..,10 Test of Reference
strength,

sell.5itivity 5 5" tube unconfined O. ; 'Jelson et al
U~68,PL=38 sample compression 19i1

Glacial ;" ,OO, unconsolidated O. ; -et al

deposit sample undrained 1971

~larine Qoy 5" wo, consolidated 0.5 Bozowk
sample undrained 1971

sensiti"V<' square ,"0 unconfined 0.91
Wilson

do samole crnm:Jression 1969
stlff fissured ;" ,OO, unconsolloatea 0.32 0« "'day sample undrained 1971

,

block 0.62
sample

S= Francisco 6" tube illlconfined 0.75 Hall

Soy s~le compTessieD 1963

'"'. Measurements of in 5i tu vane teS1:5 Here ~,60" 0 reference
io on above ratios
~r.~,.,,~,io"'- ~-',,-~:--. ,::~c,jo",,, ;:1'e ' • .i.-nco ,,;J ; 'Of ,-, G';",.;:-::o" ~-;". ,,

" v~:'.~~O~-"'.

V.BLE 3.2 EFFECT OF SA"lPLIl\G OISTIiRBk,CE ON l:.i.SITU STRE:-;G1H

Ratlo
of kfe,encc

stiffness.

I 0.30 ""00,",, I,,","
Ig73~

0.33 elal"slanc
19i3",

0.85 Ward " al
1965

i 2.JO
Burland and
Lord. 19~O

London clay block =cmsoliciatec.
5amnle undrained

chalk block lunconfined
samole IZ~mpressiGn

\8. ~le2.~Urementsof m situ plate lOfLding tests ,,-ere used a~ a
refere~ce in ~11 above ratic5

Soil Disturbed Laboratory
Type S",-rrple Test

Landor. clay +ub~ untons~"d,,:I;e.d
saJT,ple un;!""",.d

Londcn clay block unccn5oliia1:cd
sample undrained

TABLE 3.3 EFECT OF S.-':,lPLI>;G DIS'IffilB ..1SCE 0:; IN SITU STIF!'\ESS



•~

1'ype of Sensitivity tiffness rati
clay a: undisturb. u undisturb. Reference

remouldea re:ooulaea

Marine 14 " Casagrande

?-nrine 8 6, Casagrande

'iolc<IDic 8 " Rutled e

Glacial , 33 Peck

Glacial ; H Rutledge

Glacial , 8 Rutledge

Glacial , 7 Rutled c

TABLE 3.4 EFFECTS OF CCNPLETE RDnULDli\G 0:;
COHPRESSIVE STFThGTtl AND UNDRAINED
STIFThES ~J,)DlJLlJS
(RUTLEDGE 1944)
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Type of Laboratory Ko reconsol K reconsol K recanso Isotropicall

Sample virgin dated o idated o i61ted consolidat

sa'T1p1e perfect disturbed rer.lOulded erfect
< < <

C 1723 1464 1577 1876 7160

Eu(virgin) LOO 1.17 1.09 0.91 O.2~

C' I ;05 5le 5~2 704 2990

V@]ra~ LOO 0.9S 0.93 0.71 0.16
E' istur

0' 0.395 0.390 0.380 0.35~ 0.075

"' VlT lil LOO 1.01 1.04 1.11 :> • , 6
,,' (dJ.stUT )

Ce, 0.0613 0.0567 0.0+82 0.0410 0,0337

';v3 vnglrr) LOO 0.28 O.~S 0.40 0.48
SV.(d"s. ~,.

TABil, 3.6 EFf"CTS OF REOJ;50LJDATIO:J OS DE"OR\I~TIOKPA,,-,,~r:;ITFS
(Davis and Po1ous 1967)

,,'-..
)1



TABLE 4.1 S~SITIVI1Y lINDACOJRAC'l OF LOADaus ,\,\D TRl,NSDUCERS

sensitivity accuracyl

load cdl 3.17di,"/KNM-
:!;0.3KNM-

l>lGdified
cell cell pressure

-, , -2
33.1 div/KNM - C ; Kl11'\

transducer

back pressure
-, . - Yl'JM-2

35.5 div/KNM'
_o.~

transducer

load cell eh,/IGIM 2 • 0.5
,

Stancl.ard
1.02

- ~"
cell cell pressure -2 . -,

transduce, 35.8 div/KN~\ _.O.S"KN'\

back vessure div/KNl'l-2 I' c.; -,
33.1

~,M.\

transducer

-, )'" s=1e former
4" sa,n,le forme'f

I ' .
increment of I

-

Tir.lc increpent d total load
total load

hou,s load (lbs) (lbs) load (lbs) I (los)

0 1 1 5 5 ,
6 1 3 CO ;S -\

18 S 8 10 35

YO CO 18 " 7~ ,

41 1S 35 " \ COS,

" - - 40 '"S

06 - - .0 195

T.!illLE 4.2 PERIOl:6 A.\'D INCRBjE;~T OF 1.0.1,,1:6I~ PRELINIJ0\RY CD:\SOLIDATID"

1



,f

,1
, . r
,
"

J
1,

~

J ",
• "•

,
Tub' \\'(111 thickness 1) ratio

t (m)

T 1.48 .039

" 2.73 .072

" 3.99 ,lOS

TABLE 4. 3 DI~tf:'SIo."\SOF THE 11JBE SAMPLES



DESCRIPTION OF DESIG."~TICh~S

(b) Description of letters desigr.ations

TABLE <1.4

K Anisotropic consoli<i,tion -,>lth q' /p' • l

c Reconsolidation of disturbed SamPles; the cell
pressure is reapplied first then followed by <he
axial -pressure

5 Special preparation or a special test

R Repeated test

G Stored sample
.

n Termination te,;t

F Virgin sample

p Perfect sample

T Too' sample; thin wall thickness and tiD ~ .039

" Tube sample; medium 1\'Ull thidmes5 and tiD = .072

H Tube smuple; 'thick wall and tiD = .105 -

initial state
Drainage q' Ckl'jm-2) p' (kNm-2)

ratio of load

Desig. Conditions
increments

1 drained 105 210 tl.P'/tl.q' • 0

2 drained lOS 210 t>q'/tl.p' • 0

3 drained 105 210 t>q'/ t>p' • •,

4 drained lOS 210 !J.q'/t>-p' • _2/1

5 drained 105 210 !J.q'/t>-p' • 0

6 undrained 105 210 Aq/lip • 3/1

7 undrained 0 ,210 bq/ t.p • 3/1

• t>q/t>p
8 undrained lOS ,210 • 3/1

•
9 tmdrained > 105 > 210 t>q/t>-p • :0 /1

I
(7) Description of figures designations



Serial No. Desig Figure Group Description ~

" KF6a 4.29 1 Undrained tests on virgin and peTfect samples
4C CP6a 4.29 2-Initial stress state of qtw105 kMn-2 and

4.29 -," IT6b p' w 210 kMn

" CP6b 4.29

" I "6 4.31 I-Undrained tests on disturbed samples
M7b 4.31 2-lnitial stress -2<4 state of q'=O and p'<210 L\m

" Hib 4.31
<6 T7a 4.31

" m 4.33
'8 80 4.32 1 Undrained tests on disturbed samples
49 Wo 4.32 2-Initial stress state of q'wlOS L\m-2 MO
;0 Uo 4.32 g' > 210 kNn-2

" KF9b 4.34 1 Ur.drained tests on virgin and distLTbed
52 CP9b 4.34 samples -," KT9b 4.34 2-lnitial stress state of q'>105 L\.'n-,-,54 Uo 4.3~ p'>2l0 kNIl - and q'/p'~l

" Uo d.34
;0 'em 4.34
U 51 4.29 Special Tests See ,ection
58 U 4.28
59 , ;0 4.25
OC 64 4.25 ~

01 S; 4.29

" 56 4.29
0; U .j .30
04 M 4.32
bS 59 4.31
00 SW 4.33
67 sn 4.31
66 SU 4.29 Other TesTs
@ R34 4.30
7C "4 4.23
n Rl; 4.23

" R.:'c 4.2li

n G.n: ~I 'j, 33.~

--~-

,
~"



TAiltE4.S TESTI1>'1ipJ(X;Jl.l.l~1E

Serial No. Design Figurt' Group!ll'!scriptlon

, ,q : .2~ !.!lrobeC ~l;!sts:llI\'ir&in alll1disturbe4 sa~les

, "" 4.Zl, '" 4.21 2-lnitlal stro:ss state of q'-IOS ~-2 and

• on 4. n p'-no 1::.'h-2, om 4.21 3-il:ltio of stn'SS il'ler=t5 ap'/6<l.'oQ

• en ..,, OU 4.21

• on 4.21

, on 4.22 I-Drained tests on virgin and disturbed S:lr.lP1es

" ""
4.22 2-lnitial stress state of q'-l~ ~~-2 and

n 0'2 4.n p'-no klb-2

" ." 4.22 3-lbtlo of st~S i.ncresrnts l>a,'ll.p'oQ

" m 4.22

" '" 4.23 I-Oral~ tests c:nvirgin and disturbed s~les

4. Z3
.2

" '"
2-lnitial stress state of ,,'.l~ k.\D. and

" "n 4.23 p'-no ~11:1-2

" en 4.24 3-R1tio of stress inc~tS l>a,'/ap'-1

>S Gli 4.24

" 00 4.24

" 00 4.24

" '" 4.26 1-lmlined tests en \'irgln and dlsturt>edsa:::ples.'
22 0" ~.26 2-initia1 stress stllte of q'-l~ k.\h • lII'ldp'-no J;

" C" 4.26 3-R;\tio of stress iocrcments 110,'1tp' _2/_1

" ." 4.26

2' '" 4.27 I-nr.i~ tests on \irgin and disturbed s~les.,
26 0" 4.21 2-Inltilll stress sate of q'-iOS k.~ - I:':U!p'-HO'

22 rn ~.2i :\-Ihtio of StreSs Incre:rw:nts6<l.'/ap'oQ

" on 4.21

" "'6b 4.:!0 I-Undrnlned tests on tuOOsBIJIIles

'" C26b ..,,, l-initinl stn'ss state of ,,'-lOS \;''<1:1-2

" G:50(I} ..'" and p'. 2101::.~-2

" G:5O(l) ,.'" 3-lbtio of stress incrn:entS r.ql to? - 'I,
" m, ..'"
" C,"' ..'"
" 0l6b ..'"
" '" ~.30

;; "". ..'"
" ••• 4.30



.; -iJb ,;0'

G' p' c,,~lcuLated p' calculated Disturbance
Test c c c

factor 1 _ p'/p'
kJ\'m-2 -2 \"0 ~ as ela~tjc

kNm q

unconsol-
idated 0 145 + 5 37.5 175 .. 18
undrai.ned

reconso1-
i.dated 105 210 36.5 210 C,C

relO<l<led
tmdraincd lOS 170 + 5 37.5 17" 0.03

I
.,.Ul'J,• ."'''1"'

TAHIL 6.1 'filE INITIAL STATE OF l11E PERFI:Cr SAMPll IN DIFI'F.RENT TESTS



Test qi pi
\,:'---. '.":",-

O •
•0

'- ,,-c

51

55

P7b

. 33

.07

.17

175

160

145

175

175

158 -1_ ,

T,\BLE 6.2 STREt'1GH-lANDELIISTIC STlFFSESS OF
VIRGIN A\lll PERFECf SAMPLES



\ulConsolid...•.tccl tmdn\inecl reconsolidated to pTevi~;JS level

0'
,

~ample -, -2
t.ype p' ](Nm - p' k:-<m

1 ' 0 measured "' p' wo',
0 (e~nstic)

- p~ C1astlC _0
, ,_::' 0

(measured) (;,:1r,; ) (.,i ,11, )

T 115+5 I 175 ,34 105 210 33.5 + 1

M lOO+5 I 175 ,42 105 210 33 d

II 80 + 5 175 .55 lOS 210 33 + 1..5

"
l~~,+', 1 'I'; J" lU~', 2.10 3~.c.

, '

F - - 105 210 J7. c.

~?

'jJ\BLE 7.1. '1111, INITrAL STATE OF TIlE TIJBE SAMPLRS



Sample ~qf ., E' c"f

" -
kCill - ,

, W, ;0 .31

M 96 23 ."
H 73 1\

I
.n

(aJ LnconsGli,~,tedUndrained Tests

[ lillie
1

".
Sm.•ple ., f' Fl;N~ "

T 210 i ;C I .30

H 210 ;0 .OD
H . 189 W .38

(b) ReCC'nso1id~tedlhdnined Tests

Sample Jlq ~
10\Jn-2 f' 'of

" ,
, 267 '8 .36

I

I
M 273 " .50

I

M 283 23 .27 :

(e) Samples Reconsolidated to a higher stress level

I,

,
•

'{jJ. All E~ ~re secant lI.oduli

TABL~ 7." PAlt'c\IETERSOF TilliE SA\lP1.ES IN DIFF£I'l'!\'T TESTS



SaJ1l!lle t,ql-: k\.':1-2 I " ~\\n-2
'of

" -

lJ 1(, 20S Z; .,
"'0 286 29 .38

Sample Ilqf ., " kl.;m-2k",'n -
,

>on 187 E

0<1 168 18

Sample F' ., S'
kK.'ll- 2c ~~;n. S

PG 6' 27

0<2 50 10

I\B. E' and E'
" 8

are secunt moduli at 5D~of b. ".:..

TABLE I. ~ P"'-~lETERS OF ruBE S."MPliS
1\TIH DlHE9E:-:r STRESS HISTOlUC5
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...,.

load~ng virgin perf~et Tube 'I' Tube /.l Tube H Ipath

, 26 26 26 26 26

3 '" 26 " " 26

• :;2 n I n - -
-

("-) DcvintoriG stiffneo~ E~ I"SaSuTCc\CIS "- secant lIlodulus ,,-t 5O~ of (} Q-r nn(' j ". :,r:",

TtlllLE 7.5 Snrll,ESSW; or VlIlCIN Aim rnS'I1JR'1f,DSAMPLES IN 1J1rFERb~'r ])[l,MKEDTI:S'l'S

JlleClsured ;\5 " secant modulus ~,,,; j" ~ ::",-"VolumuT-ric ~T.iHm'~sE',(11)

1-
0"-' mg virgjn r perfect Tllhe 'l' Tuhe M Tube H

path -, n ;; 26 W

-
3 '" ';3 " S3 S6

, -104 L - 30 - 144 - - 170

-

.~._~~-
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wall thickness ratio ~ tiDe

inside clearance ratio " D, - D,
D,

disp1a>:edvolume ratio " D 2 D,,;

",

gross recovery ratio ~ Lg/ll

..:F' :!'

lU

FIG. 1.1 DE.lE).;SW;;S, ,1E.J..SlJRE.\jE,,""fS A'iD RATIOS
IN TIJBL- SA\PLERS



v-drilling pi,"~
adaptor
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,
-~ vent

tube aCtlk1ting Tcd

piston
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FTG. 1.3 FORC:ES A.CTING DURING. SI\~IPLING OPERATIONS

0-' u yH-U

D- c:"
before sru:1jJlin:;:

K c'
"'

()'u()'U_U\, h

p' < p'o
"fter sampling

(a) ele;nent of normally consolidated soil Defore and after sampling

0' u yH-lt
V ' 0

Ka'~

before sampling
(b) cle:Jent ot he3-vily Qv["rcoll501idated50il before and a.fter s~IJClling

HG.].4 Qi'l,;,GES OF STF.ESS:::SA\'D STR-'lI:\S I:: PERFECT SA'T[.L\G

,
""

o < ~v
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FIG. 2.1 PA11-II:-'TIEPS\llE'lCY IN EL.\STIC ~l.'lTERI;US

His of symm€'t::)' e" 0,C, ~-'"
~"1

, <,cr~'
c. ~--"'., £~3

!'Tc. 2.2 STRESSES .'\]\11STl,,\T"\S l'i _"''' ELc,;E.\"T OF
.',,'.;ISOTROPIC ELASTIC ).l.l,TERVL
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FIG. 2.3. YIELD SURFACES I)) A THREE DHlE?:SJOKAL

_STRESS SPACE

"

FIG. 2.4. HYPOTHETICAL STATE BOU~~ARY SUaFACE

•
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plastic potential of non~associatedpaterial
"

•- -
yield curv 1

,
'--('

y'
, ' ;, y

'plast1c potentlal /" Y
of associated material "" plastic strain

, \ increment vectors'v.,
'!" \---"

",~

FIG. 2.5 PLASTIC PCITE'JTlALSOF .i\.5S0CIATED!Il,TJm:-i-ASSOCIXfEO
~~,TEJU'\LS

q

peak
strength

critical
stTI'ngtb

i

FIG. 2.6 1HE STHFl'G1HOF SOILS
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FIG. 2.7 Ell LURE A\'DYIELD CURVES

curve B

D'
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I'
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FIG. 2.8 DHORt\lATfO'!ilT Ttl:: 1l00i~\DARlES.'Iu\D\",'ITHE';

1l1E SUP ZQ\"E OF .11-'<Ei.E.\'E'<T OF SOT!.
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SURFACE

CRITICAL STATE LI E

FIG. 2.9 STATE BOU~DARY SURFACE fOR SOILS



qt/p'~O

P£p

critical state
line

sHelling line

isotropic
compression

In p'

FIG. 2.10 CCNPRESSTO).I CURVES IN SOIl.S

"f

yield CllrVC

o
e'-0 "

'-'.

FIG. 2.11 II\'TEPSECTI01\ OF THf: YULD l1JRVEl'iI II-! TIlE
ISOTROPIC CONPRESSlO>l A\"D THE CRITTC-'J..
STATE L!;\E,C;

•••



,,
isotropic
s\\'el1ingc_u,~,,_

- ,-
I
I

isotropic compression
"~

•

In p'

FIG. 2.12 COMPJ1ESSIO>iA'JD SliELLlNG CURnS

p'

pl:me for
constant p test

for constant v test

fIG. 2.13(a] LO}\DI~GPL~~ES J\SnOlI,D.~YC(,\~ITI0~S
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state boundary surface

critical state line

elastic "all

swelling cun'e

f:IG. 2.13(b) I'LASTIC WALL 1\'TTHH, THE STATE -BUlJ"TI.-l.F.Y
SURFACE

q'

•



In p'

swelling lines associated with
effective stressesI

-I-
I
I
I
I
I
I

f"< L

,el NarmH11vconsolidated element hardens in an
lUldrained test

initial/
state

in p'

(b) Heavil:-overconsolidated element softens in
an undrained test •

FIG. 2.1.:\ HARrE"I'<G OR SOrnNI~G I~ U'lilR~I\"ED'rESIS



successive yield cun"eS

rIG. 2.15 KlIDl"'.nC HARDEl'1l':G

\,
loading path

p'

cun"c

0'

nG. 2.16 COLlBLEYIHD IJjj{VE(After ~';J"ozct ~,l l~~(n
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I

r'

loading path

5ucceSSlve ;.:ield cu:::ye

~axis of s}1TIIlletry

consolidation
path

FIG. 2.17 TIlE EFFECTS OF "iHl: CO'lSOLm\TIO" PA1H A,D TI-JELOJ,DI\G
PA1H m: mE Sj-L'I!'EOf TIlE YIELD CURVE
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Cam cia,'

(b) In-el"sti.c behaviour wi,hio
the state boundary surfrtce
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rIG. 2.18 CllAI':GG0, SBI'E 0'- :;OC(',J,ILLY CO:<SOLIDAT;:L
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FIG. 2.21 (a) IDEALISED DEJIAVXOUR OF AN

OVERCOilSOLIDATEO S,i'iPL£
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nasta-plastic

Elastic

DRAUED

ElaSco-plastic

UKDRAINED

,

"FIG. ".21 (b) I~E,\LISED BEHAVIOUR Of AN

OVERCONSOLIDATED SA1IPLF
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FIG. 2.22 YIELD CURVESA'iD STRESS PA1H5 AT OIFFERE).,j
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state at p'
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FIG. 2.23 DIFFEREn >''ORHl,LISI'lGPARi~.:E1E!lS
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block sanrole

200

sterberg sample

sample
piston
open

lz1

N '00
" '
~

(a) After Raymondet al 1971

block

piston

o:>en

(b) After ,Iilovic 1971

fIG. 3.1 lj;\CG1;a,,'EDCO,lPRESSI0).;TeSTS 0;\ ilW:';; ;~\D
TIJBE SA.'jpLES
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FIG. 3.3 SfRESS PATHS OF BLOC, }}ID jlE\DULDED SA1'PLES
(After SkeTTIlJtonand So'"a 1963)
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FIG. 3.;1 COIDOLlDATIONIlEHA\'IOUROF ruBE MD
IDOULDED S.'\t':PLES (After Schrnertmann 1955)
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